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A BSTRA CT
The aim of this thesis is to investigate long range dependent processes and 
their applications.
The first chapter of the thesis gives an introduction to long range dependent 
processes. In particular, we give a brief introduction to fractional Brownian mo­
tion which has been proposed as a model for the long range dependence observed 
in a variety of hydrological and geophysical tim e series.
In Chapter 2 we study the robustness of asymptotic normality of estimation 
using smoothed periodogram methodology in circumstances where long range 
dependence appears. We also study the robustness of some estim ators of the 
Hurst index H which characterizes certain models of long range dependence.
Modern statistical theory is notable for attem pts at relaxing the assumption 
of independent structure of processes under consideration. In Chapter 3 we inves­
tigate asymptotic properties, such as the law of large numbers, the central limit 
theorem and the uniformity of convergence, of sample mean, sample covariance 
and some quadratic forms involving data from long range dependent processes. 
Moreover, we develop a method for hypothesis testing of the mean of tim e series 
perturbed from stationarity by a deterministic trend.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we are concerned with the applications of long range 
dependence to m athem atical finance. It is of practical and theoretical impor­
tance to take into account possible long range dependence in research on the 
behaviour of stock price movement. We propose and study a stochastic model 
— fractional Black-Scholes model — a stochastic differential equation driven by 
fractional Brownian motion. The fractional Black-Scholes model includes the 
standard Black-Scholes model as a special case and is able to account for long 
range dependence in financial markets. In Chapter 4, we develop stochastic inte-
gration with respect to fractional Brownian motion which is not a semimartingale. 
In Chapter 5, we establish the Ito formula for fractional Brownian motion. Then 
we use Ito ’s formula to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the 
fractional Black-Scholes equation.
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C h a p te r  1
INTRODUCTION TO LONG RANGE  
DEPENDENCE
1.1 Introduction to Long Range Dependence
A stationary second order process is said to have long range dependence (LRD) if 
its covariance function at lag k decays, as k —> oo, so slowly that the sum m ation of 
the covariance over the lags k = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . .  diverges. The slow decay of the 
covariance function corresponds to a singularity at the origin in the spectrum . 
To fix ideas, let us consider a second order stationary tim e series { X t : t = 
1, 2 , . . .  }. We write
Ik =  cov ( X t , X t+k ) , k =  0 , ± 1 , ± 2 ,  . . .  
for the covariance function of { X t } at lag k and
1 OO
/ M  =  T T  l k Z ~ lk U  , -7 T  <  U> <  7T
Z7T ,
AC= — OO
for the spectral density of { X t } (if it exists). Then the dichotomy between short 
range dependence (SRD) and LRD can be characterized by the criteria given in 
Table 1.1 (see, for example, Heyde and Gay, 1992).
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Table 1.1: SRD and LRD
SRD LRD
(i) £ 7k converges (i) £ 7 k diverges
(ii) /(0) finite (ii) / ( u j ) singular at t o  = 0
Figure 1.1: Nile River minima (from Beran, 1992b, p. 405)
600 800 tOOO 1200
year
As early as 1895 the astronomer Newcomb discussed the phenomenon of LRD 
in astronomical data sets and called it “semi-systematic” errors. Pearson (1902) 
observed slowly decaying correlations in simulated astronomical observations. 
Due to the vast number of examples from hydrology and geophysics, LRD is recog­
nized by most hydrologists and geophysicists to be the rule rather than the excep­
tion. A typical data set where LRD is exhibited is the record of the Nile River min­
ima (Figure 1.1, taken from Beran, 1992b, p. 405). This data played a key role in
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Figure 1.2: NBS precision measurements on the 1-kg check standard (from Beran, 
1992b, p. 406)
number of measurement
the discovery of LRD in hydrological data by the famous hydrologist Hurst (1951). 
Nowadays the phenomenon of LRD has been observed in a wide range of areas of 
statistical applications, such as hydrology (Hurst, 1951), geophysics (Lawrance 
and Kotegoda, 1977), agriculture (Smith, 1938; W hittle, 1956, 1962), astronomy 
(Pearson, 1902; Jeffreys, 1939), meteorology (Haslett and Raftery, 1989) and eco­
nomics (Robinson, 1994c; Peters, 1994). The phenomenon of LRD even occurs in 
situations where every precaution was taken to prevent dependence between the 
observations. A typical example of such high-quality data measured under ideal 
circumstances are the measurements of the 1-kg check standard weight provided 
by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Washington (Figure 1.2, taken 
from Beran, 1992b, p. 406). The correlations of NBS precision measurements 
seem to decay with a rate approximately proportional to \ k \ ~ a  with a  =  0.8. For 
details of the analysis of the data  sets of Nile River minima and NBS precision 
measurements, see, for example, Beran (1992b).
Though most known examples of LRD are tim e series, LRD is not restricted
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to this type of data. See, for example, Gay and Hey de (1990) for random fields 
with LRD. Smith (1938) noticed LRD in a random field setting of agricultural 
field trials.
In the research of stochastic processes with LRD, two paradigm models are 
the fractional Gaussian noise and the fractional ARIMA model.
A fractional Gaussian noise (see, for example, Sinai, 1976) is the first order 
difference of a fractional Brownian motion which was introduced analytically by 
M andelbrot and Van Ness (1968). We shall discuss fractional Brownian motion 
in Section 1.2. A fractional Gaussian noise is a stationary Gaussian process { X t } 
with covariance
7* =  cov ( X t , X t+k ) =  y  (|fc +  l \ 2H -  2\k\2H +  \k -  1\2H) , (1.1)
where a 2 = Var(Ah). The spectral density of { X t } is of the form
OO
f{io) = 2 b (H, a 2) (1 — cosu) ^  |2 7r j  +  lo\~2H~1 , — 7r <  to < n , (1.2)
j = - o o
where 6 ( // , a 2) = (27t)-1<t2 sin(7r//) F(2H -fi 1), H  G (0,1). The param eter H  is 
called the Hurst index. When H = 1/2, { X t } is the standard Gaussian noise. 
W hen H  E (1 /2 ,1), /(u;) has a pole of the form b\ijj\l~2H at zero and Y l lk  = °°-
W hen H  E (0 ,1 /2), /(0 )  = 0  and Y!lk  =  0, and in this case, { X t } is not long
range dependent (LRD).
Fractional ARIMA models were introduced by Granger and Joyeux (1980) 
and Iiosking (1981). (See also Adenstedt, 1974.) Fractional ARIMA models are 
a natural generalization of standard ARIMA(p, d, q) models proposed by Box and 
Jenkins (1970). For any —1/2 < d < 1/2, a fractional ARIMA process is defined 
as
^ ( B ) ( l - B ) i = Q (B)e t , (1.3)
where { z t } are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) normal random 
variables with mean zero, B  denotes the backshift operator, $  and 0  are polyno-
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mials of finite degree having no roots in or on the unit circle, $ ( 5 )  denotes the 
autoregressive part and Q(B)  the moving average part of the process, and
oo
(1 - B ) d = £
k=0
( ~ B ) k
is the fractional difference operator. The spectral density of the fractional ARIM A 
model is given as
/M
|Q(elu')|2
|$ (eiu,)|2
—  I X  <  U J  <  7T . (1.4)
W hen d = 0, definition (1.3) gives the usual ARIM A model. When 0 < d < 1/2, 
LRD appears.
The Hurst index H  in (1.1) and the fractional difference index d in (1.3) are 
connected through the formula d = H — 1/2.
In each of the above models, the spectral density has the form
f(co) ~  M ~ a , as lo —» 0 , (1.5)
and the covariance function 7^  at lag k behaves as
7fc ~  L2{k) \k\a~l , as k -»• 00 , (1.6)
where 0 <  a  <  1, Li(u>) is a slowly varying function at the origin while L2(k) 
slowly varying for \k\ —> 00. Here the symbol means tha t the ratio of the 
left- and right-hand sides tends to 1.
In general, a stationary second order process is said to exhibit LRD if its 
spectral density satisfies (1.5), or, equivalently, if 7^  satisfies (1.6).
The recognition of stationary random processes and random fields subject 
to LRD is a problem of particular contemporary scientific importance. This is 
because such processes typically exhibit apparent trends or periodicities which 
appear persistent but are eventually ephemeral.
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Slowly decaying covariances have, if ignored, disastrous effects on classical 
statistical results of stationary processes. The usual methods of analysis of sta­
tionary processes assume exponential decay of the covariance function, which is 
a typical case of SRD. A large number of limit theorems which, in the classical 
approach were always studied under the assumption tha t the underlying random 
variables were independent, continue to hold under certain SRD structures. How­
ever, as dependence becomes stronger, at a certain point, new phenomena arise. 
For example, models with weak dependence (such as ARMA models and Markov 
processes) are well known and often used in practice. Already for these models, 
interval estimates and prediction intervals can differ considerably from the i.i.d. 
case, though asym ptotic rates of convergence remain the same. The asymptotic 
standard deviation of the sample mean is typically of the form cr/vW, where N  is 
the sample size and u a certain constant. When the dependence becomes stronger 
so tha t, for example, the covariance is not summable any more, the consequence of 
the strong dependence for classical tests and confidence intervals can be calami­
tous. As an example, let us consider a case where the covariance of the data 
decays as |/c|- a , a  £ (0,1), then the standard deviation of the sample mean of 
the data decays at a rate of N ~ a^2. If a  =  0.4, one needs approximately 100,000 
observations to achieve the same precision as from 100 independent observations 
drawn from a population with the same variance. Another example is tha t slowly 
decaying covariance can cause goodness-of-fit tests for a distribution to reject the 
null hypothesis with probability tending to one with increasing sample size.
Stationary processes or random fields with LRD have drawn considerable in­
terest in statistical research. Although still in the beginning stages, progress in 
the development of statistical methodology for LRD has been made along several 
lines, including location and scale estimation, estim ation of the Hurst index and 
fractal dimension, spectral estim ation and testing, tests for LRD, goodness of fit 
tests, prediction and regression. For surveys of general areas of LRD, see, for 
example, Beran (1992b), Peters (1994) and Robinson (1994c).
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Many standard methods and results in classical SRD situations should be in­
vestigated under the possibility of LRD. The development of statistical m ethod­
ology for LRD will certainly be a rewarding task for future research.
1.2 Fractional Brow nian M otion
Fractional Brownian motion (FBM) is a generalization of Brownian motion. 
Brownian motion is a good model if the process under study is unknown and 
a large number of small contributing influences are involved. However, the incre­
ments of Brownian motion are independent. In reality independence is ju st an 
extrem e case. The restrictive assumption required for Brownian motion becomes 
a special case. Fractional Brownian motion arises naturally from the exami­
nation of the conditions of the validity of limit theorems relating to Brownian 
motion. Kolmogorov (1940) first introduced FBM to probability. M andelbrot 
and Van Ness (1968) gave an analytical definition of FBM. They proposed FBM 
as a model for the LRD widely observed in hydrological and geophysical tim e 
series.
A FBM (denoted as Bh for m athem atical convenience) is a Gaussian process 
with covariance
cov ( B H{ t ) , Bh (s) ) = i  Var ( Bh {1) ) ( t2H + s2H -  11 -  s\2H )
for any t, s > 0. Here H  6 (0 , 1) is the so called Hurst index. When H  — 1/2, 
Bn{ t )  = B{t)  is a Brownian motion. When 0 < H < 1/2, it has long been 
thought tha t Bh is of less interest (Mandelbrot, 1982). Actually this is not so 
because of the relationship between the Hurst index and the spectral exponent 
of fractional noises (see, for example, Peters, 1994, Chapter 13). But we will not 
pursue this m atter in this thesis, for when 0 < H  < 1/2, the summation of the 
covariance of the increment process of Bh over lags k = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . .  is zero,
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which is not the case for LRD. When 1/2 < H < 1, the increment process of 
FBM is LRD, which is the case with which this thesis is concerned.
For any arbitrarily fixed r  > 0, let
X(t)  = BH(t + t ) -  BH(t)
be the increment process of Bh , then {A'(£)} is a stationary and self-similar 
process. In particular, the increment sequence { Bn(t-\-1) — Bn(t)  : t = 1 , 2 , . . . }  
is the interesting fractional Gaussian noise (equation (1.1) or (1.2)).
A number of simulations of FBM series are shown in Figures 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 
1.6 for different values of H . Panel (a)’s of Figures 1.3 -  1.6 show simulated series 
(fractional Gaussian noises) with H — 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 0.90 respectively. 
Here we can see that as H draws closer to 1, the series becomes less erratic and 
has more consecutive observations with the same signs. Panel (b)’s of Figures 1.3 
-  1.6 are plotted as cumulative time series (FBM). Again, as H increases, the 
cumulative line becomes more smooth and less jagged.
The feature which most distinguishes FBM from Brownian motion is that 
FBM is no longer a semimartingale, which makes the stochastic analysis of FBM 
a challenge because the standard Ito calculus is no longer available.
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Figure 1.3: Simulated fractional Brownian motion: H=0.25
(a) Fractional Gaussian noise, H=0.25
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
(b) Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.25
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
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Figure 1.4: Simulated fractional Brownian motion: H=0.50 -  Brownian motion
(a) Fractional Gaussian noise, H=0.5
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
(b) Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.5
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
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Figure 1.5: Simulated fractional Brownian motion: H=0.75
(a) Fractional Gaussian noise, H=0.75
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
(b) Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.75
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
t
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Figure 1.6: Simulated fractional Brownian motion: H=0.90
(a) Fractional Gaussian noise, H=0.9
(b) Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.9
t
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1.3 Sum m ary of T hesis
The development of a theory of stationary long range dependent processes has 
become a very active field of research in the last decade. The importance of 
statistical methods with LRD in virtually all areas of applications has now been 
dem onstrated by numerous examples.
The results in this thesis have been arrived at in the course of the investigation 
of problems of statistical inference and stochastic analysis of stationary processes 
in circumstances where LRD has been taken into account.
Many of the key asymptotic normality theorems have not been investigated 
systematically for their sensitivity to disturbances of the sufficient conditions un­
der which they hold. In Chapter 2, we study the robustness, or sensitivity, of 
asym ptotic normality of estimates based on smoothed periodograms, when there 
is possible LRD, with respect to small perturbations of the models under consid­
eration. Asymptotic normality is ubiquitous but in some cases the limits may be 
very vulnerable to departures from standard conditions, such as stationarity or 
independence. However, in reality, “minor” departures to these conditions can be 
expected. Thus, what constitutes “minor” and whether such departures m atter 
are issues of concern. It is shown in Chapter 2 that a smoothed periodogram ap­
proach to model fitting and param eter estimation is highly robust to the presence 
of a small trend if the underlying processes are short range dependent (SRD). If 
the underlying processes are LRD, the robustness properties are still good but 
deteriorate with increasing Hurst index.
Modern asym ptotic theory has been characterized by attem pts at relaxing 
the “independent” part of the assumption of an i.i.d. underlying population. As 
was noted previously, the independence is not a necessary condition for a great 
number of limit theorems. However, as dependence structures of the underlying
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population become stronger new phenomena arise.
The aim of Chapter 3 is to investigate some of the most im portant limit 
theorems when the underlying processes are subjected to LRD. The partial sums, 
the sample covariance functions and, more generally, some quadratic forms are the 
issues of interest in Chapter 3. Here we assume the processes under consideration 
are generalized linear processes of the form:
OO
Y,= Y .
U —  — OO
The law of large numbers for the partial sums from { Yt } is given in Chapter 3 
in the case where { Yt } is LRD.
There are theorems (see, for example, Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971) showing 
tha t the ordinary central limit theorem (CLT) holds for the partial sums from 
{ Yt } when the weights { b„ } decay to zero fast enough and the innovation process 
{ £„ } is i.i.d. or a martingale difference sequence. In Chapter 3 we give more 
general conditions on the weights and the innovation under which the CLT holds 
for {Yt}  being LRD.
Many statistical inferences are based on quadratic forms of sample data, such 
as the sample covariance function
T - t
7t (<) =  T~l J2(Ys -  EYs) (Yi+, -  EYt+s) ,
5=1
where Y\ , Y2 , . . .  , Vr is a sample of size T. It has been shown th a t a strong law 
of large number holds for 7 r(t)- See, for example, Hannan (1970), Hannan and 
Heyde (1972). It is of great importance for the 7t ( 0 ’s to converge to their true 
values uniformly in t. Theorems relating the uniform convergence of 7 r(t) have 
been considered in the cases where {Yt } has SRD. In Chapter 3, we show that 
under very general conditions the convergence of 7 r(t) to the true value 7 (<), 
uniformly in /, holds for { Yt } being LRD.
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In reality we have cases where the processes concerned are perturbed from 
stationarity. Often a non-stationary series { X t } can be distinguished as a series 
having a trend in the mean:
Xt =  Yt - f  writ ■>
where { Yt } is a stationary series with vanishing mean and { m t } is a deterministic 
trend. In Chapter 3, we develop methodology for hypothesis testing of the mean 
m t. We solve the problem in the case where { Yt } may exhibit LRD.
In Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis we are concerned with the applications of 
long range dependent processes to financial markets. In m athem atical finance, 
stochastic differential equations driven by Brownian motion are a powerful tool 
used to describe the movement of stock prices. This is because Brownian motion 
is a Gaussian process with the martingale property, or principle of fair games 
of chance, upon which the traditional capital m arket theory has been based. 
Brownian motion has independent increments and is therefore, a SRD process. 
However, in recent years it has become increasingly obvious tha t LRD tim e series 
are widespread in financial data. There does not seem to exist any model tha t 
accurately explains the dynamics of the stock price movement in financial m ath­
ematics. It is of practical and theoretical importance to take into account LRD 
in the research of the fluctuating behaviour of financial markets.
The aim of Chapters 4 and 5 is to propose and study a stochastic model — the 
fractional Black-Scholes model which includes the famous Black-Scholes model as 
a special case and is able to account for LRD in the stock price movement. A frac­
tional Black-Scholes model is a stochastic differential equation driven by FBM. 
Because FBM is not a semimartingale, in order to define stochastic differential 
equations driven by B h , it is necessary to define the stochastic integral with 
respect to B h first. In Chapter 4 we achieve this goal.
As soon as we have defined stochastic integration with respect to B h -, we derive
15
the Ito formula for Bh , which is a very powerful tool for stochastic analysis of
Bh .
In the final part of Chapter 5 we prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of fractional Black-Scholes equation. An unrealized goal is to develop an 
option pricing formula based on the fractional Black-Scholes model.
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C hapter 2
THE ROBUSTNESS TO SMALL TRENDS OF 
ESTIMATORS WITH POSSIBLE LONG 
RANGE DEPENDENCE
2.1 Introduction
Asymptotic normality is ubiquitous in probability and statistics to the extent 
tha t it has assumed the role of expected behaviour, alternatives to which have 
almost curiosity value. However, many of the key asym ptotic normality theorems 
have not been subjected to systematic investigation of their sensitivity to pertur­
bations of the sufficient conditions under which they hold. In some cases they 
may be very vulnerable to departures from standard conditions such as those of 
stationarity or independence etc. However, “minor” departures can be expected 
in many applications. For example, many time series observed over long periods 
may be perturbed from stationarity as a result of substantial events whose effect 
diminishes over an extended period before eventually disappearing. The exam­
ples of such events we have in mind are the stock market crash of October 1987 
and its influence on various economic tim e series or the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo 
in the Philippines in June 1991 and its effect on some environmental series, such 
as ozone levels. Thus, what constitutes “minor” and whether such departures 
m atter are issues of concern.
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In this chapter we assume that { X t , t = 1 , 2 , . . . }  is a tim e series of the 
form
X t = Yt + ht (2.1)
where { Yt } is a (strictly) stationary time series with mean /i, (in some circum­
stances, without loss of generality, we assume fi = 0 for convenience), and spectral 
density f  ( uj , 0 ) , where the param eter 9 E 0  C R p, p > 1, 0  being open and 
the Hurst index H  being one of the components of the vector param eter 9. The 
{ ht } in (2.1) is a deterministic trend. We shall be concerned with circumstances 
where any m ajor trend, such as would be observed by plotting the sample mean 
against the sample size, has been removed and all tha t remains are minor effects 
for which T~l J2t=i h% —> 0, as T  —> oo.
The process { Yt } is what we believe (or hope) is being observed but in reality 
the data are in the contam inated form { X t }. Standard inferences, however, 
are performed on the basis of the model for { Yt } and in this chapter we wish 
to address the issue of whether the conclusions are robust against this kind of 
departure from the model.
We shall be particularly concerned with this question for models which may be 
subject to LRD. It is increasingly obvious tha t long range dependent phenomena 
are widespread in nature and tha t the stationary noise in such circumstances is 
characterized by apparent trends and cycles which may persist over substantial 
periods. This makes the issue of whether a deterministic trend is or is not present 
quite difficult to determine and it is clearly im portant to have methods which are 
unaffected by small trends if possible.
For time series in which LRD may need to be taken into account, there are 
approaches to analysis in both the time domain and the frequency domain. The 
classical tim e domain approach is via R /S (rescaled adjusted range) analysis 
which was introduced by Hurst and popularized by Mandelbrot. However, this
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approach, as described, for example, in Mandelbrot and Taqqu (1979), is rather 
heuristic and provides no precise consistency results for II and no confidence 
statem ent for I I . Furthermore, it has been shown by Bhattacharya, G upta and 
Waymire (1983) tha t if, in (2.1), {Vi} is a SRD series and the trend ht satisfies 
ht = C(M  ( 7 > 0 , 0 < £ < | ,  then an R /S analysis produces an apparent
Hurst index of H =  1 — 5 . This effect throws into question the considerable work 
tha t has been done using R /S analysis on time series in finance (see, for example 
Peters, 1994), where external events, such as political decisions, not infrequently 
cause departures from stationarity.
In this chapter we concentrate on the frequency domain methodology. The 
main focus of this chapter is on the robustness of some statistical procedures tha t 
are conducted on the basis that no contamination is believed present. We will 
discuss the robustness of a class of estimators based on smoothed periodograms 
in Section 2.2. It is shown that a smoothed periodogram approach to model 
fitting and param eter estimation is highly robust to the presence of a small trend 
if the underlying stationary process is SRD. If the underlying process is LRD, the 
robustness properties are still good but now depend on the Hurst index of the 
process and deteriorates with increasing Hurst index.
The proof of the main results will appear in Section 2.4.
As an application of the method we used to prove the main result of this 
chapter, Theorem 2.1, we investigated the robustness of some estim ators of the 
Hurst index H . The relevant results are the contents of Section 2.3. In Section 2.3, 
we are concerned with the case where the spectral density of {Yt} satisfies
CONDITION A. For some H € (0 ,  1), as w —> 0+
f ( u > , 0 ) ~ L e( l / u )u - ° W , (2.2)
where 0 < a < 1 and the Hurst index H is one of the components of the param eter 
vector 6. Here Lq(lo) is a slowly varying function at infinity. That is, Lq(uj) is a
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positive, measurable function satisfying, as a; —> oo, for all t > 0,
r  Lg(tiü)
bm r , ,
w- )-00 Le(<jo)
=  1 .
(See, for example, Feller, 1966, Volume II.)
Condition A asserts that /(•  , 0) is regularly varying at u  = 0+ and is un­
bounded at uj — 0. Apart from being integrable (due to covariance stationarity) 
/(•  , 6) is not even required to satisfy any smoothness assumptions and need not 
to be in Lp for any p > 1. (It would be in Lp, p < 1 /(2H  — 1) if /(•  , 0) were 
smooth away from lo — 0.)
Two examples of time series exhibiting property (2.2) are the fractional Gaus­
sian noise and fractional ARIMA models given by (1.2) and (1.4).
In Section 2.3 we will discuss two estimators for the Hurst index H , H  and 
Hmiq, given by Robinson (1994a, 1994b). We shall show that under some condi­
tions, H  and Hm<q are robust against certain small trends.
2.2 R o b u stn e ss  to  S m a ll T ren d s o f  E s t im a to r s  
B a sed  on  S m o o th e d  P er io d o g ra m s
In this section we are concerned with the robustness of inferences, carried out 
on a time series, LRD or SRD, contam inated by a small trend, with respect 
to departures from stationarity. We shall concentrate on a frequency domain 
approach to the analysis of tim e series using smoothed periodogram analysis.
Let { Yt } be a stationary time series with unknown param eter #, where 
0 £ 0  C R p, p > 1 , 0  being open and the Hurst index H may be one of
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the components of 9. A smoothed periodogram of { Yt } is defined as
Gt,y (9) =  f  g{u,0) { It,y (u ) — E It,y (oj)} duj ,
J  —  TV
where
(2.3)
is the periodogram of { Yt }, g(uj,0) is in a suitably restricted class of smoothing 
functions Q. For details of the restriction to Q, see, for example, Hey de and Gay 
(1993).
Smoothed periodogram analysis is considerably more informative than the 
direct use of the periodogram in discriminating between the SRD with mono­
tonic trends and the LRD, as has been advocated by Kiinsch (1986). Param eter 
estim ation based on smoothed periodogram analysis has a long history. The 
idea derives from suggestive forms of W hittle’s estimation procedure, which has 
formed the backbone of asymptotic estimation since its discovery (W hittle, 1951). 
The general methodology has been developed by many statisticians, including 
W hittle (1951, 1952, 1953, 1954), Hannan (1970, 1973), Dunsmuir and Hannan 
(1976), Brillinger (1975), Dzhaparidze (1970, 1971, 1986), Kabaila (1980, 1983), 
Kulpberger (1985), Fox and Taqqu (1986), Rosenblatt (1985), (see Heyde and 
Gay, 1993), and amongst others.
Smoothed periodograms provide a class of estim ating functions. Heyde and 
Gay (1993) derived the asymptotic normality of Gt ,y  without Gaussian assump­
tions on the underlying processes. Therefore, the asym ptotic quasi-likelihood 
approach can be used to give the estim ate of 6 and establish relative optim ality 
results. (See, for example, Heyde, 1995, Chapter 5.) The procedure of param eter 
estim ation, for a sample { Yt : t — 1, 2 , . . .  , T  }, is to choose an asym ptotic 
quasi-score estim ating function as
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where / ( u>, 0) is the spectral density, and an estim ator for 9 is obtained by solving 
the equation
Gj y (^) =  0 •
Strong consistency and asymptotic normality results are available for the estim a­
tion of 9. These come from an asymptotic study of the smoothed periodogram 
form (2.4) obtained by minimizing
f  { It ,y (w) / / ( w, 9) +  log /(w , 9) } du (2.5)
J  — 7T
through differentiating under the integral sign in (2.5).
This procedure encompasses many random processes or random fields with 
either SRD or LRD. A well developed inferential theory is now available for this 
approach and, as we shall show, it is relatively robust against replacing { Yt } by 
{ A h }  of (2.1).
In our analysis we shall use a general even smoothing function g(u>, 9) rather 
than the specific form — (d / d9) 9) which is suggested by the W hittle proce­
dure and also comes from an asymptotic quasi-score estim ating function approach 
(see Heyde and Gay, 1989) and hence is associated with minimum size asym ptotic 
confidence zones for 9 . The general estim ator of 9 is obtained as a solution of 
the estim ating equation
POO
/  g{u, 9)(It,y {u ) -  /(u>, 9))du = 0 .
Our results focus on smoothed periodogram convergence results of the form 
T'i r  g(u>,9) (It ,x H~ / ( “>,9)) d u - U  M V N ( 0 , , (2.6)J — 7r
where It ,x {u ) is the periodogram of { X t }, M V N  denotes the m ultivariate nor­
mal law with mean vector zero and covariance m atrix V  and A  denotes the 
convergence in distribution. The usual Taylor expansion methods based on (2.6)
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lead to estim ators of 0 which are taken to encapsulate both model dimension
and its param eter values. We shall not pursue this m atter here, however, as the 
trends { ht } are not directly involved in this analysis. See, for example, Rosen­
blatt (1985) for a discussion of the Taylor series expansion asymptotics and Gay 
and Heyde (1990) for discussion of a flexible family of spectral densities f(u>,9) 
which could be used in this setting. For example, if we take the minimum asymp­
totic variance choice of —(d /d 0 ) f~ 1(u:,0) for our g(uj,0), results from Rosenblatt 
(1985) such as Lemma 4, p.107 which gives consistency and Theorem 3, p.108 
which gives asymptotic normality, continue to hold without change for estim a­
tors calculated on the basis of the contam inated periodogram It ,x {u ) rather that 
under the conditions of the following Theorem 2.1
In this section, we show that a trend of the form \ht \ <  C t~l3, t = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  
where C > 0 and ß  > 0 are constants, does not affect the analysis in the case of 
a SRD* process { Yt } (where the star denotes absolute convergence of the lagged 
covariance sum l7fc| < °°> rather than the convergence of °f the
SRD definition).
In the case of LRD the corresponding robustness properties are still good but 
not quite so striking. Under some minor regularity conditions we have tha t a 
trend of the form \ht \ <  C t_t3, C > 0, /? > 0, £ =  1 , 2 , . . .  does not affect the 
analysis provided ß > m in (l/4 , H —1/2). (Note tha t the SRD* result corresponds 
to the case H  =  1 .)
TH EO REM  2.1. Suppose that { T* } is a stationary mean zero process and 
^f(o;)(= g(u, 0)) is a real, even, integrable function for  uo € [ —7r, 7r]. Let { X t } 
be given by (2.1). Write
(2.7)
7 ( 0  =  E Ys Ys+t ,
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It,x {w)
It,y (w)
1
2 tt
1
27r
T
Y . x te~lt"
t — \
T
Y,e-Ü“
We assume further that gt satisfy
\gt \ = o(\t\ l ) , as t oo .
I f the trend { h t } is such that
\ h t \ < Cxr ß , t  = 1 , 2 , . . .
for constant Ci > 0, \  < ß < \, then as T  —> oo,
T 2 [  9(u)  ( It,x {w) — It,y (u ) ) dc
J  —  71
provided that
(A) {Y't } is short range dependent*, or
(B) { Yt } is long range dependent with covariance function
« = 1, 2, . . .
(2.8)
(2.9)
( 2. 10)
( 2.11)
( 2. 12)
(2-13)
for C2 > 0, 0 < a  < 1, where a +  2/3 > 1 and the Fourier coefficients gt in (2.7) 
satisfy
!</<!< c 3 | t r  (2.14)
for some g > |  — a > 1 .
Remark on Theorem 2.1. The param eter a in (2.13) is typically related to 
the Hurst index H through a = 2(1 — H ). The discussion of Section 2.1 uses this 
formulation.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in Section 2.4.
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T H E O R E M  2.2 Suppose { X t }, { Yt }, { ht } and g{u>, 9) are as in Theorem 2.1. 
Assume further that
T i  h  g(u,  0) (It ,y H  ~  /(«>, 6)) d u M V N (0, (2.15)
J  — TT
as T  —> oo, where f { u ,9 )  is the spectral density of { Y t }, and M V N (0, V) is a 
multivariate normal vector with mean zero and covariance matrix V . Then wider 
the conditions of Theorem 2.1,
T i  1* g ( u , 6) (ITiX(u) -  f ( u ,0 ) )  du  A m V N ( 0 , V ) .  (2.16)
J  —  TV
R em ark  on T heorem  2.2. The convergence result (2.15) holds under broad 
circum stances of SRD or LRD. For detailed conditions see, for example, Giraitis 
and Surgailis (1990) and Hey de and Gay (1993). In particular the results apply 
to fractional Gaussian noise and fractional ARIMA processes in the case of the 
W hittle  estim ation procedure (i.e. g(uj,9) = ( d / d 0 ) f ~ l (u>, 0)). That the condi­
tion (2.14) is a consequence of standard LRD assumptions (Fox and Taqqu, 1986, 
Section 2; Giraitis and Surgailis, 1990, Section 1) can be seen from, for example, 
the considerations of Lemma 5 of Fox and Taqqu (1986). Typically g =  2 — a. 
One sufficient condition for (2.14) is tha t g is absolutely continuous.
P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  2.2. Note that
T* f  g (u ,9)  (It ,x {u ) ~  f{u,0))dco = T? f  g{u,0) (IT,x{u) -  IT,Y(u))dlj
J  — TV J  — TV
+ T i J  g(u>, 9) (It,y (u ) -  f ( u ,  9)) dev . 
Therefore Theorem 2.2 follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.
As an application of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we consider a case studied 
by Fox and Taqqu (1986).
In their 1986 paper, Fox and Taqqu investigated an approximate maximum 
likelihood procedure to estim ate 9. They adapted the approach of W hittle (1953),
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introduced for weakly dependent random variables. Consider a quadratic form
S t ,y (°) =  -  f  ( / ( “ , Ö ))'1 . (2.17)
7T J — n
We assume the compactness of the closure 0 ,  where 0  is the param eter set of 9. 
Let Ot ,y be a value of 9 which minimizes S f Y (^)
Öt ,y  — arg min j J  (/(u?, 0))_1 It ,y (u )(Ilj : 9 £ 0  j . (2.18)
W hen { Yt } is a stationary Gaussian sequence, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of Fox 
and Taqqu (1986) show that, with probability 1,
lim Ot y  =
T —>-oo
and 9t ,y  is asymptotically normal with rate of convergence T ~ 1^ 2. Subsequently, 
Dahlhaus (1989) has proved that 9t,y is not only asymptotically normal but also 
asymptotically efficient in the sense of Fisher. Dahlhaus (1989) also derived an 
exact maximum likelihood estim ator and its consistency and asym ptotic normal­
ity.
Now, if we put
@t ,x  — &rg min ^ J  ( /  ( u  , 9 ) )_1 IT,x (u ) du  : 9 £ 0  |  (2.19)
then, by our Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we have 9j,x ~  @T,Y — > 0 as T  —> oo 
and \ /T (9 t,x ~  #o) is asymptotically normal. In fact we have the following more 
general results.
T H E O R E M  2.3 Let { X t }, { Yt } and { ht } be given by (2.1). The parameter 9 
of the spectral density / ( u ,  9) is in 0  C R p, p >  1 and the closure 0  is compact. 
We shall call 90 the true valiLe of the parameter. For a smoothing function g(w, 9) 
let
0 O =  ) 9 6 0  : / g( w, 9) f ( u ,  9q) du> is not a constant > .
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Assume g(u>, 9), { Yt } and { h t } satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.2, and that
lim f  g(u,6)IT,Y(u)duj = f  g ( u , 0 ) f ( u , 0Q)dw (2.20)
1 — t o o  J — TT J —  TV
uniformly in 0 E 0  and 0 O 0  0  is not empty. Write
0t,y (9) =  arg min j  J  g ( u , 9)ITy(^)duj : 9 G 0 \ , (2-21)
9r,x(g) =  arg min |  J  g(u ,  9)ITyX{u)du : 0 e  0 j[ • (2-22)
If
9rx(g)  , (2.23)
then
9r,x(g) — > 90 . (2.24)
R em ark on T heorem  2.3. Condition (2.20) will be discussed for the case 
where g(u>, 9)  =  f ~ l (a>, 0)  in Theorem 3.11 of Chapter 3. Condition (2.23) 
is a natural requirement for param eter estimation. Again, by the property of 
smoothed periodograms, the Gaussianity of the underlying process is not neces­
sary here.
We shall give the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Section 2.4.
2.3 R obustness o f E stim ators o f H
In this section, as an application of the method we use for deriving Theorem 2.1, 
we study the robustness of various estimators for the Hurst index H. We are 
concerned with the case where the underlying series satisfies
17*I =  I cov( Y t , Yt+k ) I ~  const \k\2H~2 , as \k\ -» oo .
and (2.2)
f (u ,  0) ~  Lq( \ ! lo)\uj\ , as lj —> 0+ ,
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where 0 < a(0) = 2H — 1 < 1 and Lg(cj) varies slowly at infinity and H is one of 
the components of the vector parameter 0.
The reason for this is that it has been noticed recently (Robinson, 1994b) 
that when the parametric form of f(uj, 0) is misspecified, some highly desirable 
properties, such as T 1 ^ -consistency and asymptotic normality, of estimators will, 
in general, fail. In particular, misspecification of f(co,6) at high frequencies can 
lead to an inconsistent estimate of H , which characterizes low frequency behaviour 
(Robinson, 1994a).
To overcome such criticisms attention has recently been given to stationary 
processes whose spectral densities satisfy (2.2). For some purposes, Lq(uj) in (2.2) 
can be of unknown form, for others, we require
Le(co) = GM(lj) (2.25)
where G > 0 is one component of 6 and M(lj) is a known function. Because (2.2) 
and (2.25) make no parametric assumption about /  outside a neighbourhood of 
the origin, the models satisfying (2.2) or (2.25) are called semiparametric models.
Semiparametric estimators of H in (2.2) or (2.25) have been proposed which 
can be justified as consistent in the absence of full parametric or other global 
assumptions on /(w , 0). For example Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) have de­
fined a semiparametric estimate for H. Robinson (1992) has established desirable 
asymptotic properties of modified and more efficient versions of this estimate.
Robinson (1994a) suggested an estimator for i7, which, unlike the estimators 
of Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), is not defined in closed form, but dominates 
these estimators in several respects. It is asymptotically more efficient. Much 
weaker assumptions than Gaussianity are imposed. The estimator had been sug­
gested earlier by Kiinsch (1987), and can be described as follows:
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Consider the objective function (see Kiinsch, 1987)
1 m f LJ211' 1 1
QtA G ,  H) = -  £  (  log ( G w f ->) +  ) )  , (2.26)
where It,y is defined by (2.3), G is given by (2.25) and
2nj .
ujj = —  , j  =  l , 2 , . . . , m ,  (2.27)
where m = m ( T ) will be described shortly. The estim ator (Gt,y ■> Ht,y ) is defined 
by minimizing (2.26)
(Gt,y , Ht,y ) =  argm in{  H) : ( G , f f ) e 0 } ,  (2.28)
where 0  =  ( 0 , o o ) x [8i , ^2], 1^ and 82 are numbers chosen such tha t 0 < <
82 < 1. We can choose and 82 arbitrarily close to 0 and 1 respectively, or 
we can choose them  to reflect weak knowledge about H0, for example, 8\ = ^ li 
we are confident tha t /(a ;, 0) —/-> 0 as w -> 0. We shall show in Theorem 2.4 
tha t (Gt,y 1 Ht ,y ) is robust against a small trend { ht } satisfying (2.11) for some
0 <  ß  <  1.
T H E O R E M  2.4 Let {Ah}, { Yt } arid { h t } be given by (2.1) and the spectral 
density f  (co , 0 ) satisfy (2.25). Assume further that
I ht I <  const 11 \~0 , ß  A- H > -  . (2.29)
Write
:2H-11 "L f
QTx ( G , H )  = - ^ \ \ o g ( G u i ) + - ^ I TM  ) ,
j=1 ^ G
2H-1
Qt,y {G, H) = — £ I log(Gujj) +  > ,
(2.30)
(2.31)
3 - 1
where m  = [logT ], [•] denote integer part. Then,
T s (Qt,x ( G , H ) - Q t,y (G, H)) 0 , as T  —> 00 . (2.32)
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Remark on Theorem 2.4. If we use m(T) = T T to replace m(T ) =  [logT ] in 
(2.30) and (2.31) then for suitably chosen r, (2.32) still holds.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 will be given in Section 2.4.
Another statistic to deal with inference on H in the case of (2.2) or (2.25) is 
based on the discretely averaged periodogram, where the averaging is done over a 
neighbourhood of the origin which slowly degenerates to zero as the sample size 
T increases (see Robinson, 1994b). A suitable normalized version of the averaged 
periodogram is well known to converge in probability to the spectrum at the origin 
under weak dependence conditions (see, for example, Brillinger, 1975, Chapter 6). 
The procedure for estimating H from a sample { Yt : t = 1, 2, . . . ,  T  } is as 
follows:
Write
and
F(A)= / '  f ( u , 0 )  dw,
Jo
2  [T A/(2tt)]
Ft.y W  =  - ~ r  y hy ( u j )
1 j = i
(2.33)
(2.34)
Then F t ,y { A) is the discretely averaged periodogram and is a special case of the 
general class of weighted periodogram spectrum estimates. That is, under some 
conditions,
Frxi^m)  p 
F(Xm)
1 , as T  —> oo
where Am = ^p21, denotes the convergence in probability and m satisfies
CONDITION B.
1 m
— T  ^0 , as 7 —y oo . m T
The estimator of H suggested by Robinson (1994b) is
\og{FT,Y{qXm) / F T , Y { \ m ) }
H m  ,q — 1 2 log q
(2.35)
for any q > 0, where m satisfies Condition B. Because Hmiq = Hmq,i/q, we can 
restrict q to the interval (0, 1). Hm}q nearly always lies in the stationary region
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( —oo, 1 ); it cannot exceed 1 and it equals 1 only if FTy(q \ m) =  FV,y(Am). Hm ,q 
is scale and location invariant due to the ratio in the num erator of (2.35) and the 
invariance of F  to location. We shall show in Theorem 2.6 that Hmtq is robust 
against the small trend { h t }.
Theorem 2.6 is based on Robinson’s Theorem 1 (Robinson, 1994b). We give 
Robinson’s result and relevant conditions first.
CONDITION A. For some H  € (0 , 1), as lo —» 0+,
/ M  ~  L(l/cw1- 2"  ,
It (^)I ~  const \t\2H~2 .
TCI
CONDITION B. — +  — — > 0 , as T oc .
m 1
CONDITION B'. m (T)  = [ log T ] .
CONDITION C. Yt has the representation
where
y t =  P +  Y .  aJ£t-j  » Y ,  a) < 00 ’
3 = 0  j = 0
(2.36)
C2. E(£res£t£u) =
Cl. E(£t£s) =  0 , t s ;
cr4 , if r = s > t — n ,
0, tf r  =  s > t > u , O T r > s  =  t > u ,  or r > s > t > u •, 
C3. there exists a nonnegative random variable e such tha t, for all 77 > 0 and 
some K  > 0 ,
E(£2) < 00 , P(\et \ > rj) < K  P (e > 77) ;
C4. E{e2t \e2sl s < t) - A  cr2, as T  00.
Condition C is satisfied if { et } is an i.i.d. sequence with finite variance, or, more 
generally, if the £t forms a stationary square integrable martingale difference 
sequence.
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T H E O R E M  2.5 (Robinson, 1994b) Let Conditions A, B and C hold. Then,
ffr,y(Am) p 
F( Am) _
as T  —> oo . (2.37)
Our main result on the robustness of H m ,q is the following theorem:
T H E O R E M  2.6 Let { X t }, { Yt } and { ht } be given by (2.1). Assume the spec­
tral density f(co, 0) satisfies (2.25), where M(u>) is bounded in a neighbourhood 
of zero, and { ht } satisfies
\ht \ < const \t\~ß , ß  + H > 1 . (2 .38)
Write
2 [TA/(2tt)]
Ft ,x W  = Tp lT ,x (u j)  (2.39)
1 3=1
and F t,f (A) is defined by (2.34)- Then, under Conditions A, B' and C, fo r  any 
q € (0 , 1) we have
F r,Ar( Am) p
Ft ,y (^tti)
(2.40)
and
FT,x(q^m) P
FT,Y(q\m)
(2 .41)
R em ark on T heorem  2 .6 . We can change m( T)  in Condition B' to Condition 
B":
CONDITION B".
m =  T T
with
T
> 1 + 2H-I ’ H -\- ß  < 1
> 1 + \-2h ’ H + ß > 1
<  1 + 2H ~-\ > H  +  ß  < 1
< 1 +  5 H + ß  > 1
0 < H  < 1 5
i < R < l .
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H H +  ß < 1 H + ß >  1
(° i  2 ) t  > 1 +  ITh r > 1 ß~H1 ^ 1 1 - 2  H
( 2 » *) t <  1 +  1:?h T < 1 &=K1 ^  1 1 - 2  H
Condition B" can be put in the following table:
Due to Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 we get robustness of (Gt ,y , Ht ,y ) and 
Hmq^ as follows:
COROLLARY 2.7 Assume that {X*}, { Yt } and { h t } satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 2.f. Let ( Gt,x  ■> Ht,x ) be defined by (2.28) with { X t } replacing 
{ Yt }• U, a sT  -» oo,
( G t .y , Ht x ) - ^ ( G 0 , Ho), (2.42)
then,
( Gt,x , Ht,x ) A  (Go , Ho) . (2.43)
For the detailed conditions under which (2.42) holds see Robinson (1994a). We 
shall give the proof of Corollary 2.7 in Section 2.4.
COROLLARY 2.8 Assume that { X t }, { Yt } and { h t } satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 2.6. Then under conditions of A, B! and C, or, A, B" and C we have
pHmtq(X) -  Hmq(Y) — > 0 , as T -» oo (2.44)
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The proof of Corollary 2.8 follows immediately from Theorem 2.6.
2.4 P ro o fs
2.4.1 P roof of Theorem 2.1
We shall establish Theorem 2.1 by showing that as N  —» oo,
E T 2 [  g(u, 9) (It,x {w) ~ h y ( u ) )  duj
J —  7r
(2.45)
We have
It ,x (w ) — It ,y {u ) — 2ttT E *«e
— itw
E y<e'
’ t U)
2ttT X (^  + Me
— itu i
t — 1 
T T
£=1 
2
— i t LUT ,Y te
=  ^ E E ( %  + vik( +  /iA ) e - , , M " ,
S =  1 t — \
and
i T T
g(v, 9) ( IT,x(u) ~ It,y (u ) ) dio = — X ( ^ s + Yaht + hsht)gt- s
s =  1 t = l
the gt s being the Fourier coefficients of </(u;, 0).
In order to complete the proof of (2.45), it is sufficient to show that as N  —y oo,
T-i  E E  y*h.g,-.
T T
s = l  1
(2.46)
and
T  2 X hshtgts — * 0 .
S = 1  t =  1
T T
(2-47)
To deal with (2.46) we write
X X y t h s 9 t - s  =  X + X X y t h s 9 t - s  +  X X y t h s 9 t - s  •
s = l  < =  1 i = l  i = 2  s = l  t = l  s = i + l
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Using the inequality |a -f b\2 <  2 (|a |2 +  16|2), we have
e ( t-i Z E Y ^ g , . . )  4 ( 2 «»S ‘ + 4 f t  +  53) )  (2.48)
\  s =  1 t=  1 /  1
where
/ t  \ 2 (  T t- 1 \ 2 / T - l  T
Si=£: E**M - st=E EE«*.»-. - &=£ E E w/lsV i = l  /  \  ( =2  s = l  /  \  t = l  S = i+ 1
and (2.46) holds if T ~ lS{ —> 0 as T —* oo, i = 1, 2, 3.
Now
S, =  E E E(YsYt)hsht =  70 E />? +  2 E E
s =  1 t = l  t = l  t —2 s = l
and T  1 h2 —>• 0 as T —> oo since ß  > 0 . In the case of SRD*,
T i - 1  T  oo
T-1E E l 7 ^ A | < T - 1E l ^ l  ( 2 ^ 2 1 7 . 1 ) ^ 0 ,
t=2 s= 1
while if Condition (B) is satisfied,
T t - 1
5=1
T t - l
r ‘EEl 7I-.A.A« I < cj^r-1 E E(< - s)-ar ßs~ß
1=2 s = l <=2  5=1
and as T —> oo,
<-i
E (<  -  s ) - “«- '’ ~  f(t -  s ) - a~  i 1- “- 'Jß ( l  -  a ,  1 -  ,
5=1  *
(i? denoting the beta function) so tha t, since a  +  2ß > 1,
Tlirn T " 1 ]T  X I17t-shsht \ = 0 
t— 1 5=1
also holds and thus T _15i —> 0 as T  —>• oo .
(2.49)
Next, writing
t-i
C-t —  ^  ^  h sgt_ s ,
5=1
we have
T T
s 2 = e  E y<c< = E E
V <=2 /  1=2 s = 2
(2.50)
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and, in the rest of this section, using C to denote a constant which may be 
different in different equations,
1 I 1
i c , i < E i ^ ^ i < ^ E ^ - ^ r 1 (2.5i)
S =  1 S =  1 S = 1
for any 0 < 6 < 1 so chosen that ß  -f S > 1, 2ß +  a +  26 > 3, and, as in (2.49),
t-1
E  s~ß(t -  s ) - s ~  e - s- ßB(  1 -  <5,1-/3) (2.52)
5 = 1
as t —> oo. Thus, if
t =  l  S=1
we have T  *52 —> 0 as T —>• oo .
(2.53)
In the case of SRD*, (2.53) holds since ß + S > 1 and
T  oo
I 7t-* k 1-5-/3 <  2 1751 < oo.
s = 1 s = 0
On the other hand, if (B) is satisfied we use
E E 1I t s  \ s '- s- 0t ' - s- 0 = 70 E + 2 E E I I t s  \* - * - ' , ' - * - *
s =  1 t = l  £ =  1 t = 2 s =  1
and T _1 f2{\-S-ß) —> 0 while
r - ‘E E l 7«-* i«1-* -v 4-* < car-* E  t1-*-’ E(< - « rv -4-*
£=2 s =  1 <=2 s =  1
< C T_1 X] *3-2(0+*)-« ---  ^ Q
/= 1
as T  —> co since 2(ß -f J) +  a  > 3 and hence (2.53) holds and T -1^  —> 0 as 
T  —» oo.
Finally, writing
T
d t  =  h s 9 t - s  , 
s =  t + l
we have
(2.54)
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and
T  T
\d t \< Y \hsg t - s \ < C  Y s~ß(s -  t)~l < Ct~p \ogT (2.55)
s = <+l s = t + l
so tha t T _153 -» 0 provided
T - ' (log T ) 2 x :  E  17 1 ^  t~ß — + 0 (2.56)
t=l S=1
as T  —>• oo.
In the case of SRD*, (2.56) holds since
T  oo
I I I  7 t-s \s~ß < Z Y  \ l s  I < oo
t= 1 s= 0
and J2t=it~ß ~  (1 — ß )~ 1T l~0 as T  —> oo . Also, if (B) is satisfied we use
E  E I  I*-" t - p =  70 E  t - v  +  2 E  E I  i t s
f =  1 s = l  t=  1 <=2 s =  1
<  c ( r 1- 2'J +  x ; r ' i x i ( < - ^ ) - “ s - d  <  c j r ' - ^  +  f p 1- “ - 2'5}
\  f =  1 s = l  J l  t = l  J
<  C T 2 —a —2/3
in view of (2.49) and hence (2.56) holds since a -f- 2ß > 1 . This completes the 
proof of (2.46).
We now proceed to establish (2.47). We have
T - t ' £ ' E h t ht 9 , s  = T - ^ g 0S4 +
S —  1 t =  1
where
S4 =  Y ht i S5 = Y  ht hs gt-s , S6 = Y  5 Z ^
f =  1 t = l  s = t + l  £=2 s = l
and (2.47) holds if T~?Sj —> 0, j  = 4 ,5 ,6 , as T  —* oo.
Since  ^ < /? < 1, as T —>• oo,
S4 <  C T  t~2ßdt = C T 1- 20
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and T ? S4 —> 0. Also, using (2.54) and (2.55),
1*1 =
T - 1
X] htdt
T - 1
< C X] I ht I t~ß log T < C T l~w log T
t— 1
and T 2^5 —> 0 . Finally, using (2.50) and (2.52) where 8 is now chosen so that 
0 < 8 < 1 and 2ß + 8 > |  ,
l * |  = < C ± \ h t \t'-*-e< C T 2- 2ß- s
and T 2 Sq —> 0 . This completes the proof of (2.47) and hence of Theorem 2.1.
2 .4 .2  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  2.3
If @T,X does not converge to 90 there is a subsequence converging to ^  £ 0, 
9\ ^  Qq. Call this subsequence ©^(X), where {M}  is a subsequence of { N  = 
1 , 2, , . . .  , Then by the definition of ©m(A'), (2.20) and Theorem 2.2 we have
liminf f  g(u>, dco < lim inf f  g(u, 0)IM,x{u) du
M -¥  OO J - J r  M - +  OO J - n
= lim [  g(üj, 6)Im,y (u )(Ilo = [  g(u, 6»)/(u, 90) dto (2.57)
M —> 0 0  J — it J - 7T
for any 0 £ 0 . On the other hand,
liminf f g(u, &m {X) ) I m ,x {u ) du > lim inf [  g(u>, Qn (X) ) I n ,x {w) du
M - >  OO J  — 7T N~*00 J — 7T
= f g(u, 9i)f(u>, 90)du>.
J — 7r
Since 0O fi 0 is not empty we can choose # 2 £ © 0  FI 0 such that 
/  g(w, 92)f (u,  0o)dw < f  g(10, 0i)/(cj, Ö0)du;
J —  7T J — IT
which contradicts (2.57). This proves Theorem 2.3.
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2 .4 .3  P r o o f o f  T h eorem  2.4
By (2.30) and (2.31) we have
2 H - \I m  jj
T 2 ( Qt ,x {G, H) -  Qt ,y {G, H ) ) =  T2 — — ( h , x ( u j )  -  h x i ^ j ) )
rp \ / 2  m i T
^  5 ^  , £ ( «  +  «  +  M .
r p - 1 /2  T  m
—— -  E (/i,y s + />,y( + u j v / '  ■ e-< ‘- s>">■.
2?rGm « ^ i  j t t  '
When m  =  [ log T ] and /? +  //">  3/2 we have
T
T 1/2
T m
<
171 t,S= 1 j  =  l
1 T m  T
5^ E M. E E
,s= 1 j,A;= 1 u,i>=l
T  m T
E E - f '- r - 1 E l7(«-«)l
u , v = l
E ( r - « )
T  m 2
C ,T 1-W y -  ( 0 \  
T m 2
J -
2 H - 1 \ 2 T
. 2 H - 2
u =  1
£  m 4 / / - 2 y l - 2 / ? + 2 - 4 / J + 2 t f
C  (log T )4H- 2T 3~2H- 213 -> 0 , as r  -4 oo ,
and
1
J-l/2 m
1
E w>,E
<,s=i j=i
2 H
(jj2H- 1 e~{ 0-s )
i T  m
< ^ E i M s i 2 > r - ‘
<,5=1 J =  1
rp 2 — 2/3 m
T i / 2  m  T 2 / / - 1
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.4.
=  m 2" “ 1T 5 /2 - 2 / j- 2 H  — >. o , as T -+ OO .
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2.4„4 P r o o f o f  T h eorem  2.6
We notice first tha t for any A (E (0 , 27r),
i U A /2 tt] t
h ,x(a) = =  E  E
i  7 = 1 t,s— 1
i U A /2 tt] T
=  ™  E  +  +
1 j = 1 t ,s = l  
i [T'A/27r] n
= T2 E  E  w u  + /i«vs + /».y + m .} e*'<‘-*>A>
1 7 =  1 t , s = l
=  A \ k (A) +  / ( A )  +  / / ( A )  +  / / / ( A ) ,
say, in an obvious notation. Thus
T t , j f (A)  _  / ( A )  +  / / ( A )  +  / / / ( A )
P t , y (A ) Pn, r ( A )
So in order to establish Theorem 2.6 it is sufficient to show that as T  -> oo,
/ ( A m ) / / ( A m ) ,  / / / ( A m )and -7----------------- > 0 . (2.58)
/ r , y ( A m ) U p y ( Am ) T y , y ( A m )
We consider / ( A m ) / / 7T,y(Am ) first. Since as T —> oo, from Theorem 2.5 (2.37),
/r,y(Am) p 1
F ( A m ) ’
/ ( A ) m / ( A m ) F ( A m )
Pr,y(Am) P(Am) TV,y(Am)
m T
If we can show that
f__y  y  e*(‘_s)Ai 4 o
F ( A m ) T 2F(Xm) s
then the first term  in (2.58) goes to zero in probability. Under Condition A and 
(2.25) and we have
rAr
F(Xm) = Jo ’n f(u ,)d w ~ C X 2m- 2H
~  c ( 4 ) 2- 2H =  c ( M )
2 —2H
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/(An.)
i m T
k E  htY , e « - ^
j  =  1 s = l
1 T  /  T  m \
Ae .
1 s=1 y=ij=i /
and
EI /(Am) | 2 =
<
i T /  T  m \  /  T  m
E l(» -» ) |E E  A.e<(‘- ,A> (E E  A.e-i(- ,,)A*
\S=1 /c=lJ>4
1
J ’4
C in2
J'A
C in2
J 14
U, V=1 V =ij=i
E 7 (
U ,  K = 1
r m N1 m
E E  I lm
d=1i=i >
j> 2-2/0 E j(u
U ,  V = 1
C m ‘
J'A T 2- 2ßJ 2 ( T - u y
. 2H — 2
u =  1
J1 2 -2 /3  x  j , 2 + 2 H - 2  _  q  m 2 j i 2 H - 2 ß - 2
Thus under Condition B',
/(Am)
/"(A™)
m \ 2(2//—2)
C m 2T 2H- 2ß~2 ( ? )  
C( \ogT)4H~2 T 6H~6~2ß 0 , as T —>• 00
So the first term  in (2.58) goes to zero in probability. By the same argument, the 
second term  in (2.58) goes to zero in probability as 71 —> 00. To deal with the 
th ird  term  in (2.58) we notice that
///(A)
Ft, y(A) ^  E M»Ee/, s=l j=l
/  m  \  2 H —2 
i ( t - s ) \ j  (
\ t )
c  1 / m \  2//—2
< ^ E l * . M J i f  ( ? )
1 s , t~  1 V 1 '
= C m 2H- ' T 2- 2H- 2ß — > 0 , as T  -> oo 
by (2.38) and Condition B'. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.6.
If Conditions A, B' and C of Theorem 2.6 are replaced by Conditions A, 
B" and C it can be shown by the same argument used here tha t the results of 
Theorem 2.6 still hold.
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2.4 .5  P r o o f  o f  C o ro lla ry  2.7
Clearly we can write
where
Ht,y = arg min Rt,y (H)  ,
i m
R t ,y ( H )  =  log G t ,y { H )  — ( 2 / /  — 1 ) —  y ]  loguij
m
i m
Gt,y {H)  =  — Vj It,y (Uj ) .
?7 3 =  1
Since
Gt ,x (H) -  Gt x (H) =  1 -  It,y (^j )) >
E Gt ,x ( H ) - G t ,y (H) = E
3=1
- E
m j = l
2 H —1 (htYs + hsYt + h lh ,)e i
It is easy to see that, under condition (2.29), as T  —> oo,
1
777 ^  j =  1 S,<=1
1 TTl277
<_1 E hthse*-^
s , t—l
rp2 — 2ß  _ £1 rp2 — 2H — 2ß
E
i=l
rr ^ ^ 3  m l  J
2 H —1
E N
m T T  2 W- 1
and
<
J = 1 s,<= 1
1
m 2 T 2 ^  JE - f -1^ - 1 E N  E l 7(«-»)l
i
j , k = l
m
u , v = l
m 2 ^ 2  J ' 2 ( 2 H - 1 )  
P
rj~i2—2/3 rp2H    ^ A H —2 r p2 —2 H —2ß  ___  ^ q
Hence, Gt,x ( H ) — Gt,y {H)  —> 0. Therefore, as log a: is a monotonic and contin­
uous function,
— H j ,y  0  .
Thus by (2.42)
(Gt ,x , Är,A-) A  (Go , ff0) .
This ends the proof of Corollary 2.7
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C h a p te r  3
SOME ASYM PTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE  
SAMPLE M EAN AND SAMPLE  
COVARIANCE OF LONG RANGE  
D EPEND ENT SERIES
3.1 Introduction
A stationary Gaussian time series is described completely by its mean and covari­
ance function. If the series is not Gaussian these quantities are also of im portance 
although they will generally not determine the process uniquely. In this chap­
ter we study the properties of estimators of these quantities. We are concerned 
with the limits of the sample mean, sample covariance and the problem of testing 
the mean of a class of tim e series which is characterized by the behaviour of its 
spectral density near the origin of the form
/ ( c j ) ~  L{\/ uj)\uj\1~2H , as lj —» 0 . (3-1)
Here, as in Chapter 2, L(u>) is a slowly varying function at infinity, while the 
Hurst index H satisfies 0 < H < 1. When 1/2 < H < 1, the series exhibits LRD.
Modern analysis of time series has been characterized by attem pts to relax the 
“■independent” part of the i.i.d. assumption. It is well known that a great number
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of limit theorems, which in the classical approach were always studied under 
the assumption tha t the underlying random variables were independent, continue 
to hold under certain dependence structures. Independence is not necessary. 
On the other hand, as dependence becomes stronger, at a certain point new 
phenomena arise. One is then led to ask: how much dependence, qualitatively 
and quantitatively, is allowed for the classical limit results to hold, and what are 
the results when dependence becomes stronger. It is the aim of this chapter to 
extend the limiting theorems for the sample mean (Section 3.2), sample covariance 
(Section 3.3) and some quadratic forms (Section 3.4) to LRD series.
When the spectral density of a tim e series satisfies (3.1), we make use of 
the well known fact tha t a stationary (in the wide sense) process is a process of 
moving averages if and only if its spectral distribution is absolutely continuous, 
(see, for example, Doob, 1953, p. 499), and we assume the series we are interested 
in is a linear process
OO
« =  £  b t- &  (3.2)
U —  — QO
where
OO
£  b j < o o ,  E £„ =  0 , E M *  =  • (3-3)
j = —OO
Here is the Kronecker symbol. The Wold Decomposition Theorem suggests 
the generality of such a formulation.
If the innovations in non-explosive AR, MA or ARMA models form i.i.d. se­
quences the asymptotic normality of param etric or non-parametric estim ators can 
be proved. Also, when the innovations in (3.2) are i.i.d. or martingale differences, 
the series allows the central limit theorem (CLT) to be established with the same 
rate of convergence as in the case of i.i.d. data, if the weights in (3.2) decay fast 
enough (see Moran, 1943, with many subsequent citations). In such schemes the 
innovations need not actually be strictly stationary. So both aspects of the i.i.d. 
assumption are relaxed. Many alternative general schemes of characterizing serial 
dependence are available. We will discuss them  in more detail in Section 3.2.
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In Section 3.2 we are concerned with the laws of large numbers and the CLT 
for the partial sums of { Yt } satisfying (3.2) and (3.3) in the presence of LRD. 
The ordinary CLT holds under modest conditions for the partial sums when the 
summands are weakly dependent. There is weak dependence when the summands 
satisfy a suitable mixing condition, a martingale type condition, are moving aver­
ages with adequately chosen weights or satisfy various special dependence struc­
tures. W hen the weights decay to zero but not fast enough to allow the covariance 
sequence of the series to be summable the dependence of the series becomes too 
strong for the usual CLT to hold for general orthogonal innovations. We will give 
conditions on the weights and the innovations under which the CLT holds for the 
partial sums.
A great deal of time series analysis is based upon quadratic functions of the 
data. In particular, many inferential results relate to theorems concerning the 
sample covariance 7 T{t) - T ~ l E jr/fY s  -  EYs)(Ys+t -  EYs+t), Yx , . . .  , YT being 
a sample of T  consecutive observations on some process { IT } . Much of the 
statistical literature on stationary time series has been concerned with studying 
the asym ptotic behaviour of 7 r{t)- ^  ls we^ known that, under certain classical 
conditions on process { Yt }, a strong law of large numbers holds for 7 r{t) (see, 
for example, Hannan, 1970, Chapter IV). It has been shown tha t, using limit 
theorems for martingales, the scope of the classical inferential theory can be 
appreciably widened in a natural way (see, for example, Hannan and Heyde, 
1972).
It is of great importance for 7t (0  s t°  converge to their true values uniformly 
in T because many statistics are concerned with the use of the covariance m atrix 
of the underlying process. Theorems relating the almost sure uniform conver­
gence of the sample covariance function to its true value have been considered 
in the circumstances of SRD (see, for example, Hannan, 1974; An, Chen and 
Hannan, 1982). In Section 3.3 we will prove tha t under very general conditions,
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the convergence of 7 r{t)  to 7 (t), uniformly in t, holds for linear processes with 
LRD.
Often a non-stationary time series { X t } can be distinguished as a series 
having trend in the mean
=  1* -f iTit , t =  0 , 1 , . . .  , (3.4)
where { Yt } is a stationary process with mean zero and { m t } is a determinis­
tic trend. Then { } is the mean function of {A*}. Various param etric and
non-parametric tests have been suggested by various authors for testing different 
hypotheses regarding { m t } (m t = m  for all t , or m t is a monotonic function of t 
etc.), see, for example, Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957), Parthasarathy (1961), 
Sen (1965) and Subba Rao (1968).
In Section 3.4 we are concerned with the testing of mean of a series of form 
(3.4), where { V }  satisfies (3.2) and (3.3). The problem of testing the mean 
function
Hq : m t =  0 , t =  0 , 1 , . . .  (3-5)
has been formally solved by Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957) in the case when 
the process { Yt } is Gaussian and a simple hypothesis (3.5) is being tested against 
a simple alternative. When { Yt } is of the form of (3.2) and (3.3), where { £„ } 
is an i.i.d. sequence and { Yt } is a short range dependent series, in other words, 
\bj\ < ° ° 5  Parthasarathy (1961) has formally solved the problem of testing 
the null hypothesis (3.5) against all alternatives which satisfy certain conditions. 
This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4 where we deal with the same 
testing problem in the more general case where { Yt } may exhibit LRD.
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3.2 A sy m p to tic  D is tr ib u tio n  o f P a r t ia l  Sum s 
from  L in ear P ro cesses  w ith  Long R an g e  
D ep en d en ce
In this section we discuss the asymptotic properties of large sample inference for 
means in certain models in the presence of LRD. The focus is on the asymptotic 
distribution of the sample mean. Let { X t } be a stationary time series with mean 
E X t = m  and the spectral density of { X t } exists. Then { X t } can be described 
as
X t = m  +  Yt (3.6)
where { Yt } is given by (3.2) and (3.3):
oo oo
Yt=Y, bt-viv , < oo > = 0 > •
U — — 00 J — — 00
We assume further that
|7 (t)| =  \E (X S — m )(X s+t — m )| ~  const \t\2U~2 , as t —> oo . (3-7)
For the observations { X \  , . . .  , X t } let the sample mean of the observations be 
defined as
=  (3.8)
1 t=  1
W hen oo \bj\ < oo, therefore Y^u=-oo It (0I < °o, rn j  usually has very nice 
properties. For example, under various regularity conditions y/T(rriT — ra) is 
asym ptotically normal with mean zero and variance When J2 \bj\ = oo,
{ Ah } is LRD, rriT is still a good estim ator for m. First of all, in spite of the slowly 
decaying covariance function: |7(£)| ~  const \t\2H~2, m j  does not lose much 
efficiency compared to the best linear unbiased estim ator (BLUE). (To calculate 
the BLUE one would have to know or estim ate all covariances.) An explicit 
formula for the asymptotic efficiency (given by the ratio of the two asym ptotic
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variances) was derived by Adenstedt (1974)
eff(mT , vtiblue) —
tt(2H -  1 )H
£ ( 3 / 2 3 / 2  — H)s\nir(H — 1/2) '
Numerically this is above 0.98 for H £ [1/2, 1]. (Beran and Künsch, 1985; 
Samarov and Taqqu, 1988.) For most practical purposes, an efficiency loss of 2% 
does not matter so that the sample mean is not only much easier to calculate but 
also a sufficiently accurate estimator of m.
Because of the properties mentioned above, is widely used for inference on 
m. It is of importance to investigate the asymptotic properties of ??V , particularly 
the asymptotic normality of ray. In Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we summarize the 
well known large sample results of m j. For completeness we give the proof of 
these results in this thesis although they have been mentioned in a great deal of 
literature without proof.
THEOREM 3.1 For a stationary series { X t } given by (3.6) and (3.7),
Therefore, mj- is an unbiased asymptotically consistent estimator for m.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the following we use C to denote a generic constant, 
which may differ in different equations.
Since { X t } is stationary, we immediately have the following equations:
E ijit = m ,
Var{rriT) ~  const T 2H~2 , as T —> oo .
(3.9)
(3.10)
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This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
From Theorem 3.1 we know that the law of large numbers holds for i.e. 
rriT —> m  as T  —> oo. We have further that the strong law of large numbers for 
itit holds for certain series with LRD. Before we state the strong law of large 
numbers for ih j  we need the following
LEMMA 3.2 Let { Yt } be a stationary series with E Y t = 0 . Then
Yt  = T ~ l Ylt=i Yt converges with probability one to zero if there are constants 
K  > 0, a  > 0, such that
VarYf < K  T~a . (3.11)
The proof of Lemma 3.2 can be found in Hannan (1970), page 206.
THEOREM  3.3 Let { X t } be as in Theorem 3.1, where 0 < H  < 1. Then with 
probability one,
trit — > 77i , as T  —>■ oo . (3.12)
P r o o f  o f T h e o re m  3.3. Theorem 3.3 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 
and Lemma 3.2.
For the CLT for m j, without loss of generality we need only to consider the 
CLT for the partial sums of a random sequence { X t } with mean zero. Many 
papers have been concerned with the partial sums, after appropriate norming 
and centering, of a random sequence {X*}. For example, Bernstein and Levy 
(1935) discussed what was later referred to as the martingale condition
E ( X k I Xj  : j  < k -  1) =  0 (3.13)
in this context. Doob (1953) and many others have developed an extensive set of 
theoretical results based on martingale conditions. When a condition like (3.13)
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is not satisfied a strong version of mixing conditions (stronger than those typi­
cally employed in ergodic theory) has been introduced as sufficient conditions for 
asym ptotic normality. Kolmogorov and Rozanov (1960) showed tha t a sufficient 
condition for a stationary Gaussian process to be strong mixing is tha t it have 
an absolutely continuous spectrum with a positive continuous spectral density 
function.
A variation of this type of result given by Sun (1963, 1965) leads towards the 
literature on limit theory for functions of strongly dependent Gaussian processes. 
Sun (1965) assumed
X t = H( u t) , (3.14)
where H(u)  is a possibly non-linear function such tha t E H ( u t) = 0, E H ( u t )2 < 
oo, and { ut } is a zero mean, unit variance stationary Gaussian process such that 
7 (j) = E ( u tut+j) satisfies the condition
1 T~1
V 7 0-)2 < oo , lim — £  ( T - |£ | ) 7 (f) exists and is finite. (3.15)
3 T  i=-T+1
Then T 1/2itit is asymptotically normal with mean zero and finite variance. Breuer 
and M ajor (1983) replaced (3.15) by the condition
YhU)k<°° (3-16)
j
when H ( u ) admits the Hermite expansion
oo r i
H(u)  =  £  , - I I . i u i  , C, = E H ( u t )Hj(ut ) 
j—o *7
where H j( u ) is the j th  Hermite polynomial with leading coefficient one and k — 
inf{j? : Cj  0}. Ho and Sun (1987) extended Breuer and M ajor’s (1983) work 
to the non-instantaneous filter
X t — H( u t+tl , ••• , u t+td) ■ (3-17)
Such results indicate tha t even if the underlying process { ut } has strong auto­
correlation, some non-linear function (3.14) or (3.17) may satisfy the CLT with
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T~1//2 norming. However, linear functions of or non-linear ones with k = 1, do 
not satisfy conditions (3.15) or (3.16), and moreover, nor do non-linear functions 
with k > 1 if the autocorrelation is strong enough. An early counter exam­
ple to the CLT was provided by Rosenblatt (1961), in the case X t = u2 — 1 
with cov(Afi , Ah+j) ~  const |j |2//-2, where H is the Hurst index and satisfies 
3/4 < H < 1; here T 2~2Hmr  has a non-normal limit distribution.
Taqqu (1975) considerably generalized Rosenblatt’s result, and indicated how 
limiting normality, as well as non-normality, can hold when the usual CLT does 
not.
A natural generalization of Hermite polynomials to non-normal distributions 
is provided by the Appell polynomials A3{x). The Appell polynomials have been 
used by Giraitis and Surgailis (1986) in developing limit theory not only for 
non-linear functions of linear processes but also for more general processes, and 
for multivariate situations. This theory tends towards a generalization of the 
results described above. Invariance principles for the case of non-stationary as 
well as stationary X t generated by linear and mixing processes have been given 
by Akonom and Gourieroux (1987), Silveira (1991).
An alternative line of research extends the usual CLT with T -1/2 norming in 
case X t = Yt , where Yt is given by (3.2) and (3.3), but not necessarily being a 
Gaussian process. The CLT has been given for the case when { £„ } is an i.i.d. 
sequence, or a sequence of stationary and non-stationary martingale differences 
{ £„ } with the restriction that
7 ( 0  =  < 00 • (3-18)
k j
Llowever, strong autocorrelation in Yt entails a relaxation of (3.18). Ibragimov 
and Linnik (1971) established the CLT for the generalized linear processes with 
the restriction that the innovations are i.i.d. sequences. In detail, write
ST = Yi + Y2 + -----f  Vr , (3.19)
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4 = Var(Yi + Y2 + ■ ■ , (3.20)
and assume that { } in (3.2) is an i.i.d sequence, and as T  —> oo,
4  = Vai-(St ) = 4 ------ h h ,- r ) 2 — * 00 > (3.21)
3
where the rate of increase can be arbitrarily slow. Then
N( 0 , 1) . (3.22)
Existing extensions of Ibragimov and Linnik’s (1971) result have been in sev­
eral directions. Davydov (1970) and Gorodetskii (1977) established invariance 
principles in Ibragimov and Linnik’s (1971) setting. Surgailis (1981, 1983) inves­
tigated a sliding average process
Here { } is an i.i.d. sequence of random variable with mean zero and variance
one and finite moments of any order. For a function H(u) being possibly non­
linear such that EH(Xk)  = 0, E( H( Xk )2) < oo, under certain conditions the 
partial sums of H(AT) satisfy an invariance principle in that, suitably normalized 
and centred, the partial sums of { H(Xk)  } converge to a self-similar process.
In the following, we are concerned with the asymptotic distribution of <Jj 1St 
for a generalized linear process { Yt } in the case where the innovation { } is
not assumed to be an i.i.d. sequence, and the weights of (3.2) are not summable, 
so the process { Yt } may be LRD. The idea of our result follows.
When { } satisfies E^u^  = we have
k
Xk = ^2 bk-jij , k = 0 , ±1 , ±2 , • • • .(3.23)
OO oo
— X / d" frfc-2 +  • • • +  b k - r ) 2 =  ^2  b \ T
k = —oo
where
bk,T = bk- !  +  • • •  +  bk-T • (3.24)
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Writing
(3.25)bk,Ta k,T =  --  ,
(J71
and assuming
CONDITION A. Let a positive constant sequence { e 3 } and an integer N  =  N (T ) 
be chosen such that, as j  —> 00, £j —>■ 0+ and
T .  ^  1 ) 2  , . . .
|A|>N
leads to the following theorem
T H E O R E M  3.4 Let { Yt } satisfy (3.2) and (3.3), and { £ j }  and N  =  N(T)  
satisfy Condition A. Assume further that
1. { £„ } satisfies
for some 8 > 0 ,
2. { öfc,T } satisfies
3. { <jt  } satisfies
Then, as T —» 00,
<^1(V'i + V2 + --- + Vt ) ^ N ( 0 ,  a2)(3.29)
for some a 2 >  0.
E & l  =  E £ E $ ; (3 .2 6 )
max E \ C \ 2+S <  i—oo<t/<oo (3 .2 7 )
E ( ( v  1 : n  <  v )  =  0 . (3 .2 8 )
N(T)
lim V  a i T <  00 .
T-J-oo f - '  MAC= 1
lim cri =  00 .
T  —>00 J
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R em arks on Theorem  3.4.
1. Since Yfif=-oo a t ,T  — a T2 Y^T=-oo H,t  — crT 2a f  — 1» Condition A and Condi­
tion 2 of Theorem 3.4 are reasonable.
2. If {£„} is an i.i.d. sequence and E\£u\2+5 < 00, then (3.26) and (3.28) are
fulfilled. Condition (3.28) implies that = 0, v ^  p.
3. If
|7(f)I = \EYsYs+t \ ~  const \t\2H~2 , as t —> 00, 0 < H < 1 ,
then
T
d j  = ^  7(f — s) =  0(T2//) — > 00 , as T —> 00 ,
s,i=l
therefore Condition 3 holds. Thus the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are very general 
for linear processes. In particular, the result of Theorem 3.4 can be used in the 
case where the linear processes are LRD.
We will give the proof of Theorem 3.4 in Section 3.5. From Theorem 3.4 we 
have the following corollaries:
COROLLARY 3.5 Let { Yt } be a long range dependent stationary series sat­
isfying (3.2)and (3.3), and let the covariance function 7(t) of { Yt } satisfy
|7(f)| ~  const \t\2H~2 , as t —> 00 , -  < H < 1 . (3.30)
If the innovation { £* } of { Yt } satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4, then
Y h {Y\ 4------ VYt )
is asymptotically normally distributed.
COROLLARY 3.6 Let
X t = m + Yt
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where { Yt } is a long range dependent stationary series satisfying the conditions 
of Corollary 3.5, and write
1 T
m r =  =  £  A'( .
1 t=  1
Then, as T  —> oo,
for  some erf > 0.
ihr — m  
( Var(mT) ) ^ 2
N(0 , <jj)
3.3 A sym p totics o f Sam ple Covariance of Linear 
P rocesses w ith  Long R ange D ep en d en ce
Given the observations { Yt : t =  1 , 2 ,  , , T}  one can define the sample
covariance function:
7r ( t)  = < 0 ,
7t (—0  ,
0 < t < T  -  1 , 
T <  t , 
t < 0 ,
(3.31)
if the mean p of the process is known. If p is unknown an analogue may be 
defined by replacing p with the sample mean: p r  = T ~ l K  in (3.31). For a 
series { Yt } given by (3.2) and (3.3) there is a substantial literature concerning the 
asym ptotic behaviour of 7r{t). Much of this has employed the i.i.d. assumption 
of the innovations { £„ } in (3.2) and the convergence of |&j|. (See, for example, 
Anderson, 1958; Hannan, 1970; Davis and Resnick, 1985a, 1985b, 1986. Note that 
in Davis and Resnick’s papers, ^ ’s have infinite variance.) It is well known that 
a strong law of large numbers and a central limit theorem hold for 7r ( t )  under 
the conditions mentioned above (see, for example, Hannan, 1970, Chapters 4 and 
6), or certain naturally widened conditions on the innovations { £„ }, such as the 
m artingale condition, which relaxes the restriction of i.i.d. assumption on { C  }, 
or on the process { Yt }, typically an ergodic condition, and the convergence of
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Y j  b2-, which corresponds to the case of LRD when Y j  bj diverges. (See Hannan 
and Heyde, 1972.) In their 1972 paper, Hannan and Heyde derived a strong law of 
large numbers for 7j { t )  and a central limit theorem for the sample autocorrelation 
Pr(t) =  7t (^)/7t (0) under the conditions that { Yt } is ergodic and the innovations 
{ („ } of { Yt } are such that, for all u, the following hold almost surely
E({v \Tv-x) =  0 , (3.32)
E ( C  | ^ - i )  =  1. (3.33)
Here T v is the a-field generated by \i <  v .
Many statistics are concerned with the covariance m atrix Et  = (7(j  — k)), 
1 <  j ,  k <  T.  Therefore it is of importance to have uniform convergence of 7r{t)  
to 7(t). If the process { Yt } is ergodic it has been shown that
lim sup \ jT(t) -  7(01 =  0 , a.s.
1 ►oo - o o < t < o o
as T  —y 00. (See, for example, Hannan, 1974.) In this section we shall obtain 
a strong law of large numbers for 7r(t)  under different conditions on { £v } and 
we do not assume that { Yt } is ergodic. In Theorem 3.7 we are concerned with 
relaxing the i.i.d. assumption of { £„ } and we are interested in the case where 
LRD may occur. We shall show that 7r(t)  converges to 7(£), uniformly in £, in 
the mean square sense and with probability one.
T H E O R E M  3.7 Let {V*} be given by (3.2) and (3.3), therefore, (i = 0 in 
(3.31). Assume further that the covariance function 7(t) and the fourth moments 
of { f t }  satisfy the following conditions respectively
|7(£)| ~  const \t\2H~2 , as T  00 , where 0 < H < 1 , (3.34)
max <  00 , (3.35)
L f u f v f s f t
E f t  , u = v = s = t , 
E f l E f 2 , u =  v > s = t , (3.36)
u — v > s > t or u > v = s > t or u > v > s >  t .
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Then
E  I7r{t)  — 7 ( 0 |2 — * 0 , as T  -> 00 (3.37)
uniformly in t. If, furthermore, the fourth moments o f {Yt} are such that
max E |y <|4 < 00 , (3.38)
then, as T  —> 00,
7r{t) — 7 (t) — > 0 with probability one, (3.39)
uniformly in t.
We give the proof of Theorem 3.7 in Section 3.5
By Theorem 3.7 we can often use 7t (£) to replace 7 (2) for any fixed t and T  
large enough when 7 (t) is unknown.
As an application of Theorem 3.7 let us consider the statistic:
/tM = ^  E = T  E (3-40)
s , t = l  -j7r < = - T + l
and form
R t {t ) =  f  Ir(io)e~lTU)(f)(u;)du) . (3-41)
— 7T
Here </>(u>) is a continuous weight function reflecting the relative im portance of 
the various frequencies. The optimal choice of 4>(a>) will depend on the nature of 
the spectrum  of { Yt }. Write
R( t ) = r  f(io)e~lTUJ4)(u;)du; (3.42)
J —  7T
where / ( u )  is the spectral density of { Yt }. Precisely as in Theorem 2 of Hannan 
(1974), it may be shown that
T H E O R E M  3.8 Under the conditions of Theorem 3.7,
.....................=  0
with probability one and in probability.
lim sup R t (t ) — R( t )
T —too  —0 0 < T < 0 0
(3.43)
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3.4 T estin g  th e  M ean  of L in ear P ro cesse s  w ith
Long R an g e  D ep en d en ce
In this section we are concerned with the problem of testing the mean function 
of a tim e series. Consider a time series { X t } of the form
X t = Yt +  nit , t =  1 , 2 , . . .  , (3.44)
where { Yt } is a stationary process with mean zero and { m t } is the mean function 
of { Xt  }• As a prelude to any times series analysis it would be prudent to first 
test the null hypothesis
H0 : m t = 0 , t = 1 , 2 , . . .  (3.45)
against all alternatives.
The problem of testing the mean function has been solved in a formal sense by 
Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957) in the case when the process { Yt } is Gaussian 
and a simple hypothesis (3.45) is being tested against a simple alternative. In 
detail, given the observations of a Gaussian process with a sample size N ,  a like­
lihood ratio test will lead to a test statistic X 'E -1X  where X ' =  (Ah , . . .  , Abv), 
E =  (7 (j — fc)), 1 <  j ,  k <  N,  and large values of the statistic are significant. 
Under Ho, X 'E -1X  has a \ n  distribution and it can easily be seen tha t a test 
based on this statistic is consistent against all alternatives for which
lim Ar_1//2m /E_1m  =  00 (3.46)
N -*  00 v ’
where m' =  (mi , , . . .  , mjv).  (See, for example, Parthasarathy,1961.) Of course 
we are assuming here tha t E is known.
In his 1961 paper, Parthasarathy formally solved the problem of testing the 
null hypothesis (3.45) against all the alternatives which satisfy condition (3.46) 
when the process { Yt } is a linear process
OO
V« = £  .
y —  —  o o
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Here and in the rest of this section we use au to replace 6„ in order for the notation 
to be consistent with tha t of Parthasarathy’s. The proposed test statistic based 
on the observations { X \  , X 2 , . . .  , X n  } is defined as:
T n  = T  j T  I g  / / M < k  , (3.47)
where /(cu) is the spectral density of {T<}. Parthasarathy (1961) derived the 
asym ptotic normality of \ / N ( T n / N  — 1) under the conditions tha t { £„ } is an 
i.i.d. random sequence and av — as v  —» 00, with ß  > 3/2; therefore
< 00, in other words, { Yt } is SRD. Under the asym ptotic normality of 
\/N(Tn /N  — 1) the test for the null hypothesis of (3.45) is as follows: reject H0 
if and only if
<T~l y/~N {Tn / N  — 1) >  K a, (3.48)
where Ka is the a percent point of the standard normal distribution, a is the 
variance of the limiting distribution of y/~N(T^/N — 1).
Parthasarathy also proved that when { } are normally distributed the test
given by the critical region
<t~1(N)1(Tn /N -  1) >  Ka (3.49)
is consistent against all alternatives { m t : £ =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . }  which satisfy con­
dition (3.46).
In this section we first show, in Theorem 3.9, tha t if m t > C t~a for some 
constant C  > 0 and 0 < a < 1, then (3.46) holds if a < |  in the case of SRD 
and a  <  |  — H in the case of LRD (which is relevant only when H < | ) .  Then 
we consider the same testing problem (3.45) for the process { Yt } given by (3.2) 
and (3.3). In Theorem 3.10 we show the consistency of the test based on (3.49) 
against all alternatives satisfying a version of condition (3.46), in which we use 
m atrix J3jv, defined by (3.50) below, instead of S _1.
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The main result of this section is Theorem 3.11. We have seen tha t the test for 
(3.45) and its consistency are based on the asymptotic normality of \/~N(Tj\r/N — 
1). In Theorem 3.11 we assume that { }  is an i.i.d. random sequence with 
finite fourth moment, and, instead of the SRD of {T<}, we assume th a t the 
spectral density of { Yt } satisfies certain conditions, which allow the presence of 
both SRD and LRD, therefore relaxing the restrictions given in Parthasarathy’s 
(1961) paper. Under our general conditions we will prove tha t the CLT holds for 
Tn .
T H E O R E M  3.9 Assume that the mean function { m t } in (3.44) satisfies
m t > C t~ l3, t = 1, 2 , . . .
fo r  some constant C, and 0 < ß  < 1 . Then, (i) in the case o f SRD, (3.46) 
holds if  ß  < L. (ii) in the case of LRD, where 7 (t) ~  const t2H~2, as |£| —> 00, 
I <  H  < l , (3.46) holds if  ß  < I — H and H  < | .
The proof of Theorem 3.9 will be given in Section 3.5.
We now introduce some notation. Let { Yt } satisfy (3.2) and (3.3), tha t is
Yt -- "y '  — , "y ] öj <C OO , E  -- 0 , E^v^n /,ß •
i>=—oo j— — OO
W rite
I n , x ( u ) = 2irN
itu In ,y {u ) =
2nN E Y‘e
itw
7 (t) = f  ettuf{io)dui , b(t) = S elt“f  i ( o>)duj ,
J — 7T J — 7T
Rn = ( l ( t  ~  s))t,s=i,N , Bn =  (b(t — s ) ) tiS=i'H . (3.50)
Note tha t R ^  and B n  are N  by N  Toeplitz matrices with entries 7 (t — s) and 
b(t — s) respectively.
Consider the process (3.44), the null hypothesis (3.45) and the test statistic 
(3.47). We have a consistency result given by:
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THEOREM 3.10 If the limiting distributions of
(3.51)
and
wSrm~a) (3.52)
exist as N  — > and if
[m i,-■ ■ ,m N]BN[mu -■ ■ ,m N] = oo , (3.53)
then the test given by the critical region
<j - ' \ / N ( T n IN  -  1) > Ka , (3.54)
where Ka is the upper a percent point of the limit distribution for (3.51), is 
consistent against all alternatives { m t : t = 1, , . . . }  satisfying condition (3.53).
Remarks on Theorem 3.10.
1. The conditions under which (3.51) holds will be given by Theorem 3.11.
2. Regarding condition (3.53), we notice that Byv is a Toeplitz matrix with the 
entries uniformly bounded. Therefore if the trend { m t } is very small, condition 
(3.53) may not hold. For example, assume
\t\-ß , i / 0 ,
0 , 1 =  0 ,
where |  < ß < 1 , then,
~  const N 3/2 13 — > 0
as iV oo. If 1/2 < ß < 3/4 and /(u )  is such that
m < f  1 (oj) < M
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for any real uo , where m  and M  are two constants, then by the results of Grenan- 
der and Szegö (1958, p. 64, (b)) we know that 0 <  Y2mtm sb(t — s) — y 0 as 
N  —y oo. Thus for a trend { m t } satisfying m t ~  const |£|-/3 as t oo, if 
ß > 3/4, or if 1/2 < ß  <  3/4 and is bounded on R 1, condition (3.53)
does not hold. If ß < 1/2, Yht171] — °°? m  this case, we cannot use the result 
of Grenander and Szegö (1958) and it is very difficult to estim ate the quadratic 
Y2t,sm tm sb{t ~  s )- So for 0 < ß  < 1/2, Condition (3.53 ) is unclear for general 
spectral density f ( u ) .
P ro o f o f T heorem  3.10. In order to prove Theorem 3.10, it is sufficient to 
show tha t P  ^ reject Hq \ —> 1 as N  —y oo.
Since
P ( rejectH0 | {m,}) = P -  l )  > K,
pfPK ( 1 r
\  (j  \4 7 T 2 ./V J - 7T
{ m , }
dio — 1 > K a {m,} ) ,
and we notice that,
I £  X,e““l2 = X sX te'(‘~s^  = 53 (Y„ + m.) (Y, + m t)
t —\ s , t=  1 s , t =  1
N
= y  (Y‘Y‘ +  m‘Y + m<Y  +  m»m<)
5,<=1
N
= 2 n N I N,Yn  +  ^ 2  (m sYt +  rntYs +  m sm t) el(t~s)uj,
s , t—l
then,
V N  (  1 rn In ,y {u )pTT
J — 1
P  (reject Ho\{rnt}) = P { ——  ( —  / "T* v—-d u  — 1
2 N i N
a \27T 7t f(uj)
AlX2N
Y  m sY,b(t -  s) + -  s)
s ,t=  1 
1 N
s , t—l
+ Y m sm tb(t- 3 ) 1  > K a
S,t— 1
{ m j
=  1
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by (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53), which proves Theorem 3.10.
Now we consider the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic T^. For 
the case where { Yt } in (3.44) is a linear process, Parthasarathy (1961) derived 
the asym ptotic normality of T/v, after suitably norming and centring, under the 
conditions tha t au = where ß > 3/2, the spectral density f(co) of { Yt }
satisfies f f 7r(f(uj))~1exp{itu)}duj = 0 ( t~l ), and { f „ } is an i.i.d. random se­
quence. Here, the summability of { a„ } was of essential importance for the proof 
of P arthasarathy’s results. When \aA < oo, { Yt } is SR.D. In our case we are 
concerned with the situation where { Yt } is LRD. In other words, the summabil­
ity of aß s is not necessary. The aim of Theorem 3.11 is to show tha t the CLT 
holds for T/v under more general conditions on the moving average coefficients a„ 
and the spectral density of { Yt }.
T H E O R E M  3.11 Suppose {Y t } in (3.44) satisfy (3.2) and (3.3) and the spec­
tral density f{uf) and the covariance function 7 (t) of { Yt } satisfy
f(uj) ~  L(lj)\lo\1~2H , as oj —> 0 , 7 (t) ~  const t2H~2 , as t —»■ 00 (3.55)
respectively, where L(uj) is slowly varying atuj = Q , 0 < H < l  and the innova­
tions { £„ } are an i.i.d. random sequence with E£q < 00 . Assume further that 
one of the two conditions (Cl), (C2) is fidfilled
( C l )
(C 2 ) / - 1(cj) is absolutely continuous and that the derivative D f ~ l (co) is equal
almost everywhere to an absolutely continuous function.
Then under the null hypothesis (3.45)
(3.56)
as N  —* 00 , where a2 = E£q +  1. The proposed test of (3.45) is as follows: Reject
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Hq if  and only if
> Ka
where K a is the upper a  percent point of the normal distribution with mean zero 
and variance one.
R e m a rk s  on T h e o re m  3.11.
1. If the moving average coefficients of { Yt } satisfy au =  0(is~f3) , the Hurst 
index H  and the exponential index ß  are related by H  = |  — ß.  Thus, when 
3/4 <  /? < 1, 1/2 < H < 3/4. By Theorem 3.11 (under condition C l), the 
CLT holds for T/v- Together with Parthasarathy’s results, we conclude tha t the 
asym ptotic normality of T/v holds when either 3/4 < ß  < 1 or 3/2 < ß. When 
1 < ß  <  3/2, we have 0 < H  < 1/2. Then { Yt } is a SRD process. If further the 
spectral density f(u>) satisfies /(a;) ~  const |a;|1-2//, as to —>■ 0, or more generally, 
if the spectral density of a stationary linear process satisfies f(u>) ~  L(lj)\lj\1~2H, 
as cj —> 0, where L(lj) is a slowly varying function at the origin, then / _1(u>) ~  
. Therefore it is reasonable to assume tha t f ~ 1(uj) is subject to 
D irichlet’s Conditions, (see, for example, Carslaw, 1930, pp. 226 and 269), thus 
f f n f ~ l (co)exp{ i t  lj } duo =  0 (£-1 ), which is one of the assumptions made by
Parthasarathy (1961). If, furthermore, the derivative D f  1 (cj) satisfies condition 
(C2) of Theorem 3.11, the CLT holds for T^.
{ X \  , X 2 , . . .  , X/v } from a stochastic process whose spectral density is unknown. 
In this case we try to replace T/v in (3.47) by
where In ,x  is the periodogram of observation { X \  , X 2 , . . .  , Xpj }, M  is an inte­
ger such tha t as N  oo,
2. In reality, it is not unusual tha t we have a sequence of observations
1 M
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and / m M  is an estim ator of /(a ;), such as a Truncated estim ator, B artlett es­
tim ator, Tukey-Hanning estim ator or similar other. When { X t } is SRD, the 
asymptotics of / m (^) are well known. See, for example, Hannan (1970, pp. 273 
-2 8 1 ) . It may be reasonable to use T/v to replace T/v for the hypothesis testing 
problem (3.45). When { X t } is LRD, we have been investigating the asymptotics 
of / m (<•*->)• We hope that
is asymptotically normally distributed. If this is so, we can certainly use T/v to 
replace T/v for the hypothesis testing problem (3.45)
3.5  P ro o fs
3.5 .1  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  3.4
Let
Ct, 1 = a k,T^k  , Ct,j = a - N + j - 2 , T ( - N + j - 2  , j  = 2 , . . .  , 2/V + 2 , (3.57)
|*|>JV
where N = N(T)  is given by Condition A. Let 
2k+2
S r , k  =  Ct ,j
i=2
=  <1-N,t £ - N  + f l -N + l ,T ^ -A T + l  + • • ' +  a - N + 2 k £ - N + 2 k  (3.58)
for k = 0 , 1 , . . .  , N(T);  then
OO
CT~1S t  =  a k j i k  =  Ct ,1 +  S t ,N{T)  •
k = —oo
Theorem 3.4 can be established by showing tha t, as T —» oo,
Ct .i 0 , (3.59)
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and
St ,n (T) N(0 , cr2) , as T  - *  oo .
To deal with(3.59) we notice that by Condition A,
£ | ( t ,i |2 =  E\ Y  a k,T £ k \2 = Y  a k,T < £ T  --- >0
| fc |>JV \k\>N
as T  —> oo. Then
Ct, l 0 .
Before we start to prove (3.60) we need the following lemmas
(3.60)
L E M M A  3.12
1/2
\a k j \  <  « T  = (Jj1 EJ = - o o <tt  + 4 Y1j = —oo
1/2
(3.61)
We shall give the proof of Lemma 3.12 after the proof of Theorem 3.4.
L E M M A  3.13 Le£ {.9^ , T n i^ , 1  < i < kn , n > 1} be a zero mean square
integrable martingale array with differences X ni, and let if2 be an 
variable. Suppose that
a.s finite random
p
max \ X n{\ — > 0 ,i (3.62)
E E t  A * ? 2
i
E (m ax A ^) is bounded in n i
(3.63)
(3.64)
and the a-fields J-n,t are nested
Xn,i — n-j-1,1 foi 1 T  ^ T hn , n 1 . (3.65)
Then Snkn = Yhi^ni ——>• Z  (stably), where the random variable Z  has character­
istic function E  exp{ — \r\2t2 }.
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Lemma 3.13 is Theorem 3.2 of Hall and Heyde (1980, p. 58).
To deal with (3.60) let
y~T,l =  ° {  i - N ( T )  , ( ~ N ( T )  + 1 , • * ' , £-JV(T)+2/ }  , / =  1 , 2 , . . . , N ( T )  . 
Obviously J - j , i  is nested. From (3.57) and (3.58) E S r , k  — 0. For k  >  /, by (3.28)
^  I F t ,l ) =  E  ( a ^ N , T i - N  +  • • • +  d - N + 2 k , T ^ - N + 2 k  \ F j , l )
— a - N , T ^ - N  +  • • * +  a - N + 2 i , r £ - N + 2 i  =  S t ,i •
So { S r , k  , F r , k  • k  =  1 , . . .  , A^(T) } is a zero mean square integrable m ar­
tingale array. Now we show that conditions (3.62) -  (3.65) are fulfilled by our 
m artingale array with rj2 in (3.63) being a constant; then (3.60) follows from 
Lemma 3.13. Put
X t ,j =  S T j  ~  S r , j - 1 =  a - N + 2j , T € - N + 2 j  +  a - N + 2 j - l , T ( - N + 2 j - l  
Then by (3.27) and Lemma 3.12, for any c >  0,
p  C < ^ x(t ) { | X t j I }  - e )  =  p  ( U - 7 ’ I ^ , |  >  c )
N{T)  N (T )  y  12+5
< E n\XTj\> e) < E
3- 1
1
3 =  1
N{T)
e 2+5 5Z  E  \a - N + 2 j , r C - N + 2 j  +  a - N + 2j - i , T t - N + 2j - l
3 =  1 
iV(T)
12 —<5
i v-4;
-  ~^2+S ^ { 2 1+ 5  ( \ a - N + 2 j , T £ - N + 2 j \ 2+S +  | a _ A T + 2 j - l , T f - i V + 2 j - l | 2 + 5 ) }
J=1
oi+5 ^(T)
<  — -  { ^ l f i l 2+<5}  ( l a - N + 2 j , T | 2 + 5  +  | a - i V + 2 j - l , T | 2 + 5 )
e 2+<5 i < j< N (T )  
2!+5 JV(T)
^  ( “ -A M -S j .T  « I / W j - I . t )O I fez+<) -oo<j<oo 
22+5
J=1
<  — vt  max \ E \ E \ 2+5\  a ?  — > 0 , as T -+ oo
—oo<j<oo J
by (3.61) and Condition 3 of Theorem 3.4. So { } is uniformly negligible.
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To deal with (3.63) we notice that, by (3.26), (3.61) and Condition 3 of the 
theorem,
N(T)
X X T,J = X ( a - N + 2j , T £ - N + 2j  +  a - N + 2 j - i , T £ - N + 2j - l )
3 =  1
= X { a - N + 2 j , T ^ - N + 2 j  +  2 a - N + 2 j , T £ - N + 2 j a - N + 2 j - l , T € - N + 2 j - l  
+ a - N + 2 j - l , T ^ - i V + 2 j - l )  •
Now
N ( T )
X a2- N + 2 j , T ( € - N + 2 j  ~  1)
3 =  1 
N (T )
=  X  a -7V+2j,Ta -iV+2fc,T^'(^-N+2j — l)£-7V+2fc ~  1)
j , k= l  
N (T )
ST'  2 2
— ^  — N + 2 j , T ^ —N+2k ,T
j ,k=  1
N (T )
=  X  a - N + 2 j , T E  { t - N + 2 j  ~  i)
3 =  1
N(T)
E  ( £ - N + 2 j £ - N + 2 k  ~  l )
< - 1 °T X G-N+2j T --*■ 0 , as T —> oo ,
3 =  1
and
N (T)
X a_Ar+2i,Tf-7V+2ja-N+2j-l,Tf-N+2j-l
i = i  
iV(T)
=  X ]  a -N + 2 j ,T a -A H -2 j - l ,T a -A T + 2 A : ,T a _ jV + 2 fc - l ,T  
j , k= l
E £ - N + 2 j £ - N + 2 j - l t i - N + 2 k £ - N + 2 k - l
N(T)
—  X  a - N + 2 i , T G- N + 2 j - l , T ^ f - N + 2 j f - i V + 2 j - l  
i = i
2 N (T)
— (^ fo) X a - N + 2 j , T a - N + 2 j - l , T
J - l
N (T)
 ^ (^ £o) 4 X a -N + 2 j , T
3=1
< (£To2) 4 0 ,
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as T  —> oo. Hence
N(T) N(T) N(T)
V  Xr , j  -  a -N+2j,T ~  a - 7V+2j-l,T  * 0 , as T  —> oo .
j=l j=1 j=l
By Condition 2 of the theorem  we have
N(T)
E  A'L  i E  aU , T  +  E  ah } =
N(T) N(T)
~ a 2
3 =  1
Finally, by (3.61),
T ->oo i=i j=i
m ax
1<j <7V(T) X T , j \  =  E  | K m a x T) { ( a _ 7 v + 2j,T^-yv+2i +  a-Ar+2j - i , T ^ - i v + 2 j - i ) 2 } ^
“  1<J<N(T) { a -W+2j,T£-Jv +2j +  a -N + 2 j - l ,T ^ -A T + 2 j - l  }
/  N(T) \  N(T)
-  8Z? - N(ni j<N(T) { a 2i'T^ }  ~  SE I ahT^2 ) -  8 -  8 ’Vj=-N(T) j=—N (T)
and therefore (3.64) holds. Thus by Lem m a 3.13
S t ,n {t ) — > N (0 , cr2) ,
as T  —>■ oo. Therefore, as T  oo, we have
a j l S r  = Ct ,l 3- S t ,n (t ) N (0 , <t2) . 
This ends the  proof of Theorem  3.4
P r o o f  o f  L em m a  3 .12 . By the definition of b j j  we have 
b ) , T  — ( f y - i  3--------+  b j —T ) 2
=  (&j-l +  3----- +  ^ j- l- (T - l) )2
=  3- {bj-1 -  6j _ i _t ) ^
= ^j—i,T 3" 2(6j-i -  6j_i_T)6j_i)T + (6j_i -  6j_i_t )2 .
Summing over j  =  k — l , k — Z -f 1 , . . .  , gives
bl-i,T = b l - i - u  3- 2 ^  ( 6 j-i -  b j - i -T  ) bj-i,T +  ( fy -i -  fy -i-T  )2
j=k-l j=k-l
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k k
— ^ k - l - l , T  +  2  X  ( b j - 1 — ^ j - l - T  ) b j - \ tT  +  2  X  ( 1 +  ^ j - i - T  )
j —k—l j = k - l
k oo
< b2k_t_1T + 2 X  ( bj-i — b j-i-T  ) bj-i'T + 4 X  b2
j = k - l  J =  - o o
< * i 1/2r k 1/2
^  bl-i-i,T  + 2 < E  ( 6j-1 -  f>j-i-T )2 i
V j = k —l )  f  j —k—l )
( \ l!2( \ 1/2oo j I oo I oo
+ 2 * E  \ E  + 4 E  6!
X h)-\,T  f + 4 X b .
j—~ OO
<  h2
-  h2— °k-l-l,T
'J 1 j j ~ l , Tf  j = - o o  J (  j = - o o  J
( OO )  1/2
+ 4 E + 4 e  b )  ■
j = - o o
J— oo J = -oo
So
bk,T
’ S - U(Tj
1/2
h2° k - l - l , T + 4 E 6j E 6
J = -oo
for any /. Let / —» oo, we have
,
1
< ---  <j
/  0 0  ^ 1/2 ^0 0<>k,T
4 E j crT +  4 X  ^
\ j = - 0 0  )\ ’ j— 0 0 j
j=-oo
1/2
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.12
3 .5 .2  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  3.7
We prove (3.37) first. Since for \t\ > T1,
I 7t W  — 7 (0  I =  I 7 (0  I ~  const \t\2H~2 < const T 2H~2 — > 0
as T  —>• 0 0 , we need only to consider the case where 0 < |£| < T — 1. Now
2 0 0  T —t ^  0 0
7 t ( 0  — 7 ( 0  ~  Tjj ^  X !  {  £ s - j  £ s + * - / c  — b j , k - t  }  ~  f  b j  bk Sj  k—t
j ,k= — 00 s =  1 j , k~  — oo
Since
17 ( 0 1  = E 67
J
const |t| 2 H —2
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t
T bkj , k =  — oo
< const T 2H~2
t
T bj bj+t j
t . / \ § \ t \ - \ t \2H~2= y  I tW I ~ con5^ — j —
(3.66)
as T  -> oo, in order to prove Theorem 3.7 it is sufficient to show that
2T - t2 oo
7p y^ b j  b k  y^ { ^ s - j  < f s + t - / c _
j , k =  — oo s =  1
uniformly in t. We have
0 , as T  —» oo , (3.67)
T - tY  OO
~jy b j  bk  y y  { £ s - j  £ s+ t-A : — ^ j,A :- t}
j , k =  — oo s = l
T —t2 oo oo
= yT E E E bkibj2bk2E {(^ ai-j!£si-i-i—/c! — ^ ji./ci-t) x
j l , / e i = - 0 0  J2 ,/c2 =  —OO s i , «2 =  1
= J L i
(^«2-^2 ^52 +  ^ -A:2 b j 2 , k 2 ~ t  ) }
T - t
2 1 2 )  E b j l b k x y: b j 2 bk2 y: ^ ’^ s i - j i ^ s i + t - A : 1^S2-j2^S2+<-A :2
(  j l  >ki=-oo,A;i ^ j i + t  j2,k2 =  ~ o o ,k 2 ^ j2 + t  s i , s 2 =  l
T - t
+ E 6«6i.+< E bn bn+t E - 1) (f«-Ä - !)} }
j  1 — OO J2 — OO Sl,S2 =  l J
=  ^ j { /  +  / / }  .
We consider I I  first. By (3.35) and (3.36),
oo oo T —t
u =  E M;1+. E M»* E
Jl =  — oo j 2 =  - o o  Si,S2 =  l
oo oo T —t 2
= E bh bh+tE fe«^ 2+i E
j  i=-00 j 2 = - o o  Si=l,S2=Sl-jl+j2
OO oo
< const T  Y1 bjx bjx+t y ^  bj2 bj2+t = const T ^ ( t ) 2 .
j 1 = - o o  j 2 =  - o o
Since 7(f) is uniformly bounded in £, we have
^ / / = ^ ^ - 0 , a s T ^ Oo (3.68)
uniformly in t. Now we estim ate I  as follows. By (3.3) and (3.36),
00 00 T —t
E b j x b k x yy b j 2 bk2 £  ^?«i-ii?*i+t-fci6 2 - J 2 Css+t-^
j l  , k i = —oo,k\ ^ j i  -ft J2 ,A:2 =  —oo,A:2 ^J2  + t  s i , s 2 =  l
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oo oo T —t
E  bji bki yy bj2 bk2 yy s^i_j1,s2_j2^si-fc1,s2_^2
i l  )^ 1 = — oo,k\ ^ j \  +t j2 ,k2 = -o o ,k2^ j 2-\-t «1,«2 =  1
oo T - t
+  E  t>j2 bk2
j2,/c2=-00,fc2 ^ j2+t
E
«1,«2 — 1
^«1-Jl ,«2+<— k2 ^ S l + t - k i , s 2- j 2
= I I I  +  w  . (3.69)
Now 
I I I  =
T - t
E  ^ i l  ^ 1  E  ^k2 E  ^«1 i l  >«2 J2 ^ «1 ^1 ,«2 2^
i l  ,^i = - o o , k i  ^ j i + t  j 2 , k 2 = - o o , k 2 ^ j 2 + t  «1 ,«2 =  1
T —t oo oo
— E  E  ^il ^«2-si+il E  ^1 «^2- si+A;!
«1 ,«2 =  1 i l - o o  &!= —o o ,A : i^ i i+ «
T - t T - t
E  E M « 2 -s ,+ J  E ^ 6«2-«1+H =  E  (7 ( «52- 5 i ) ) i
«1 ,«2 =  1 \  i  /  \  k
= E  ( T - t -  M ) ( 7 ( S 2 - 3 l ) ) ‘ 
|s|<r-<
T - t
«1 ,S2 = 1
T - t
~  2 E (  T  -  t -  M ) ( t (52 -  5 i ) ) ~  const E (  T  - t  -  \s\)s
5=1  S ~  1
4 H - 4
If 4 II  -  3 > 0,
T - t
y ^ ( T — t — s )  s4H~4 ~  const (t -  t ) 2^ - 3- 1^  ( 2 , AH -  3 ) <  const T 4//" 2 ,
5=1
where B(p  , q) is the Beta function. If AH — 3 < 0, we can choose 0 < a  <  3 such 
tha t 4H  — a  > 0 and AH — a — l < 0, so then we have
T - t T - t
Y / ( T - t - s ) s 4H- 4 = Y 1( T - t - S ) A H  — ot—\ „a—3
s=l
T - t
< J 2 ( T - t - s )
5=1
A H  —a — 1
5=1
~  const ( T - t y + i H - 0 , - 1  < const T 4H~a+1 .
Thus
T 2
I I I  <
const rp4H — 2f2 1 5
const rp4H 4-1 — 0 'T 2 -1 5
I <  / /  <  1 , 
0 < i / < | ,
const T 4H 4 , j  <  H  < 1 , 4
const T 4H~a~l , 0 < H  <  I ,
(3.70)
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and, as T oo, T 2 III —> 0, uniformly in t. Finally, we evaluate TV in (3.69):
oo T —t
I V  —  XI ^J2 ^ 2  XI ^ S i - i i , S 2  +  < - f c 2 ^ S l 4 - t - f c i , S 2 - i 2
j 2 , h  =  - ° 0 , k 2^ j2 + t  S l , S 2 = l
T —t oo oo
= XI XI b j b S2- S l+ t+ j XI b S l -S2 + t+ k
si ,S2 = 1 i = —oo k= — oo
T - t
= XI 7(<52 -  Si + *)7(«1 -  52 + 0
«1 , 52  =  1
= XI ( T - * - | s| )7(s + *)7(-s + *)
T - t
~  const XI ( T — t — s ) |s -f t\2U 2\s — t\2H 2 + T~/(2t) 7 (0)
s = 0 ,s ^ i
T
= const XI (F — — 2t\2H~2 + T 7(2i)7 (0)
u=t ,u^2t
~ const T 2H + T 7 (2t ) 7 (0) .
Thus, as T —> 00,
—  TV ~  const T 2H~2 + T“17 (2t) 7 (0) < const ( T 2H~2 + T ~l ) —* 0 , (3.71) 
uniformly in t.
Now we prove (3.39). From the proof of (3.37) we know that there are con­
stants K  > 0 and a > 0 such that
E I lr( t)  — j(t)  |2 < K  T~a ;
see (3.66), (3.68), (3.70) and (3.71). We choose ß > 1 such that ß a  > 1. Let 
T ( M ) be the smallest integer not smaller that AT3, i.e.
M ß < T( M)  < M ß + 1 . (3.72)
Then,
00 00
XU p  ( I 7t (m ) (0  -  7(0 > e) < K e" 2 XI M ~ a ß  < 00 • (3.73)
M —\ M = 1
Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, only finitely many of the events occur, whose
probabilities are summed on the left hand side of (3.73). Therefore,
7t (M) — 7 ( 0  < e with probability one
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for M  large enough, uniformly in t. Since e is arbitrary, 7t (M) ~  7 (t) converges 
to zero with probability one, uniformly in t. Now, for any fixed t we write
y; =  v; kt-\-s
For
T(M)  < T <  T (M  +  1) ,
we have
7 t (<) -  7 (< )  -  ( 7 t (<) -  7 ( 0  )
\ T I M )
i g
1 s = T ( M ) - t + 1 \  J /
E ^.-7(0
<
<
1
( ) -* l
T(M +1)-*
T(M)  5=T( ^ _ <+1
1 T (M +l)-<
T(M) Es=T( M) —t-fl K
+ 17 (0  I
+  17 ( 0  I
T -  T(M)
T
T (M  +  1) — T(M)T(M)
Then,
E!
<
max
T (M )< T < T ( M + 1) 7 t (<) -  7 ( 0  -  ( 7 T ( M ) ( 0  -  7 ( 0  )
T 2(M ) 
Since, by (3.38),
T ( M + l ) - i
E
s=T(M)—t+l
Y, +  72(^) ( T( M  -f 1) — T(M)  y
E
E
Y, = E
T ( M + l ) - t
E
s=T(A /)-*+l
V 2 V 2 
7 s+t < ( E Y * ) 1' 2 (E Y * .t y r‘ <00
< consi ( T( M +  1) — T(M)  )2 , uniformly in
1 / 2
K
Therefore, the expression (3.75) in bounded by
const ( T( M  +  1) -  T(M)  )2 
T 2(M)
< const---- — , uniformly in t ,
M 2
(3.74)
. (3.75)
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for
T( M  + 1) -  T(M)  ^  ( M + I f  + 1 -  M 0 ^  const 
T(M)  ~ ~ M  '
Applying Chebyshev’s inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma we have that, as
T —>• oo,
7r(t) -  7 (t) ~ ( 7t(<) -  7(0 )
converges to zero with probability one uniformly in t for T satisfying (3.74). Thus, 
for T(M)  satisfying (3.72),
max
T ( M ) < T < T ( M+ 1) 7 r ( t )  ~  7 T { M) ( t )
converges to zero with probability one, uniformly in t (because, for T(M)  < T  < 
T( M  + 1), T( M) / T  —> 1). This ends the proof of Theorem 3.7.
3.5.3 P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  3.9
We have
(E i btm t):
m 2j m = max — — m-—:—
S \ 2
> (£ ?
W E i E ib.ba.- t  ~ Z T e T sst5-),-t
for some S yet to be specified, and under the assumptions on { m t },
(3.76)
E m< s
c N 2(l+l-0) ' S > ß ~  1, 
c(logfV)2 , 6 = 0 - 1  ,
for some c > 0 and all jV > 1. In the case of SRD we have convergence of Ei° 7* 
and hence, taking 6 = 0 in (3.76),
N  N  oo
= J2 ( !  -  Ar_1|i|)7 i J2 7*
«=1 j  =  l — 1 i= —oo
which is finite. Thus, the right hand side of the inequality (3.76) tends to infinity 
as N  -7 (X) if 2(1 — ß) > | ,  i.e. ß < which gives (i). In the case of LRD when 
7 k ~  C k2H~2 , f < i / < l , a s / c —>oowe take S = ß — 1. Then
TV AT JV iV t - 1
E  E  = 70 E  <2,^ l) + 2 E  E  7<-s r 5- 1
s =  1 t — 1 t= 1 t = 2  s =  1
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and
E * s(<,_1)< o o
t— 1
for ß  <  § -  H,  i  <  H < §. Also,
E ( t  -  s )2W- V ~ ‘~  / " ' '( *  -  s)2H- 2sß- 'ds = / ‘“ ‘"‘(l -
s= 1 J> J l ~'
~  t2H~2+ß B(2H -  l ,ß),
as i —> oo, B denoting the beta function. Consequently,
£  E  7 t - . S ß - l t ß ~ l  ~  C E  <2< "+ «-3 ~  Q' fHH+B- l )
t= 2 s = l  <=2
as ./V —> oo for some C > 0 and the right hand side of (3.76) with <£ =  /?— 1 tends 
to infinity as TV —» oo if 2(H -f- ß)  — |  <  0, i.e. ß < |  — H  when H < | .  This 
gives (ii) and completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
3 .5 .4  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  3.11
Under the null hypothesis,
V n ( ^ - i )= 1 rI E £i
itu>\2
duo — 1=  s/ n  ( —  r
N J  \ 4  n 2NJ - n  f ( u )
^  J_v - Zn) f~ \u )du
da> — 1
2tt
y/iv r
2n
J  ( I^n ,y (v ) — EI n ,y (v ) +  ElNty(u) — f ( u ) ^  f  l {iü)diO .
In order to establish Theorem 3.11 it is sufficient to show that, as AT —»■ oo,
y/N
and
27T
/ /V
27T
J  (  /jv,y(<*>) -  E I N iy (lu)^J f  *(u) du - A  AT(0 cr)
J  ( ^ E I N t Y ( u )  -  / _1(u )d u  — > 0 .
We put this in the following lemmas
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L EM M A  3.14 (Giraitis and Surgailis, 1990, Theorem 2.) Let b(co) be a real, 
even, integrable function on [ — 7r, n } and b(t) =  f f n exp{ i t uj }b(io) duo. LetQw = 
J2^tz=i b{t — s)YsYt, where { Yt } is given by (3.2) and { £„ } in (3.2) is now assumed 
to be an i.i.d. random sequence with mean zero, variance one and finite fourth 
moment. Let R n  and B yv be defined by (3.50). I f
T r ( R NB N)2/ N  — > ( 2 n f  f  (/(o>) 6(u>) ) 2 duj < oo , (3.77)
then the distribution of (Qn ~ E Q n )/ y /N  tends to a normal distribution N (0 , a 2) 
with
a 2 = 16 7T3 J  (^f(uj)b(u;)^ duo -f (E£j — 1) ^ 2 n J /(a;) 6(cj) dto ^ . (3.78)
R em arks on L em m a 3.14. In Theorem 2 of Giraitis and Surgailis (1990), 
instead of Efi) — 1 in formula (3.78), the fourth order semiinvariant of f i , — 
Eff) — 3, is used. According to our calculation, should be replaced by Efi) — 1. 
This can be seen by checking the proof of formula (3.2) in their paper.
L EM M A  3.15 Under the conditions of Theorem 3.11,
f f f  / ' ( In,y (u ) -  EIn,y (u>) ) /-» c k v ^ N (  0 , cr2 ) (3.79)
as N  —» oo.
L EM M A  3.16 Under the conditions of Theorem 3.11,
s /N  f i  ( e In ,y H  -  / M j r ' H i ;  - A  0 (3.80)
as N  —> oo.
P ro o f o f L em m a 3.15. We have
J  (^In ,y (v ) ~  E I n ,y J^ f ~ l (u)duj
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y/N r  1 N
2,  r , M  j I - . . ' " - ’ - ) r ' H * i
s,<= 1
( Qtv — ^Oiv ) (3.81)
4tt2V7V
Now we can use the result of Theorem 2 of Giraitis and Surgailis (1990) to estab­
lish Lemma 3.15. That is we need to check that formula (3.77) in Lemma 3.14 
holds in our case. Indeed,
°o >  J  ( / M / _ 1M )  duo
- - r M  L ^ ) ) ' ^
i/:(( £ 6 W e "t=-N / V S — - N duo. (3.82)
Since g(uo) = 1 is continuous on [ — n , n]  and g( — n) = g(n)  so g(uo) is the 
summation of a uniformly convergent Fourier series, so (3.82) can be rewritten as
—~  lim /  f V ' l i t )  b(s) el(t+s'*u \ duo
= i  7(0 Ks) 7(u) 6(„) £  e*(*+»-«-»)»
1Ö7T4 
1 lim
TV
16^ * 4 »  t , s
t s = u + v
7(£ 6(s) 7(u) 6(u) 27t
1
lim
TV
Eb7T3 TV-)-oo t ^ s ^ u ^ v = z - _N  
t + S = U + V
l( t )b{s) 'y(u)b{v)
E  7( j - 0 K « - J ) 7
t,s ,j,k=  1
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Then by using Lemma 3.14 to (3.81) we have
- ^ (  Q n - E Q n) A  N ( 0 ,  <7?) 
where a \  — lQn4( E ^  -f 1), so
I  (^In ,y (v ) ~  E I n ,y {u ) J^ f ~ l { w ) d u
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.15.
P ro o f o f L em m a 3.16. Now
E I n ,y { w ) = — E  
Zn E Y'e
— itu>
2 n N E ( N  -  W)7(0e—i t u>
1 00 1 1/ H  = ^ E 7 W e — = -  E  7We^  + -  E l W e — ,
t —oo \ t \ < N - l \ t \ > N
I4<N-1 |<|>7V
v/iv / '  ( £7WM - /M ) /- ‘(a.) du>
-  i«i, («).--) duj
\ t \> N \ t \ < N - l
■ ^7 H  7 ( 0 fe(0  -  r - T v r  n  |< |7 (t)6 (0 -
|<|>iV - 7TV A/ U|<7V- 1l < l > i v  “ / l v n  l t l < N -
Note tha t under condition (C l) of Theorem 3.11, \b(t)\ <  const |f |-1 , as t —> oo. 
Since H  < as N  —> oo we have
y/~N E  7 (0  &(£) <  const y /N  E  t2H~2t~l ~  const \Z~NN2H~2 
|t|>AT * > ; v
=  const N 2^ h ~ ^  — > 0 ,
-Tvr H  M i W K O
v A '  p | < i v —1
< const J2  t W H - 2 - l  ^ c o n s t N 2(H-l) 
v N  0< « N - i
0 .
Under condition (C2) of Theorem 3.11, \b(t)\ < const |t|~ 2, as t —> 0 0 . So as 
N  —> 0 0 ,
y /N  E  7 (t)6 (t) — const E  t 2H~2~2 — > 0 ,
t > N  t > N
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and
r r j  J 2  M t U W )
V N  \ t \ < N - l
^  c o n s t  y ^  ^ 1 - f  2 / / —2 —1 _  C t 2 H ~ 3
V7v ~ s/N ,t< N
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.16 and hence of Theorem 3.11
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C h a p te r  4
FR A C T IO N A L  B R O W N IA N  M O T IO N  A ND 
ITS STO C H A STIC  IN T E G R A L
4.1 In tro d u c tio n  to  C hap ters 4 and  5
In the rest of this thesis we are concerned with the applications of long range 
dependent processes to other disciplines, such as financial markets. We are in­
terested in taking into account the LRD when modelling stock price movements. 
One of such models we have in mind is the so called Black-Scholes model, of 
which more details will be given in Chapter 5.
In m athem atical finance, stochastic calculus is a powerful tool for describing 
the stock price behaviour because of the apparent random fluctuations of the 
stock price. Stochastic differential equations driven by semimartingales are tra ­
ditionally used to model the dynamics of stock prices. In particular, those driven 
by Brownian motion are widely used, because Brownian motion has desirable 
m athem atical characteristics. For example, Brownian motion is a continuous 
semimartingale with independent increments therefore analytical solutions can 
often be obtained for systems driven by Brownian motion due to the knowl­
edge of the stochastic analysis of semimartingale. The independent increments 
of Brownian motion means that Brownian motion is a SRD process.
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However, there has been a lot of empirical evidence from actual stock price 
data suggesting stochastic models which are not covered by the setting of stochas­
tic differential equations driven by SRD processes. Various analyses of d a ta  from 
financial markets have provided enough evidence of the existence of LRD in eco­
nomic data. For example, the periodograms (Figure 4.1, (c) and (d) ) of the 
exchange rate between Australian and US Dollars (Figure 4.1, (a) and (b)) have 
very sharp peaks near the origin.
The presence of LRD, or the Joseph Effect (see, Mandelbrot, 1971), is well 
documented in many economic time series. See, for example, Booth and Kaen 
(1979) for gold prices; Booth, Kaen and Koveos (1982) for foreign exchange rates; 
Helms, Kaen and Rosenman (1984) for future contracts; M andelbrot (1971) for 
asset returns; Fama and French (1988), Greene and Fielitz (1977) and Poterba 
and Summers (1988) for stock returns. For a formal definition of the returns see, 
for example, Hull (1993). Here we give a rough description of the stock returns. 
Write St for the stock price at a future time T  and St are the current tim e t. 
Then the stock return between t and T  is given by
1 St
n = — t '°e -s;-
However until now there seems not to exist any model tha t accurately explains 
the dynamics of fluctuating behaviour of financial markets, such as the prices of 
contingent claims, interest rates and exchange rates. Generally speaking, statisti­
cal analysis has been based on assuming the normality of underlying distribution. 
However, it is well known that a lot of data from financial markets are not nor­
mally distributed, most of them  have heavy tails, much heavier than the normal. 
For example, Figure 4.2 (c) and (d) show that the densities of the return  of the 
exchange rates between Australian dollars and US dollars have heavy tails. Fig­
ure 4.2 (e) and (f) show that the returns are not normally distributed. (Panel 
(a) of Figure 4.1 depicts a real data set representing the value of the Australian 
Dollar versus the US Dollar recorded during 16 -  28 August 1993 by the Bankers
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Figure 4.1: Long range dependence of the data from exchange rates
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Trust Australia Ltd. Panel (b) of Figure 4.1 is the plot of the raw data of the 
first week.)
There is also various literature about analysis of stable processes, which are 
typical processes with fat tailed distributions. See, for example, Samorodnitsky 
and Taqqu (1994) and Janicki and Weron (1994) and references therein. Some 
finance data may be well modelled by such processes.
Another reason for the inaccurate modelling of financial m arkets is tha t a lot 
of statistical approaches used to deal with financial data are based on implicit 
or explicit assumptions of SRD in the structure of the data, which may not be 
satisfied by most of the cases in reality. On the contrary, LRD appears extensively 
in financial data. The assumption of SRD turns out to be a special case. In this 
sense the well known Black-Scholes model is an extreme case for it results in 
a degenerate autocorrelation function. In other words, the single-period stock 
prices are uncorrelated, hence, SRD.
It is undisputed (see, for example, M andelbrot, 1971) tha t the presence of LRD 
would have im portant practical and theoretical implications for many problems 
in modern financial economics, for example, the pricing of derivative securities 
using m artingale methods. Some authors (see, for example, Greene and Fielitz, 
1977; Kunitomo, 1993) have shown that the Black-Scholes model would not be 
an adequate process for stock price but should be replaced by a model which uses 
fractional Brownian motion as the driving process for stock returns.
The aim of Chapters 4 and 5 is to propose and study a “revised” Black- 
Scholes model which includes the ordinary Black-Scholes model as a special case 
and is able to account for LRD in the stock market price movement. We call 
the resulting model a fractional Black-Scholes model for it is obtained through 
replacing Brownian motion as a driving process in the Black-Scholes model by 
fractional Brownian motion with the Hurst index H  6 [1 /2 , 1).
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Figure 4.2: Non-normality of the return of exchange rates
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In order to define a stochastic differential equation driven by fractional Brow­
nian motion which is not a semimartingale, it is necessary to define the stochastic 
integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion first. Chapter 4 is devoted 
to this task.
Having established stochastic integrals with respect to fractional Brownian 
motion in Chapter 4, we propose a param etric model — the fractional Black- 
Scholes model in Chapter 5. There we also study the stochastic calculus with 
respect to fractional Brownian motion. We derive Ito’s formula for fractional 
Brownian motion, which is a powerful tool for stochastic analysis.
4.2 In troduction  to Fractional B row nian  
M otion  and its S tochastic  Integrals
Fractional Brownian motion arises naturally from an examination of the condi­
tions of validity of the central limit theorem. As is well known, the theory of the 
central limit theorem began with the study of sequences of independent random 
variables and Markov processes. However, the classical conditions required for the 
validity of the central limit theorem are most likely not satisfied in many cases, 
a fact th a t raises difficult and interesting problems of practical and theoretical 
character. Strong dependence is often found and needs to be taken into account. 
One task suggested by finding evidence of strong dependence is to single out and 
study in detail some specific families of random functions tha t could, in some 
way, be expected to be typical of what happens in the absence of asym ptotic 
independence. Fractional Brownian motion has been proposed as a model for the 
LRD postulated to occur in a variety of hydrological and geophysical tim e series. 
See, for example, Hurst (1951, 1956) and Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).
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Since Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968) gave an analytical definition of frac­
tional Brownian motion, it has been widely accepted for mathematical modelling 
in science and engineering. In the most widely applied models for stationary 
LRD processes, attention has recently been given to models in which the spec­
tral densities are proportional to o;“r , 0 < r < 1, for uj near the origin or, 
equivalently, that the asymptotic decay of the covariance functions at lag t is 
proportional to tr~1. Fractional Brownian motion is a standard example for the 
processes with spectral densities having the properties mentioned above. For a 
discussion of the spectrum of fractional Brownian motion see, for example, Flan- 
drin (1989). Fractional Brownian motion is also a typical process for parametric 
models obtained as the increments of self-similar processes. Many results have 
been established on statistical inference for stationary increments of self-similar 
processes and other long range dependent processes. See, for example, Vervaat 
(1987), Beran (1992a), Heyde and Gay (1989, 1993) and Robinson (1994b, 1994c) 
and relevant references given there. However, the stochastic analytical aspects of 
fractional Brownian motion has not born rich fruit yet due to the absence of the 
semimartingale property.
The theory of stochastic analysis was initiated and developed by Ito (1942). 
This theory was first applied to Kolmogorov’s problem (Kolmogorov, 1931) of 
determining Markov processes. Today Ito’s theory is applied not only to Markov 
processes but also to a large class of stochastic processes where the framework 
provides us with a powerful tool for description and analysis. The class of stochas­
tic processes to which Ito’s theory can be applied is now extended to a class of 
stochastic processes called semimartingales. Such processes appear to be the 
most general for which a regular theory of stochastic integral with natural prop­
erties such as linearity and having properties of the type of the Lebesgue theorem 
about dominated convergence for the Lebesgue integrals is available. It is now a 
well known fact of the stochastic calculus that a “reasonable” stochastic integral 
is possible only with respect to semimartingale integrators, (see, for example,
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Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, Theorem V III.80), and semimartingales can even 
be characterised by this feature.
We write Bn( t )  for fractional Brownian motion, where 1/2 <  H < 1 is the 
Hurst index. Although Bn( t )  is not a semimartingale, this does not imply that 
integrating with respect to it is out of the question. It just means tha t the integral 
must be interpreted with care. In the rest of this chapter, we are concerned with 
the establishment of stochastic integrals with respect to Bn(t)-
The problem of defining stochastic integrals with respect to Bn{t )  is being 
investigated by a number of authors. We understand tha t Terrin has proposed to 
define the stochastic integral fg Bfj(t) dBn( t )  by extending the idea of Chan and 
Wei (1988), but no details are available. When we were preparing our research 
report on this chapter, we got to know that Lin (1996) has defined stochastic 
integrals with respect to Bn(t) .  In Lin’s paper, the integrals with respect to 
Bn{t )  are defined for those integrands </>’s such tha t 4> is a determ inistic bounded 
Borel function. In details, if 4> ‘ R  —> R  is a bounded Borel function, then 
/>< r BH( t )
4>(BH( s ) ) d B H(s) = , (4.1)
Jo Jo
[  </>( s ) cIBh (s) = “lim of Riemann-Stieltjes sum” . (4-2)
Jo
First, for definition (4.1), the boundedness of (f> on ( — 00, 00) is im portant for 
the right-hand side of (4.1) being well defined since the range of sample paths 
of Bn( t )  is in ( — 00, 00). Secondly, definition (4.1) is defined only for integrands 
being determ inistic functions, so the stochastic differential equation
d X t = a ( t , X t) dt + b ( t , X t) d BH(t) (4.3)
is not covered by Lin’s framework. Neither unbounded but Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrable deterministic functions are included as integrands in his work. We 
understand tha t our Definition 4.9 includes Lin’s definition (4.1) as a special 
case while Lin’s definition (4.2) is a special case of our Definition 4.8 where we
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define integral /J  f ( t )  dBn(t)  for /  being a L2-integrable function in [0,1]. In our 
framework, we can define stochastic differential equation (4.3) involving stochastic 
process X t in the integrals through function b(t,x).
Towards the end of writing this thesis, we had information th a t Gripenberg 
and Norros (1994) had done work on establishing stochastic integrals with respect 
to Bn(t).  They have defined the integrals for three kinds of integrands. First, 
for the integrands of simple stochastic processes:
k
K = pv-ltviW .
3= 1
where X f  s and T j’s are random variables and Id is the indicator function, they 
define
roo
/  Y, dB„(t) = Y . X i(BH (Tj) -  B„ (T j_,)) . (4.4)
J — oo
Secondly, if the integrands are stochastic processes {Vi} with bounded variation, 
they define
f  Yt dBH(t) = YhB H{b) -  YaBH(a) -  f b B H(t) dYt . (4.5)
J a Ja
Thirdly, they have commented on defining stochastic integrals with respect to 
Bn{t)  for more general integrands. If the integrands are determ inistic then the 
integrals can be defined by using L2-limits. And another possible m ethod of defin­
ing stochastic integrals with respect to Bfj(t ) is to use the integral representation 
(4.6) of Bn(t)-  But they have given no more details about the la tter two cases. 
No stochastic differential equations driven by Bn(t)  are discussed.
The scope of our setting covers much more general type of integrands. Com­
paring our work with tha t of Lin (1996) and Gripenberg and Norros (1994), we see 
tha t the main advantage of our framework is tha t we can define general stochas­
tic integrals with respect to B h , therefore, we can establish Ito ’s formula with 
respect to B h , which is very im portant for stochastic calculus.
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In this chapter we establish stochastic integrals of the form f f  X(t)  dBn(t).  
W hen H =  1/2, it is well known that Bn{t) =  B{t) and integration with respect 
to Brownian motion has been defined. Thus, in the rest of this chapter, we are 
concerned with the case where 1/2 < H < 1. The method we use is different from 
those mentioned above. In order to explain our idea of constructing stochastic 
integrals with respect to Bnit),  let us recall the method used in constructing Ito ’s 
stochastic integrals. Let X(t)  be a measurable and square integrable process. The 
classical Ito theory deals with the stochastic integral fg1 X(t)dB(t). Although the 
sample functions of Bft) are not of bounded variation, so tha t f f  X(t)dB(t)  can 
not be defined as an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral in the individual sample 
functions, the integral in question is, however, a generalised Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral. The procedure for the construction of fg X(t)dB(t)  is reminiscent of 
the definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. The key points here are: first, 
the Gaussian property of B(t),  secondly, that the sample functions of B(t) have 
moduli of continuity 1/2, tha t is E\B(ti) — B(t2)| ~  const \t\ — t211//2 as 11\ — t2\ —» 
0, and finally, the orthogonality of the increments of B(t). (For the concept of 
moduli of continuity of a function, see, for example, Courant and John, 1953.) 
Looking in detail at the sample functions of B}j{t), we notice tha t the sample 
functions of Bn[t) have moduli of continuity equal to H. That is, ElBnit i )  — 
BH(h)\ ~  const 11\ — t2\H as 11\ — t2\ —> 0, where 1/2 < H < 1. We will 
see this from Corollary 4.1 of Section 4.3.1. Furthermore, Bn{t) is a Gaussian 
process. These facts are the basis for our construction of the stochastic integral 
with integrator dBn(t)- The procedure for defining the integral fg1 X (t)dB //(t) is 
analogous to tha t of fg X(t)dB(t).  We use the fact that the modulus of continuity 
of the sample functions of Bfj(t) is greater than 1/2 to circumvent the shortcoming 
of the lack of semimartingale property for Bfj(t).
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.3 of this chapter 
we give the definition of Bh and its basic properties. In Section 4.4, we establish 
the stochastic integral with respect to Bh - In Subsection 4.4.1 we establish the
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stochastic integral
/ ( / )  =  fJo
for /  G C(D). In Subsection 4.4.2 we define 1(f) for /  G L2(D). The meaning 
of the notation C(D) and L2(D) will be given at the beginning of Section 4.4. In 
Subsection 4.4.3 we define the stochastic integral
[ ' </>(BH(t))dBH(t)
Jo
for those <f>'s satisfying a Lipschitz condition. In Subsection 4.4.4 we define the 
stochastic integral
f  X(t,uj)dBH( t , u)
Jo
for stochastic processes X( t ,w)  satisfying certain conditions. In each of these 
subsections, we also discuss the basic properties of the corresponding integrals. 
In Subsection 4.4.5 we define the stochastic processes
{ J ( / ) M =  /  f (s)dBH(s,u)  : * > 0 } ,Jo
{I(<f>)(t)= [ d)(BH(s,uj)dBH(s,u) : < > 0 }  ,
Jo
and
{ I ( X ) ( t ) =  f* X(s ,u)dBH(s,u) : * > 0 } .Jo
Then we study some sample properties of these processes. The proofs of our main 
results appear in Section 4.5.
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4.3 D efin itio n  an d  B asic P ro p e r t ie s  o f F ra c tio n a l
B ro w n ian  M o tio n
4 .3 .1  D efin ition
There are several definitions of fractional Brownian motion. The following was 
given by Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968).
D E FIN IT IO N  4.1 Let H be such that 0 < H < 1 and let b0 be an arbitrary 
real number. Let B(t,co) be a Brownian motion,. We call the following random 
function Buft^uj) fractional Brownian motion with parameter H and starting 
value bo
Bh( 0,w) = b0
and
BH( t , u>) -  j3„(o, w) =  { / _ !  i{t ~ ~  ( - s )"~1/2] dB(s -
+ (< w )| , (4.6)
where we can take the integration in the pointwise sense (as well as the mean 
square sense) by using the usual methods involving integration by parts.
From Definition 4.1 it follows that Bh is a centred Gaussian process with 
B„(0) = bo. The parameter H in Definition 4.1 is the so called Hurst index. 
When H = 1/2, B i^ ft)  = B(t) is standard Brownian motion. Now let us con­
sider an increment process { Bh {'-\-t ) — Bh {') } of Bh , where r  > 0 is an arbitrary 
fixed constant. It can be seen from Corollary 4.1 that the increment process is a 
stationary and not a long range dependent process when 0 < H < 1/2, but long 
range dependent if 1/2 < H < 1. The following corollary summarizes some well 
known facts about Bh (see, for example, Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968).
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C O R O LLA R Y  4.1 For any T  > 0,
E[B„(t)] =  b0 ,
Var[B„(  1)] =  [r (H  +  I ) ] ' 2 [jf [(t -  ‘/2 -  ( - s ) " “1/2
2(1s + j h }
(4.7)
(4.8)
By writing
we have
VH — Var  (Bh (1)) , (4.9)
E ( B H(t))2 = t2HVH + b 2 . (4.10)
Furthermore, we have the T H law for B h as follows: for any t and r  > 0,
E (B„(t  +  r)  -  B„(t) )2 =  t2HVh . (4.11)
For any t and s > 0 ,
cov( B n { t ) , Bh(s)) = - V h ( t2H + s2H — \t — s\2H j^ , (4.12)
E (B „ ( t )B „ (s ) )  = b 20 + l-VH( t2H + s2H -  I 5 |2" )  . (4.13)
The proof of Corollary 4.1 follows from Definition 4.1, the martingale property 
of Brownian motion and the knowledge of W iener-Ito integration.
4 .3 .2  Self-sim ilarity  properties
In this subsection, we list some interesting and im portant results of fractional 
Brownian motion. More details can be found in, for example, M andelbrot and 
Van Ness (1968).
One of the most distinguishing properties of fractional Brownian motion is the 
so called self-similar property. For a general reference to self-similar processes, 
see, for example, articles in the Collection of Eberlein and T'aqqu (1986).
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DEFINITION 4.2 The increment of a random process { X  ft) : — oo < t < oo } 
is said to be self-similar with parameter H (H >0) if for any h > 0 and any t0
{ X(t  + to) -  X ( t0)} 4  { h~H[X + to) -  X(fo)] } , (4.14)
where the notation {V(/)} = {Y(t)} means that processes X(t )  and Y(t) have 
the same state space and finite joint distribution functions.
DEFINITION 4.3 A process X(t)  is said to have stationary increments if all 
fijiite dimensional vectors of the form
[X(t\  + t) — X(to + t ) , X{t ,2 + t) — X(t \  + r ) , . . .  , X( t n + r) — X (tn-\ + r) ] 
have distributions independent of r .
THEOREM 4.2 The increments of Bnft) are stationary and self-similar with 
parameter H .
The stationary sequence Bn(n +  1) — R //(n) (often called fractional Gaussian 
noise) is ergodic by the general result tha t any stationary Gaussian sequence 
with continuous spectral measure is ergodic and weakly mixing (see, for example, 
Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai, 1982).
Theorem 4.2 provides the motivation for the introduction of fractional Brow­
nian motion. An interesting fact about Bh is that, in some sense, the inverse of 
Theorem 4.2 holds. Namely
PROPOSITION 4.3 If X{t) has self-similar and stationary increments and is 
mean square continuous, then 0 < H < 1.
The proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 can be found in, for example, 
M andelbrot and Van Ness (1968).
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P R O P O S IT IO N  4.4 If  X(t )  is a non-constant Gaussian process satisfying the 
conditions of Proposition 4-3, then it must be a fractional Brownian motion.
The proof of Proposition 4.4 follows from the fact tha t a Gaussian process is 
determined by its mean and covariance functions.
4 .3 .3  C ontinu ity  and d ifferentiation  o f  sam ple fu n ction s
From (4.11) we know that Bn(t)  is a mean square continuous process. Further­
more, its sample function is continuous.
P R O P O S IT IO N  4.5 For 0 < H < l, Bfj{t) has a continuous sample function 
with probability one, where t is in any compact set.
In order to prove Proposition 4.5, we need the following
L E M M A  4.6 (Kolmogorov) Let {X( t )  : t £ [a , 6] } be a separable process such 
that for some r > 0, e > 0 and C >  0 and all t , t +  6 6 [a , b\ with 6 sufficiently 
small,
E\X(t + S) -X( t ) \ r <C\S\1+‘ ,
then X(t )  is a.s. sample continuous.
For a proof of Lemma 4.6, see, for example, Loeve (1978, Vol. II, p. 185, Corol­
lary).
P r o o f  of P ro p o s it io n  4.5. If H > 1/2, the statem ent follows immediately from 
(4.11) and Lemma 4.6. In any case we can choose k such tha t 0 < k < H and let 
C(s) = 1 if s < 0, =  0 if s > 0. Then,
r (H +  \ / 2 )1/kE\BH(t + t ) -B„(t) \',k = r  + l / 2)l/kE\Bh (t ) -  B„(0)\l/k
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I r T  r  - i  1 1  /  A:
= E \ j [ ( r - s ) " - 1/2- C ( s ) ( - s ) ' , - 1/2]dß(s)
1/k
This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.5 by Lemma 4.6.
Like Brownian motion, fractional Brownian motion is not mean square differ­
entiable and it almost surely does not have a differentiable sample function. For 
simplicity we take B h {0) = 0 from now on.
\H/kE f  [(1 -  s f - l/2- C ( s ) ( - s ) " - 1/2] dB(s)\
PROPOSITION 4.7 Bn{t) is almost surely not differentiable. In fact,
with probability one.
lim
t —tto
Bh {1) — BH(t0) 
t -  t0
(4.15)
For the proof of Proposition 4.7, see, for example, Mandelbrot and Van Ness 
(1968).
Proposition 4.7 implies a very important feature of fractional Brownian motion 
which makes the application of Ito’s calculus impossible:
THEOREM 4.8 When 1/2 < H < 1, fractional Brownian motion Bn{t) is not 
a semimartingale.
For a proof of Theorem 4.8, see, for example, Lin (1996).
Because R//(i), 1/2 < H  <  1, is not a semimartingale, we spend the rest of 
this chapter on establishing stochastic integrals with integrator dBn(t).
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4 .3 .4  E q u iv a len t d e fin itio n s
To end this section, we give a number of equivalent definitions of fractional Brow­
nian motion. The equivalence of these definitions follows from the fact tha t a 
Gaussian process is determined by its mean and covariance functions.
D E F IN IT IO N  4.4 A centred Gaussian process (Ar(/)} with X 0 =  0 is a frac­
tional Brownian motion if
V ar(X t -  X s) =  11 -  s\2H Var(Xx)
fo r any t, s >  0.
D E F IN IT IO N  4.5 A centred Gaussian process with X 0 =  0 is a frac­
tional Brownian motion if
Cov( X , , X ,) =  i  V a r iX ^ it211 +  s2H -  s |2H)
fo r any t , s >  0.
D E F IN IT IO N  4.6 A centred Gaussian process (X (i)}  with Äo =  0 is a frac­
tional Brownian motion if
1. For any t\ ,  G; *Si, «§2 and h >  0,
( X t2 -  X h , X ,2 -  X n ) 4  ( X t2+h -  , X S2+h -  ) .
2. There is an H € (0  , 1) such that
X t+T -  X t = h - H{X t+hr -  X t)
fo r all t, t  and h > 0.
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4.4 D efin itio n  of S to ch as tic  In te g ra l w ith  
re sp e c t to  F ra c tio n a l B ro w n ian  M o tio n
The classical stochastic integral fg X(t)dB(t)  is defined first for integrands which 
are adapted stochastic processes and whose sample functions are step functions. 
For more general integrands, satisfying certain conditions, the integrals are ob­
tained through a routine limiting procedure. The validity of the procedure is 
guaranteed by the orthogonality of the increments of B(t).  The orthogonality 
of a stochastic process means certain continuity of the second moments, or the 
covariance functions of the process. It has been shown that similar stochas­
tic integrals can be established with integrators from a large class of Gaussian 
processes with covariance functions satisfying certain continuity and smoothness 
conditions, which includes Brownian motion as an example. See, for example, 
Yeh (1975). The framework of Yeh is based on some relatively strong conditions 
on the covariance function of the Gaussian integrators. In some sense, the second 
partial derivative of the covariance function must be bounded, which is not true 
in the case of fractional Brownian motion.
Although fractional Brownian motion does not meet either conditions needed 
by Ito ’s setting or Yeh’s, we can use the ideas of both to construct the stochastic 
integrals with respect to fractional Brownian motion.
To begin our task, we introduce some notation first.
Let D = [0,1] C R. Let L2(D) be the collection of real valued Lebesgue 
measurable functions which are square integrable over D and write C2(D) for the 
Hilbert space of equivalence classes of functions in L2(D) modulo a.e. equality 
on D. Let ( f ) , B , P ) be a probability space. We distinguish likewise between 
L2(Vt) and £ 2(^)- Let C(D)  be the collection of real valued continuous functions 
on D and C(D) be the collection of those elements of C2(D) each of which has a
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version in C(D) .  We shall write (• , •) and || • || for inner product and norm in 
both £ 2( jD) and £ 2(fl) since there will be no ambiguity from the context.
Let B h be a fractional Brownian motion on D with long range dependence, 
starting from zero. In other words, B h (0) =  0 almost surely, and the Hurst index 
satisfies 1/2 <  H  < 1. Let
r ( s , t) = E B „ (s )B „ ( t)  = +  - \ s -  (4.16)
be the covariance function of B nit) .  The basic properties of T(5 , £) are summa­
rized in the following two lemmas, which are prerequisite for the validity of the 
definition of the integral Jq1 X (t)d B n ( t) .
L E M M A  4.9 For any (£, 5) € D x D,
1. T is continuous on D x D.
2. Let
7 (<) =  lim -  lim ^  - t} -  V{t ’ 0
s t t  S — t  s i t  s — t
3 .
Then for any £ € [ 0 , 1 ] ,  7(£) =  0
d2r(s , t )  , d 2r{s , t )
d tds  and ds2 
T2 are two open triangles
exist and are continuous on T\ UT2, where Ti and
T\ — { (s , t) € D x D ; s € (0,£) , £ € ( 0 , 1 ) } ,
and
T2 = { {s , £) € D x D ; s € (£ , 1) , £ € ( 0 , 1 ) } .
L E M M A  4.10 For any partition ß  of [0 , 1]
ß  : 0 =  a0 < ai < - • • < aq =  1 ,
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let r kti = r (ak , ai) and ATM =  Vk,i -  I \ / _ i  -  IV i , z  +  . Then for any
k ß  l,
A T * , /  —
d2r
dydx (ak- 1  , a/-i)(öA: -  öfc-i)(ß/ -  a /-i)
<  C |cu -i -  a / - i |2// 2 a(ak -  ak-i)(ai  -  ö/_i) [ (afc -  ak_i)a +  («/ -  ö /- i)a] 
+o((ak -  afc-i)(a/ ~  a i- 1)) , (4.17)
where C is a nonnegative constant, and a  is a positive constant such that — 1 < 
2H — 2 — a  < 0.
The proofs of Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 and other results obtained in this section are 
given in Section 4.5.
In the following three subsections we give details of stochastic integrals with 
respect to B h step by step. In the last subsection of this section, we dehne 
stochastic integral processes with respect to B h ■
4 .4 .1  S toch astic  In tegral Jq1/(s)c/T?# (s,c^) for /  E C (D )
In this subsection we give the definition of integral f( t)dBH{t)  through Theo­
rem 4.11, where /  6 C(D).  Then we discuss some properties of Jq1 f ( t )d B n ( t ) .
T H E O R E M  4.11 Let fF be a partition of D given by
ß n '• 0  — ® n ,0 ^  1 ^  ^  ®n , q ( n ) — 1
for n = 1 , 2 , . . .  and lim ^oo \fF\ = 0 ,  where \fF\ is the maximum of the lengths 
of the subintervals of partition f F . Corresponding to fF and a collection of q(n) 
real numbers
ct — { (%n,k E [ an,k—i i ein<k ] , & — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  <7(n) } >
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let the Riemann-Stieltjes sum of f  £ C(D) with respect to Bh be defined by
q(n)
S ( f  , fin , Oin )(w) = J2 f { a n,k){BH(an,k , w) -  BH(antk- i  , w)}
k=i
for uj £ (7. Then { S ( f  , fF , a n ), n = l , 2 , . . . }  is a Cauchy sequence in C2(Tl). 
Furthermore the element in C2(Tt) 1° which this Cauchy sequence converges is 
determined by f  independently of the sequences {fF , n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  and {a71, n = 
1 , 2 ,
DEFINITION 4.7 For f  £ C(D) we define the stochastic integral
1(f) = f f ( tJO
to be the element in C2(Ti) to which the sequence { S ( f , fF , an) , n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  
in Theorem f i l l  converges.
THEOREM 4.12 For f , g E  C(D) and a, ß € R l the stochastic integral I 
satisfies the following
1. I ( a f  + ßg) = a l ( f )  + 01(g),
2. £ [ /( /)]  = 0,
<9^ r(«s j
3. ( / ( / ) ,  7(g)) = JdxD / ( 5)fif( 0 — —~m L(d(s,t)), where niL denotes thedtds
Lebesgue measure on R2,
d2T
4• P(/) l l  = Sdxd f ( s ) f ( t ) f ä fc ( s ’t )md d(*>t ))> 
5. 1(f) is distributed as N(0 , \\I(f)\\2),
6. { 1(f) , /  £ L2(D) } is a Gaussian system of random variables.
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4 .4 .2  S to c h a s tic  In te g ra l  f (s)dBn(s,w)  fo r /  6 L2(Z))
LEMMA 4.13 If { f n • n = 1, 2, . . .  } C C(D) satisfies, as n, m —>• oo, 
Jo I fn{s) ~ fm(s)\2 ds -» 0, then { /(/„) : n = 1, 2, . . .  } satisfies E \I ( fn) -  
/ ( / m)|2 — > 0 as n, m —> oo.
LEMMA 4.14 For /  6 L2(D), let { f n : n = 1, 2, . . .  } C C(Z)) be such 
that limn_>.oo ||/n — f\\ = 0. Then by Lemma f.lS , { I ( fn) : n = 1, 2, . . .  } is 
a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(^) • Furthermore the element in £ 2 (^ 1) to which our 
Cauchy sequence converges is independent of the sequence { f n : n = 1 , 2 , . . . } .
DEFINITION 4.8 For f  6 L2(D) , we define the stochastic integral
1(f) = f(t)dB H(t)
Jo
to be the element in £ 2 (^ 1) to which the sequence { / ( / n) : n = 1 , 2 ,  . . .  } in 
Lemma f . l f  converges .
THEOREM 4.15 The stochastic integral f j  f(t)dB n(t), f  € L2(D) , satisfies 
(1) — (6) of Theorem fil2 .
4 .4 .3  S t o c h a s t ic  In te g r a l  f j  </>(B]j(t))dBff(t)
THEOREM 4.16 Let be a real function on R l and satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition
\<t>(t) — <f>(s)I < C |£ — s|  ^ (4-18)
almost everywhere on R 1 in Lebesgue measure, where C is a constant independent 
o ft and s, and ß > 0 satisfies H( 1 -f ß) > 1. For any partition
ß  : 0 = a0 < öi < • • • < aq = 1 (4.19)
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and q real numbers
a  =  { otj E [ ß j - 1 , flj] : j  =  l , 2 , . . . , g } ,  (4.20)
let the Riemann-Stieltjes sum of (f>(Bn) with respect to Bh be defined by 
S{ , ß , a ) = ^  0(i5/j(ajfc)){ Bn(cik) — Bn(cik-i) } ,
k—1
then, S((f>, fi, a ) E € 2(0 ,), that is
E\S ( 4 , ß ,  a ) |2 < 00 .
Let { fF : ra = l , 2 , . . . } 6 e a  sequence of partitions given by 
ß  0 — fl«,0 ^ Q>n, 1 ^ ^ Q"n,q(n) — 1
fo rn  = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  and lim^oo \fF\ = 0, where \fF\ is the maximum of the lengths 
of the subintervals of partition ßn and
& — { &n,k E [ a n k—\ i dn,k ] ? h  — 1 , 2,  . . .  , <7(n) }
be the corresponding collections of q(n) real numbers. Then { S  ( <f, fF , an) : 
n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(fi). Furthermore, the element in 
£ 2(S7) to which this Cauchy sequence converges is independent of the sequences 
{fF  : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  and { : n — 1 , 2 , . . . } .
DEFINITION 4.9 For the fractional Brownian motion Bh , and a determinis­
tic function (f) satisfying (f.18) we define the stochastic integral
I(<KBh ) )=  [ l <t>(BH(t))dBH(t)
Jo
to be the element in £ 2(S4) to which the sequence {S(4>, fF , an ) : n — 1 , 2 , . . . }  
in Theorem f .16 converges.
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T H E O R E M  4.17 For any real numbers a and b, and any real functions <f\, <f2 
on R l satisfying
\4>i(t) — </>i(s)| < const 11 — .s^1 a.e — mi
and
\4>2{t) — ^ 2 («s)| < const 11 — s\l32 a.e — mi ,
where a.e.- mi means almost everywhere on R 1 in Lebesgue measure, while H  and 
ßi, ß 2 satisfy: H{ 1 +  ß\)  > 1, H( 1 +  ß2) > 1 , the stochastic integral /((/>(##)) 
defined by Definition f .9  satisfies
I(a fii(B H) +  bcj>2(B H)) = aI(<h(BH)) + bI{fi2(BH)) . (4.21)
I f  §  is an absolutely continuous function on R 1 and for almost every t £ ( — 00, 00), 
4>; =  <f> exists and satisfies
14>(t) — 0(s)| <  const \t — s f  a.e. — mi (4.22)
with H( 1 + ß) > 1, then
* ( B h ( 1)) -  *(B „(0)) = f  <t>(BH(s))dBH(s) . (4.23)
Jo
4 .4 .4  S to c h a s tic  In te g ra l  f j  X (t, u )
In this subsection we are concerned with extending stochastic integrals with re­
spect to Bn{t)  from deterministic integrands f ( t )  and some specified stochastic 
processes fi^Bnif))  to more general ones. First of all, for a simple process
k
X  (t  , id) = ( u  )1 (Tj - l Tj] ( 0  ,
3 =  1
where Afiuj) and T j  are random variables, j  = 1 , 2 , . . . , / : ,  and 1 o{t)  denotes 
the indicator function, we define the integral as
roo  k  /  \
J_^X,dB„(s)  =  Y . A f B H(Tj ) -  Bh(Tj- i) j  .
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Secondly, if {X(£)} is a process with locally bounded variation, it is always 
possible to define the integral by the formula of integration by parts as
['  X s dBH(s) = X l BH( l ) - X oBH{ 0) -  f  BH(s)dXs . (4.25) 
Jo Jo
Finally, for general stochastic process {X( t )  }, we consider some integrands sat­
isfying the conditions given in the following theorem. We give the definition of 
the integrals for these integrands in Definition 4.10.
THEOREM 4.18 Let {X(£) : —oo < t < oo } be a real valued stochastic 
process, such that for any t E ( —oo, oo) and any real valued random variables 
f M  and
E\X( t )\4 < oo , (4.26)
, w) -  X (r/M  , u>)|4 < const ß|£(u>) -  , (4.27)
where H + ß > 1 and the constant in the right hand side of (4-27) is independent 
of £ and rj. For any partition ß of [0 , 1] given by (f.19) and q real numbers a 
given by (4-20), let the Riemann-Stieltjes sum of X  with respect to Bh be defined 
as
S ( X , ß ,  a)  = ' £ ^ M B H(ak)-  B/,(«*-,)] .
Aj = 1
Then S (X  , ß , a )  € C2(Sl). Let {JF : n -  1, 2 , . . .  } and { an : n  = 1 , 2 , . . . }  
be as given in Theorem f.16; then { S  (X  , fF , an ) : n = 1, 2,  . . . } is a Cauchy 
sequence in £ 2(^)- Furthermore, the element in £ 2(^) 1° which this Cauchy 
sequence converges is independent of the sequences { fF : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  and 
{ o n : n =  l ,  2 , . . . } .
DEFINITION 4.10 For the fractional Brownian motion Bh and a stochastic 
process X  satisfying (f.26) and (4.27), we define the stochastic integral
I ( X ) =  f 1 X {s,u )dB H{s,co)
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to be the element in £ 2(^ ) 1° which the sequence {S' ( X  , fF  , a n ) : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  
m Theorem 4-18 converges.
T H E O R E M  4.19 For any real numbers a and b, nonnegative real numbers 
ßi , ß 2 such that H ß i > 1 and H  -f- ß2 > 1, and real valued stochastic processes 
{ X i(t)  : —oo < t < oo } and { X 2(t) : —oo < t < oo } satisfying (4.26) and for  
any real valued random variables £ and g,
E \ X ^ )  -  X ^ l *  < const E \(  -  rjl40, (4.28) 
£ |X 2(£) -  x 2(r])\4 < const -  »f|4Ä , (4.29)
where the constants in the right hand sides o f (4-28) and (4-29) are independent 
of £ and g. Then the stochastic integi'al / ( X )  defined by Definition 4-10 satisfies
I ( a X 1 +  bX2) = a l ( X i )  +  bI {X2) . (4.30)
I f  the stochastic process { X ( t  , u>) : — oo < t < oo , lj € Q}  is such that
d X ,
—  {t , ÜJ) = x (t , u)
exists almost everywhere on R l and x(t) satisfies (4-26) and (4-27) then the 
stochastic integral
Jq x ( Bh (s ) , lj) dBH(s) -  JQ B h (s ) , w ) d BH(s)
exists, and
X (B „ (  1 ) , u ) -  X ( B „ (0), u )  =  f  ( b w(s ) , a,) dB „ {s). (4.31)
4 .4 .5  S to c h a s tic  In te g ra l  P ro c e s se s  {I ( f ) ( t )  : t > 0} ,
{ : * > 0 } a n d  { I (X)( t )  : t > 0 }
It is now easy to extend the definition of integral operator /  from I  : £ 2( [ 0 , 1 ]) 
—> C2(Fl) to I  : C2([a , 6 ]) —>■ £ 2(fi) by the same idea as presented in Sec­
tion 4.4.2, where a and b are any real numbers. Indeed for any /  E C2( [a , 6]),
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we define 1( f )  = f )  f ( s ) dBn( s ) ,  then /  is a linear operator from C2([a , b]) to 
£ 2^ )  and Theorem 4.12 still holds. Thus for any /  £ C2( R l ) we define a stochas­
tic process { I ( f ) ( t )  : t > 0 } as
W ) =  f t f ( s ) d B H(s) . (4.32)
Jo
By the same argument, we define stochastic processes {/(</>)(£) : t > 0} and 
{ I ( X ) ( t )  : t > 0} as
/ ( # ) =  f  cf>(BH(s))dBH(s) (4.33)
Jo
and
f  X ( s ) d B H(s) (4.34)
Jo
respectively so long as </> and X  satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.16 and The­
orem 4.18 respectively.
T H E O R E M  4.20 For any constants —00 < a < b < 00, the sample functions  
of { I ( f ) ( t )  : a < t < b},  {I(cf))(t) : a < t < b} and { I ( X) ( t )  : a < t < b}  
are uniformly continuous on [a , 6] with probability one, hence for almost every 
ui £ the sample functions { I ( f ) ( t )  : t > 0 }, { I(<f>)(t) : t > 0 } and
{ I ( X) ( t )  : t > 0} are continuous functions on [0 , 00) with probability one.
T H E O R E M  4.21 Let I ( f ) ( t ) ,  I(cf>)(t) and I ( X) ( t )  be defined by (4.32), (4.33) 
and (4-34)■ Then we have the following
1. For any t > 0,
E [ I ( f ) ( t ) f < o 0 , (4.35)
£■ [/(<^)(f)]2 < 00 , (4.36)
E[I ( X) ( t ) ]2 < 00 . (4.37)
2. The deterministic functions E  [/(/)(*)]2 , E  [/(0)(-)]2 and E  [/(X )(-)]2 are 
continuous on [0 , 00).
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3. For any 0 < a < b,
f  E [I((f))(t)]2 dt < oo ,
J  a
I E[ l ( X) ( t ) f d t  <  oo ,
J  a
[ E[I(f)(t )}2 dt < ( b - a
J  a
(4.38)
(4.39)
<92r
l/(^)/(y)l^r-^7-
[a,fc] x [a,6] ay ax
(x,y)dxdy <  oo. (4.40)
4.5 P ro o fs
In this section, we use C to denote a constant, which may differ in different 
expressions.
4 .5 .1  P roofs o f  L em m as 4.9 and 4 .10
P ro o f  of L e m m a  4.9.
1 Since H> 0, from (4.16), T(s , t) is continuous on D x D.
2 Let
7 l (t) =  l i m r ( 8 ’ t ) ~ r ( t ’ <) , 72(*) =  lim  r(8  ’ t ]  ~  T ( t  ’ t ]  ;stt S —  t sit S — t
then, 71(f) =  VfiHt2H~l =  y2(f) and 7 (t) =  71(f) — 72(f) =  0 for any t in [0 , 1).
a m , f)
ds
a 2m , f)
dtds
a2m , t)
ds2
HVH{s2H- l + ( t - s ) 2H- x) ( s , t ) e T ! ,
HVH( s ™ - ' - ( s - t y H-') ( s , t ) e T 2 ,
H -  l )HVH\t -  s\2H~2 , (s , t) e  7 \ U T2 ,
=  (2H - l ) H V H(s2H~l - \ t - \ 2 H - 1 ) , (5 , t) £ Ti U T2 .
So <92r(s , t ) /dtds  and <92T(s , t ) /ds2 are continuous on T\ U T2.
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P r o o f  of L e m m a  4.10. By the definitions of Vkj  and A I \ /  we have
AI\ ti = { |ak -  cn\2H -  Iak -  «/_i\2H -  \ak- i  -  a{\2H +  |a*-i -  a/_i|
VH
=  , a/) -  , «/) -  0 (0 * , a /-i)  +  , a /-i)}  ,
where (/(a: , y) =  |a: — y\2H. If ak — ak-1 <  a/ — a/_i, therefore,
Ar V H \  dg d2g (ak -  afc- i ) 2
A1 A,/ =  S f a S ak- 1 » "  a * -0  +  , a /)------- --------
Öq
+o((ak -  ak- i ) 2) -  , a/-i)(a* “  a*-i)
d2g t N(ak - a k_x)2 2 I
(ajk-i , a / - i ) ------- - --------- h o((a* -  ajb-i) ) f
Vff
2
+
dx2 
d2g
dydx
d3g
dydx
(ak-1 , a/_i)(a/ -  a/_i) +  o(a, -  a/_i) 
-(ajb_i,a/_i)(ai -  a/_i) +  o(a/ -  a/_i)
+o((afc -  a*. •>)2 ) }
ak— i
(a* — ßfc-i
<92r
dydx  
Vh d3g
(ak-1 , a/_i)(afc -  «jb_i)(ai -  a /- i)
(ak -  ak- 1) 2
■(afc-i , a/-i)(az -  a/-i)-2 d y d x 2 
+o((ak -  ak-i)(ai  -  ai-x)) } .
(The last equation follows from ( — Vfj f2)(d2g /d yd x ) = d2T/dydx.)  Then
<92r
A r fef/ -
<
dydx  
Vh d3g
{ak~u ai- i) (ak -  a fc_i)(a/ -  a/_i) 
(ak ~  Gfc-i)2(ajb_i,a/_i)(a/ -  a/_i) +  o((a* -  ajb_i)(a/ -  a*_
2 d y d x 2^ * - ^ ”1- 1' ^ 1 ~‘_i/ 2
=  C  | ö f c - i  -  a ; _ i | 2 / / _ 3 ( a /  -  a z _ i ) ( a f c  -  ö f c - i ) 2 +  o((ak -  a j k - i ) ( a j  -  a / _ i )
Since — 1 < 2 / /  — 2 < 0 we can choose a  > 0 such that — 1 < 2H  — 2 — a  
ak — ak- 1 < ai — a/_i and /c < l then,
ak ak—i
|a/_i — ajfc_i|
<  1
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d
(4.41)
)
■0 )
) •
<  0. If
and we have
| ® f c — l  d [ —1 |  ( ^ /  ^ z — i ) ( ö f c
—  | ß f c — i  
<  \ a k- i  -  a / _ ]
\ 2 H - 2 - a
\ 2 H - 2 - a
(ai -  a/_i)(flfc -  a*-i)(a* -  «A;-i)a
(«z -  a/-i)(afc -  ak- i ) {ak -  ak- i)a
d k 1
|ajb-i -  ö/ - i
1 — a
— [ö/j—i ö/_i | (ai üi—i^(ük Q,k—i) [(öfc ß/j—i) T (öz di—i) ] .
If ak — afc-i <  ai — a/_i and A; > /,
|^/c— 1 ^Z—1| (^Z öfc—l)
< \ak- i  -  ai-i \2H 3(ö/ -  ö/_i)2(a/c -  a*_i)
=  \ak- i  -  «z-i |2//_2_a(a/ -  a/_i)(a* -  a*_i)(aj -  ßz-i)a
ai -  ai_ i 1  — O '
| d  k— 1 0 / — 1 | /
< |a*-i — «z-i\2H~2~a(ai — a/_i)(a* — öfc-i)(az — i)a
<  l f l j f e - 1  —  G / - 1  | 2 / / _ 2 _ a ( ö /  — « Z - l X ^ A :  —  ö f c - l )  [ ( ö f c  —  « A : - l ) a  +  ( « Z  “  « Z - l ) “ ]  • 
Thus when dk — ak~\ <  «/ — a/_i we have
d 2 rAr fc,Z dydx (ak- i ,a i - i ) ( a k -  dk-i)(di -  az-i)
A f |^ /C— 1 dl— 1 | (ö/ dl— 1 ) (ydk dk — l) [(öfc öfc— l) T (ö/ dl— i) ]
+ o((dk -  dk-i)(di  -  dl -1)) .
If ak -  dk- \  > dl -  dl- 1 , since y(;r , y) =  g(y , x),
VH
Ar*,/ =  -  —  {y(a/ , a fc) -  y(a/ , a*_i) -  g(a t - 1  , a*) +  y(a/-i , a*-i)} .
Then by the same argument used above and noticing that
^  (* ,y) =  ^ - ( y , * )  =  ^ Ä x , y ) ,dydx dydx Vh dydx
we have
A r f c, J
d 2 r
dydx
(ajfe-i , a/_i)(a* -  dk—\ )(ö/ -  «z-i)
<  C|ctfc-i — az-i|2// 2 a(di — a/_i)(ajb — a*:_i) [(a* — öfc-i)a +  («z — «z-i)a] 
+o((a fc -  öfc_i)(az -  az-i)) •
This establishes (4.17).
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4 .5 .2  P r o o f  o f  th e  resu lts o f  S ection  4 .4 .1
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4.11. We first prove tha t for any partition 
ß : 0 =  a0 < <2i <  • • • <  aq =  1
and q real numbers
c* { a j C [ dj—11 dj ] • J 1 , 2 , . . . , ^ } ,
S  ( / ,  ß , a ) G £ 2(1^ )- Indeed, since /  G £ 2(^1), we can choose a version of /  in 
L2(f!) and still denote this version as / ,  such tha t at the finite points { a 3 , j  = 
1, 2 , . . .  , q } / ( o j )  < 00, j  = 1, 2 , . . .  and max{ \ f (a j ) \  : j  =  l , 2 , . . . , g }  =
C <  00. Then, by Lemma 4.10,
£ | S  ( / ,  6  , a ) I2 =  £  J  £  / ( a i ) [ £ ? „ K )  -  ) ] J
= E  f ( » j ) f ( ak)E{[ BH(aj) -  B»(aH )] [ -  B tfK -.) ]}
i,k
r d 2V= E  /K)/(a*)Arjit < C E  |Ami < c
• I • ; « - ' l l[0.1] x [0,1] dydx { x , y)
dxdy  < 00 .
Then we prove that {*9 ( / ,  ßn , a n ) : n =  1, , . . .  } is a Cauchy sequence in
£ 2(^0 -
For any e > 0, since /  is continuous on [0 , 1], there is a 6 > 0 such tha t 
I f ( t ' )  — f ( t " )  I < e for any t \  t" G [0 , 1] and 11 — t" \ < 8. Let m  and n be so 
large tha t |ßm| < 6 / 2  and |ßn | < 8/2.  Let
ß(n,m) : 0 =  a0 < ax < • • • < aq{n+rn) = 1
be the partition of D obtained by superposition of ßn and ßm. Then, 
S ( f , ü m , a m ) - S ( f , ü n , a n )
=  'y " f  (& m, j  ) [ B  H {^ m, j  ) 1) ] ^  > j  (&n,k ) [ B h { ^n,k— 1) ^  H {^ n ,k— 1)]
j k
= ^  Ci [Bh ((ii) — Bnj a i - 1)] ,
i
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where C/’s are of the form C/ — f(ctm,Ul) — / ( v , )  for some tz/ £ {1 , 2 , . .  
and v/ £ { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  g(ra) }, and |C/| <  e for l =  1 , 2 , . . .  , q(n +  m).
E\ S( f ,  ßm , a m) - S ( f ,  ßn , a ")|2
g(n,m)
=  XI CkCi Cov 5 B h (cii) — Bn(ai- i) )
k,i=l
q ( n , m)  q
= e ckc,ArkJ = '£c2kArk,k + '£ickc
/c,/= 1 fc= 1 fc</
Since ATjt.fc =  Vfflafc — a t_ i |2H, we have
E  Ct2A m  < e  E ( “i -  «t-i)2"  = E K  -  a*-i)(«fc -
fc=l fc=l /c=l
< c  max{|ßn|2//_1 , |ßw|2//_1} X ( afc ~  ak-1)
fc=l
=  C ma x { | ß n|2H_1 ,  | ß ’ " | 2 f f - 1 }  — >  0 ,  
a s  n ,  m  o o .  B y  L e m m a  4 . 10,
a2r
|A r* f,| < (afc-i , a/-i)(ajk -  a*-i)(a/ -  «/-i)
x
dydx
+ C  |öfc_i — a/—112/7 2
| ( a f c  -  c t f c - i ) ( a /  -  a / _ i )  [ ( a *  -  ak- i ) a  +  ( a /  -  a / - i ) a  
+ o ((a fc -  a fc_i)(a/ -  a/_i
X ^ C / A I \ /
k<i
< X  |CjfcC/AI\/| <  e2 X  lA r d
fc</ fc</
d2r
< e2 \ X  , a/-i)(a* ~ ak-i)(ai -  a/_i)|
+ X  ~ a/-i|2//-2_Qr(a  ^-  Ofc-1)(«/ -  a/-i) X
k<i
[(öfc — öfc_i)a +  (a/ — a / - i ) a]
+ X  °((afc “  °fc-i)(ai ~ a'-i)) f ^ e2(^  •
k<i J
N o w  w e  h a v e  p r o v e d  t h a t
E \ S ( f  , &m , a m) -  S ( f  , &n , a n)\z — > 0 ,
• ,  ? ( * * ) }  
S o ,
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as n, m  —> oo. This implies that { S' ( /  , ßn , a n ) : ra =  l , 2 , . . . } i s a  Cauchy 
sequence in
To show that the element in C2(fi) to which this Cauchy sequence converges 
is independent of the sequences { ßn } and { a n } with |ßn| —» 0 as n —> 00 , let 
{ V n } and { ß n } be another pair of such sequences. Then since the sequence [ß11, 
ID1!, Iß21, \T>2\, . . .  converges to 0, the sequence
S ( f  , ß1 , a 1) , S ( f  , V 1 , ß 1) , S ( f  , ß2 , a 2) , S ( f  , V 2 , ß 2) , . . .
is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2^ )  and the two subsequences { S ( f  , ßn , a n) : n = 
1 , 2 , . . . }  and { * ?(/, , ß n) : n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  converge to the same element
in £ 2(^)- This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.11.
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4.12. Let { ßn } and { a n } be given in Theorem 4.11. Then 
(1) follows immediately since
S ( a f  +  ßg  , i r  , a n) = a S ( f  , ß” , a n) +  ßS( g  , ß" , a").
Also, (2) follows from
E  [ S ( f  ,ßn , a " )  ] =  £  f ( a k)E[ -  (a t _ , ) ] =  0
k
and
£ [ / ( / ) ] =  Um E[S(f, r, a " ) ]  =  0 .
To prove (3), we note tha t, from the definitions of 1( f )  and 1(g), we have
(1( f )  , 1(g)) = E 1( f )  1(g) =  Jim  E S  ( f  , ß” , a» ) S  ( g , ß \  a " )  .
Let ßn be 0 =  a0 < «i <  • • • <  aq =  1 and a n be such tha t , k —
1 , 2 , . . .  , q, then
S ( f ,  ß " , a n ) = Y , f M { B „ ( a k - a k- 1)} , 
k
S(g, ß” ,( ." )  =  £ SW [ B j , ( « t - a w ) ]  •
k
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Since E  [ Bni ^k  — ak - 1 ) ] [ B h (qi — a/_i) ] =  A Tk,i it follows that
E S ( f , B n , a n ) S ( g ,  B n , a"  ) =  £ / ( a * ) s ( a * ) A r tl* +  E / ( a *)fl(«i)A rfcl, .
A: k^l
(4.42)
Since /  and g are continuous on [0 , 1], |/(«A:)^(«/)| < C for some constant C 
and any k and / , and when n oo, ^ =1 lAT^fel —» 0 as shown in the proof of 
Theorem 4.11, Ylk= l —* 0. Now let us consider the second term
in the right hand side of (4.42):
Y , f i ak)g(ai ) A r kii
k^i
Y l f ( ak)g(ai)
k^i
' d2r
oyox
ai- i )(ak -  afc-i)(a/ -  a/_i)
+ o ( ( a fc -  a * - i ) ( a /  -  a / - i ) )  J
[ d2T
=  JTluT2n X ) 9 { y ) d ^ {X' y)dXd
so (3) follows. Now (4) is a particular case of (3). (6) holds since { / ( / )  ,
/  £ C(D)  } is a subspace of the closure of the collection of all linear combi­
nations of members of the Gaussian system in £ 2 ^ ) -  Then (5) holds in view of 
(2) and (4).
4 .5 .3  P r o o f  o f  th e  resu lts o f  S ection  4 .4 .2
P ro o f o f L em m a 4.13. From (1) and (4) of Theorem 4.12 we have
E \ I ( f n ) - I ( f m )\2 = E \ I ( f n ~ f m )\2
= f  (fn(s) ~  f m{ s ) ) ( f n{t) ~  , t ) m L(d(s, t))Jdxd aso t
= C f  (fn(s) -  fm{s))(fn{t )  ~  fm(t)) \s - t \ 2H~2m L(d(s, t))  
J D x D
= C [  [(/„(s) -  fm(s))\s ~ t ^ - 1
J Dx D  l
i fn(t) -  fm{t))\s  -  t\H 1 m L(d(s, t))
Notice that
/  i fn{s) -  f m(s))2\s -  t\2H 2m L(d(s, t))
J D x D
(4.43)
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where
=  lim
O »£2—^0
+
I ifn(s) ~ fm{s))2\s ~ t \ 2H 2 dsdt
J Dt i
/  {fn(s) ~  fm(s))2 \S ~  t\2H~2 ds dt 
Jd<2
5
Dei = { ( s , J ) : 0 <  5 <  1 — e i , s  +  e i < f < l } ,  
Dt 2 =  { ( s , f ) : C 2 < 5 < 1 , 0 < ^ < 5  — e2 } ,
and
\ 2H—2 ds dt
[  ( f n(s) -  f m(s))2\s -  t\2H 2 dsdt
d  Dei
=  f  f  (/»(«) -  /m(«))2k -  *1
=  C r e' ( f n ( s ) - U s ) Y [ ( l - s ) 2H- ' - e ™ - 1} 
Jo 1 J
< c  t l~C\ f n (s) -  ds < C \ \ f n - f m ||2<Jo
ds
oo .
( for f < H  <  1, 2H  — 1 > 0 ,  (1 — s)2H 1 — e^77 1 <  1). By a similar argument,
oo .[ { f n { s ) - f m{s))2 \ s - t \ 2H 2 dsdt  < C  \\ f n -  f m \\2<
J Dt 2
Thus (f n{s) — f m(5))Is — £|77-1 G L2(D x D ). From (4.43) we have
E I / ( /„ )  -  I(fm) I2 < C { JDxD(fn(s) -  -  <)) }
1
{  /  ( / n ( * )  -  / m ( 0 ) 2 I5 -  t\2H~2 m L(d(s, t))
L Jdxd
X
=  C /  (/„($) -  / m(s))2| s - * | 277 2m L(d(s, t))
JDxD
= C  lim (  [  (fn(s) -  fm(s))2 \s -  t\2H~2 dsdto , £2-^ 0  ^JDei
+  I d  ( f n ( s )  -  f m { s ))2 \s -  t \2" - 2 ds j
<  C  || /„  -  fmII2 ■
Thus { I ( fn)  • n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  is a Cauchy sequence in C2(fl) so long as 
{ f n : n =  l , 2 , . . . } i s a  Cauchy sequence in C2(D).
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P ro o f o f L em m a 4.14. Since Hindoo || f n — fm 11= 0, { f n : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  C 
C(D)  is a Cauchy sequence in C2(D).  By Lemma 4.13, { / ( /„ )  : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  
is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(^)* So there is an element in £ 2(fi) to which { I ( f n) : 
72 =  1 , 2 , . . . }  converges. To show that this element does not depend on the 
choice of the sequence { f n : n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  C (7(D) converging to /  in
£ 2(D), let { gn : n = 1 , 2 , . . .  } C (7(D) be another such sequence. Then
{ f i  i 9i i f 2 i #2 i . . .  } is a sequence from C(D) which converges to /  in £ 2(D). 
Then { / ( / i )  , I(gi)  , I{fv)  , ^(^2) , . . .  } is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(^ ) an(i its 
subsequences { I ( f n) ■ n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  and { I(gn) : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  converge 
to the same element in £ 2(^)-
4 .5 .4  P r o o f  o f  th e  re s u lts  o f  S ec tio n  4 .4 .3
P ro o f of T heorem  4.16. In order to prove Theorem 4.16, we need the following 
lemma
LEM M A  4.22 For any r > 0, s and t we have
E  I B h (s ) -  B H(t) |r <  const \t -  s\rH . (4.44)
The proof of Lemma 4.22 follows from the Holder inequality and (4.11).
To deal with Theorem 4.16, we first prove that, for any partition ß and cor­
responding collection of real numbers a  given by (4.19) and (4.20) respectively, 
E\S(<f>, ß , a)\2 < 00. To this end, we notice tha t from (4.18) it follows tha t
< 14>(B„(t)) -  <M0)| +  W 0)| <  c \BH( t ) f  + M 0 )| .
Thus,
E\S(<t>, ß , a ) | 2 =  E $Z^( ) [BH{dj) -  Bh(üj-  1)]
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=  Y2 E  <f>( B h (cxj) ) cf)( Bn(c tk ) ) [ B i j ( d j )  — B n ( d 3~ i ) ] [ Bn(dk )  — B n ( d k - 1 ) ]
< c Y. E { [ I BH{a,)\ß + \m \ ]  [ I B„(ak) f  + |tf(0)| ] x
j,k
[ IB H (a j)  -  B H { d j - 1 ) I ] [ \BH (dk) -  B H (ak- i ) \ ] }
<  oc ,
fo r B n i t )  — B h {s) and B h (u ) are norm al random  variables for any t , s and u , 
and (f)(0) can be chosen to  be fin ite  by (4.18).
Now we prove th a t {S((f) , ßn , a n) }  is a Cauchy sequence in  £ 2(^ ) -  For any 
p a rtitio n s  ßn and ßm and corresponding real numbers a n and a m, le t
ß(n,m) : 0 =  a0 <  « 1 . . .  <  ag(ntm) =  1
be the p a r tit io n  obta ined by superposition o f ßn and ßm, and
Q(n,m) =  {  ai  e  [ ai_ i ? ai ] ? k =  1 , 2 , . . .  , q(n, m )  }
be the corresponding co llection o f q ( n , m ) real numbers. Since
S (( f ) , ßn , a 11) =  ^ 2  (f)( B H(ctn,j) ) [ B H(an,j) — B H(anj - i )  ] ,
S ((f) , ßm , a m ) =  $  ( B  H (&m,j ) ) [ B n ^ m j )  — F / / ( f lm , i- l ) ]  ,
then
S{4>,  ß", a n ) - S ( 4 > ,  ßm, a m ) =  J,
l
where £/’s are o f the fo rm
fz — 0 ( Bjj(oLn^Ul)) (f> ( Bn(oim,Vl))
fo r some iq E { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  q (n ) }  and vi £ { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  g(ra) } . Therefore
£ | S ( d > ,  ßn , a n ) - S ( 0 ,  ßm , a m) |2
=  ^ ^ { f j f z  [ B f j ( d j )  -  B n ( a j - 1)] [£ # (« / )  -  # # ( af - i ) ]  }
=  Y , E Z ) l B H M - B H (aJ- 1 )]2 
j
+  E £ j ( i  [ B H (a j)  -  B H(a3- 1 ) ] [ B H (a i) — B n ( d i - i ) }  . (4.45)
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For the first term  of (4.45), by (4.18) and (4.44), we have
3
< E  ( E$  ) :1/2 { E  [ -  BH(a3^ ) Y  }
3
< C j 2 ( E ^ ) m ( a , - a ^ r  .
3
Since £  =  </>( B jf(a„,U|) ) -  cf>( BH{amm), by (4.18) we have 
E t f  < C E \ B H(an,ul) -  B„(am,vi)\iß -  a TOit,,|4^  <  C ,
SO,
E  { E t f )  -  «J-i )2 H < Cmax{ I ß" I2" - 1 , I ßm I2" ' 1 } E ( « i  -  « i - i )
3 3
=  C m a x { |ß " |2ff- ' ,  |ß m I2" “ 1} — > 0 
as |ßn| and |ßra| -+ 0, for 2 H -  1 >  0.
Now let us consider the second term  in (4.45). By (4.44) we have
[B H(dj) -  B n (a j - 1 )] [Bh (<h ) -  B h {<H-i )]
3 * 1
<  E  ( ) 1/2 { E  ([  B„(aj) -  Bh K - O  ] [ Bn(ai) -  B„ (« ,_»)]) }1/2
3 * 1
< J 2 ( E  f 4 ) ' / 4 ( £  )1/4 { E  [ B „ K )  -  K - 0  ]4 }1/4 x
3 * 1
{ E [ B H(at) -  Bh .^ (4.46)
Since
E ^ C I a ^  - a ^ l 4^  ,
( E i ]  f ' A <C |a„,u> -  <  C |a n,„,. -  a m,Vj\r ,
where r = 1, if ß H > or r = ß H , if ß H < 1. Therefore, the right hand side 
of (4.46) is
C ß  ^ &m,vj I |^n,uj &m,vi | ( l^j — 1 ) ( ®Z—1 )
3 * 1
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< c  ü j  -  d j - 1 )r ( ai -  eil- 1 )r ( cij -  d j - 1 )7/ ( ai -  a/_!
< C rnax{ |ßn |r+//- 1 |ß mm|r+//- 1} — >0
as n, m —* oo, for r  +  II = 1 H > 1, or r  +  H  = H  (1 +  ß ) > 1. Hence 
E  I S  {(j) , ßu , a n ) — ßm , a m ) | —> 0 as ?7, 77i —>• oo. In other words,
{ S  ((f) , ßn , a n ) ,  n = 1, 2 , . . .  } is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2 (^)-
To show that the element in £ 2 ^ )  to which this Cauchy sequence converges 
is independent of the sequences { ßn } and { a n } with | ßn | —> 0 as n —> 0 0 , let 
{ V n } and { ß n } be another pair of such sequences. Then since the sequence 
I ß1 I, I T>1 I, I ß2 I, I T>2 I, . . .  converges to 0, the sequence
5 ( 0 ,  ß1 , a 1 ) ,  £(</>, V \  ß 1) ,  S(cf>, ß2 , a 2 ) ,  S(cf>, V \  ß 2) , . . .
is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2 ^ )  and the two subsequences { S  ( 0 , ßn , a n ) : n = 
1 , 2 , . . . }  and { 5 ( 0 ,  T>n , ß n ) : n = 1 , 2 , . . . }  converge to the same element 
in € 2 (^1). This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.16.
P ro o f o f T heorem  4.17. For any partition
ß : 0 = a0 < ai < ■ • • < aq = 1 (4.47)
and q real numbers
a = { a j e  K - i  , a3] : j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , q } ,
since
5 ( a0i -f 60 2 , ß ,  a  ) =  a 5 ( 0i , ß ,  a) + 6 5 ( 0 2 , ß ,  a )  ,
(4.21) follows immediately. To deal with (4.23) we choose the partition as tha t 
in (4.47) and the q real numbers as follows
a = { : j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  , q } .
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By Theorem 4.16, the Newton-Leibniz Formula and (4.22) we have
-  *(Bh (0)) -  / 1 cf>(BH(s))dBH(s)
Jo
= E  I $ ( ß / / ( l ) )  -  $ ( B h (0)) -  lim S(<f>, ß , a)
|ß|->o
=  lim E  I 4>(£//(l)) -  $ ( B h (0)) -  S(<f>, ß , a; 
|ß|->o
=  lim E  
|ß|->o
$(#//(!)) -  $(ß//(0)) - Y J (i)(BH(a3. l ))[BH{aJ) -  B H{aj_x)]
J =  1
=  lim E \  ^ { $ ( ß „ ( a J) ) - < J ( ß „ ( a J_ ,))
|ß|—>0 j - i
=  lim E  
|ß |-o
=  lim E  
|ß|-+o
<^ >(5)^ 5 -  <£(ifo(aj_i))[i?tf(aj) ~ #//(a,-i)]
<f>{BH( a j - i ) ) [ B H(aj) -  B H(aj _1)] } |2
BH(a3)
\ [JBH(aj-i)
q rBfj(aj)
Y  , A<Ks) -  <KBH(aj-i))\  ds
j=1 JBH(a}- 1 )
9 f
S U ,
=  lim £  j s j  /
jß|-+o A = I
< lim 
|ß|->0 j /.
<  lim C 
|ß|-*° j,k
L
TU
L
BH(üj)
BhAj-  1 )
BuAk)
BüAk-1)
BH{aj-l)vBH(aj)
-l)AßH(aj) 
BHWk-\)s/BH{ak)
1,
[<t>(s) -  (f)(BH(aj_ 1 ))] ds
[4)(s) -  <f>(BH(ak-i))} ds 
AE f r ( .j-iA })Y E\ L , |<£(s)-<£(£j/(aj_i))|ds x
-i)vß//(«fc)
!</>(«) -  <t>{BH(a j - 1 ))| ds 
s — B h (uj- i )|/? dsx  
s -  B H(ak- i ) \ß d s \
BH(ak-i)^BH(ak) 
ßH(a;-l)Vßff(aj)
BH(a,j-i)ABH(aJ)
B / / ( a f c - i ) V  ß  / / ( a fc) 
ß//(afc-l)Aß//(afe)
=  C  l i m  £  £  [ IB„(a>) -  BH(a,^)\'+0\B H M  -  B„{ak- i )\1+l3
|ß|->0 j  k = l
= 0 . (4.48)
Note tha t (4.48) follows from the same argument as tha t used for the proof of 
Theorem 4.16. This ends the proof of Theorem 4.17.
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4 .5 .5  P r o o f  o f  th e  re s u lts  o f  S ec tio n  4 .4 .4
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4.18. In order to prove that S  ( X  , ß , a ) £ C2iSl)  ^ it is suf­
ficient to prove that E \ S ( X  , ft , a)  \2 < oo. Indeed by the Schwarz inequality 
and (4.26) we have
E \ S  ( X  , & , a ) \ 2 = E h 2 X ( a j )[B„(aj) -  B n i a ^ ) }
= EX(ot j)X(ak)[BH(aj) — B H{a j-\)}{B H(ak) — BH(ak-i)]
j,k
< {ElX(aj )X(ak)}2}> {E{BH(a3) -  BH(aJ_l ))2[BH{ak) -  BH( a ^ ) ] 2} 1
j,k
< E  {.E X \ a j ) E X \ a k)} ' {E{B„{a j) -  B ^ a ^ Y l B ^ a , )  -  B * (a w ) ] f
j,k
<  OO .
Next we prove tha t { , ßn , an) : n =  1 , 2 , . . .  } is a Cauchy sequence in
We notice that
E I 5  ( X  , ß" , an) -  S (X  , ßm , am ) |2
E O  [£ // (« ;) - B / / K - 1 )] J  , (4-49)
where ( / s  are of the form (j = X ( a U)Uj) -  X  ( amtVj ) for some an,Uj £ 
{ 1 , 2 , . . . ,  q(n) } and a.m,Vj £ { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  q(m) }. Then by (4.27) and the 
same argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.16 we have tha t (4.49) equals
=  E {CjCk {BH(aj) -  BH{cij-1 )] [BH(ak) -  BH(ak_ 1 )]}
j,k
< E ( E Q ) lli ( ECk)'/4 { E I Bh M  -  I4 } ' ' 4 x
j,k
{E\ B„
< c  dj -  dj - 1 )H+ß ( ak -  ak - 1 )H+ß — * 0 ,
j,k
as n, m  —> 0 0 . Therefore, { S' ( X  , ß71 , cC ) : n — 1 , 2 , . . . }  is a Cauchy 
sequence in /^(f^)-
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It is obvious now that the element in £ 2(U) 1° which our Cauchy sequence 
converges is independent of the sequences {ßn : n — 1 , 2 , . . . }  and {oF : n =
1 , 2 , . . Thi s finishes the proof of Theorem 4.18.
P ro o f of T heorem  4.19. We prove the existence of Jq x  ( Bh (s ) ) dBn(s)  first. 
We put this in the following lemma
L EM M A  4.23 Assume x ( t )  satisfies (4-26) and (4-27). For any partition ß  
and corresponding q real numbers a given by (4-19) and (4-20), let
S { x ( B H) , ß ,  a )  =  J 2 x (BH(oij))[BH(aJ) -  BH(a3_ i] .
3
Then S  ( x (Bh ) , ß ,  ct) 6 £ 2 (^1). Let { fF • n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  and { an : n =
1 . 2 . .  . . }  be as given in Theorem 4-18. Then { S ( x (Bh ) , ßT , a n ) : n =
1 . 2 . .  . . }  is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(^)- Furthermore, the element in £ 2 ^ )  
to which this Cauchy sequence converges is independent of the sequences { JF : 
n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  and { a 71 : n =  1 , 2 , . . . } .  So we can define the stochastic 
integral Jq x  ( Bf / ( s ) ) dBjj (s) to be the element in £ 2(fl) to which the sequence 
{ S ( x(Bh ) , /C ,o :n ) : n =  1 , 2 , . . . }  converges.
P ro o f o f L em m a 4.23. Since x(t)  satisfies (4.26) and(4.27),
E \ S ( x ( Bh ),  ß , a ) I2 =  E Y j [ Bh (cIj) -  BH(ak) ]
= E
<  00 .
D  x(B„)a j )-  x(B„0)) + x 0)) ] [ -  ]
Thus S ( x ( Bh ) , ß , a ) ) G Now we show that { S ( x (Bh ) , ß , <a)) : n =
1, 2 , . . . } is a Cauchy sequence in £ 2(^)- Using the same notation and argument
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as in the proof of Theorem 4.18 we have
E I S ( x ( B h ) , ß" , a n) ) - S ( x ( B „ ) , ß”  , a - ) ) |2 =  E  | £  £  [ B H(aj ) -  B H(a,_*) |2,
(4.50)
where Q ’s are of the form (,• =  £(£?# (a n,Uj) -  ) for some a n>1ij. G
{ 1 , 2 , , . . . ,  q(n) } and a m,w G { 1 , 2 , , . . . ,  q(m) }. Then by (4.26) we have 
th a t equation (4.50) equals
=  B CjCk [ B h ((Ij) — B h (cij- i ) ] [ Bn((ik) — Bn{ ak -1) ]
j,k
<E (ECt)'14 (ECt)l/4( E [- x
j,k
( ß [ ß w(at ) - ß „ ( a t _1)]“) 1/'1 
<  C  E ( « i  -  « i-x )"+r (a* -  a t - i ) H+r — >• 0 ,
jyk
as n, m  oo, for H  -f r  > 1, where r  is such chosen tha t r  =  l, i f / ? > l ; r  =  /?, 
if /5 < 1. We have proved tha t { S  ( x (Bh ) , ßn , a n ) } is a Cauchy sequence in 
£2(^)5 and hence it is easy to see that the rest of Lemma 4.23 is true.
We move now to prove Theorem 4.19. Since for any real numbers a and 5, 
any processes X \  and X 2 satisfying (4.28) and ( 4.29), and any partition ß and 
corresponding a ,
S ( a X  1 +  bX2 , ß , a ) =  a S ( X  1 , ß , a ) +  b S ( X2 , ß , a ) , 
so (4.30) follows immediately.
To deal with (4.31) we notice that
X ( ß w( l ) , a > ) - X ( ß H(0) , a>)  =  ^ [ X ( ß H(aJ) , u > ) - X ( ß wK _ 1) , ^ ) ]
3
= H I  x (°v) -  x ( B H(dj) ) +  x ( B H(aj) ] [ B H(aj) -  B H(a3.  1) ]
3
= x (a j) -  x ( B H(a3) ) ] [ B H(aj) -  B H(aj-i)]
3
+  E X( B H (a j ) ) [BH(a3) -  Bfi{a,j-i)} , (4.51)
where a 3 =  otj{uj) is a random variable with values between and Bn(aj ) ,
j  =  1, 2 , . . .  , <7 . Since x ( t ) satisfies (4.27), by the same argument used in the 
proof of Theorem 4.18, we have
E  j  x ( B H(aj ) ) ] [ BH(aj ) -  B H{ a^ i ) ]  J
=  Y  E i x (a j) -  x (B H(aj))} [x(ak) -  x ( B H(ak))} x 
j,k
[ Bu((ij) — Bf j{aj -1) ] [ Bn(ak)  — Bu(o.k- i ) ]
<  C £ > , -  -  a3- i ) H+r (a* -  > 0,
j,k
as I ß I —> 0, for some r  such tha t H  +  r  > 1 . Hence from (4.51) we have 
A" ( B h (1) , u  ) -  X  ( B h (0) , oj) = Yim Y x ( B H ( a j ) ) [ B H(aj) -  B H(aJ- 1)]
|ß|->0 j
= f x ( B H( s ) ) d B H(s) .
Jo
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.19.
4 .5 .6  P r o o f  o f  th e  resu lts o f  S ection  4 .4 .5
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4.20. For any process { f(t) : —oo < t < oo } and any 
numbers — oo < a < b < oo, if the sample function { £(t) : a < t <  b }
is continuous on [a , b] with probability one, then the sample function { £(t) : 
— oo < t < oo } is continuous on R l with probability one. So in order to prove 
Theorem 4.20 it is sufficient to show that the sample functions of { I ( f ) ( t )  : 0 <  
t < 1 } , { I(4>)(t) : 0 <  t < 1 } and { I (X) ( t )  : 0 <  t < 1 } are continuous 
functions on [0 , 1 ] with probability one. To deal with this, we need the following 
lemma
L E M M A  4.24 Let {£(£) : t £ [ 0, T  ] } be a separable process satisfying the 
following conditions: there exists a non-negative monotonically non-decreasing
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function g(h) and a function q(c,  h) ,  h >  0 , such that
P  { \£{t +  h) -  f(*)| > cg(h)  } < q ( c ,  h )  (4.52)
and
oo oo
G = £  <7(2-nT) < 00 , Q(c) =  ^  2n q(c , 2~nT)  < oo , (4.53)
n = 0  n = 0
then £(t) is continuous with probability one.
For the proof of Lemma 4.24, see, for example, Gihman and Skorohod (1971, 
pp. 190-191, Lemma 1 and Theorem 6).
To establish Theorem 4.20, it is now sufficient to check tha t the conditions 
(4.52) and (4.53) of Lemma 4.24 hold for { / ( / ) ( / )  : 0 <  t <  1 }, { I(</>)(t) : 0 <  
t <  1 } and { I (X) ( t )  : 0 <  t < 1 }. Let
g(h) = h * , q(c , h) =  C h2H~a (4.54)
where C  is a constant independent of h and a  and which may be different in 
different expressions, a  satisfies 2H  — a  — 1 > 0 .  We are going to show that, 
for such chosen g and q, (4.52) and (4.53) hold for { I(<f)(t) : 0 <  t < 1 }, 
{ I ( X) ( t )  : 0 < t < 1 } and { I ( f ) ( t )  : 0 < t < 1 }. From (4.54), notice that 
T  = 1, 2II — a  — 1 > 0, we have
OO OO
G =  y ;< / ( 2 - " r )  =  ^ 2 - f " < c o ,
n = 0  n = 0
and
OO OO OO
Q(c)  <?(c, 2-n T) = Y ,  2n2 - (2H- “)n =  2 - (2H- “- 1)n <  oo,
71=0 71=0 71 =  0
so (4.53) holds for g and q given by (4.54). Now let us consider (4.52) for I(cf))(t). 
We have
p  {!/(* )(*+ k) — nm\> hi)  < +h)~ r m w  (4.55)
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For any t £ R l let
$(£) = [ (f>(s)ds . (4.56)
Jo
Since (f> satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.16, (4.56) is well defined. By The­
orem 4.17,
Thus,
rt-tri
+ h)) -  $(B„(t)) = J  4>(BH(s))dBH(s) .
rt+ h
J <!>(B}](s))dBjj(s)E \ i m + h ) - i ( m \2 = E
= E \ $ ( B H(t + h)) -
= E\<j>(B„{6))[BH(t ) -  I2 ,
where Bh (0) is between Bn{t) and Bfj{t + h), therefore
IBh (0) -  BH(t)I < IBH(t + h ) -  BH(t)I 
By condition (4.18) of Theorem 4.16 and (4.58) we have
(4.57)
(4.58)
x
E\4>(BH(0)){BH(t + h ) - B H(t))\2
< E { [ | 4>(Bh(6)) -  <KBH(t))I  +  WB„(t))\]  IB„(t + h )~  B„(t ) | } 2
< e {[C\B„(9) -  BH(t)\ß + \4>(B„t)- <£((ßw(0))| +  |<^(B/f(0))|] x
\B„(t +  h) -  B„(t)\}2
< E { [C\BH(t + h )~  B „ ( t ) \ ß + \<KB„-  +  l ^ - ( ß « ( 0 ) ) i
\BH(t + h ) - B H(t)\}2
< CE{[ \BH(t + h ) - B „ ( t ) \ ß + \BH( t ) - B H(0)\ß + \ m \ ]  x
\B„{t +  h) -  B„(t)\}2
< c( ß  [l B„(t + h) -  BH(t)\ß +  I B„(t-  Bh(0 ) | ' 3 +  W O ) ! ] 4 } 1 2 X
{ß[ßw(t + /i)-ß„ ( < ) ] 4 } 1/2
<  c { h 4ßH + tißH + <t>(0)4ß} 1/2 h2H
< C h2H . ( 4.59)
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The second last inequality follows from (4.44). From (4.55), (4.57) and (4.59), 
{ I((f>)(t) : 0 < t < 1 } is continuous with probability one.
Next we show that (4.52) holds for {I(X)(t)  : 0 < t < 1}. Note that 
P { |/(X )(i + h) -/(X )(f)| > h i )< h~aE\ +  -  /(A ')(l)|2 . (4.60)
Let
Y( t ,  w)= f  X($ , u)dB„(s) .
Jo
It is obvious that Y (t ) is well defined and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.19. 
Using the same argument used above we have
rt+h
E\I(X)(t  + h ) -  I(X)(t)\2 = E J  
= E\Y(B„(t  + h)) -  Y(B„(t ))p = E  IX(B„(0))[BH(t + h ) -  B„(t)}|2 
< Ch2H . (4.61)
From (4.60) and (4.61) we have
P {lI(X)(t  + h ) ~  I(X)(t)\ > h i )  < Ch2H .
By Lemma 4.24, {I (X) ( t ) : 0 < t < 1} is continuous with probability one.
Finally we are going to prove that (4.52) holds for {/(/)(£) : 0 < t < 1}. To this 
end, we need the following well known fact
LEMMA 4.25 Let g(x) be a Lebesgue integrable function on [a, b), then for 
almost every xQ £ [a , b],
1 rxo+h .2
l im -  / \g{x ) — g{xo)\dx = 0 (4.62)
h-+ 0  h  JxQ — h\
where h\ > 0, h2 > 0 and hi + h2 = h .
Z)7 = {(u , u) : t < u < t  -\- h — 7 , u  + 7 < u < ^  + h } , (4.63)
Th = {(u ,u )  : t < u < t - ) - h , u < v < t - \ - h } .
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Since
f{u)f{v) l L (u ’ ^  =  n v ) n u ) i k {v - u)  -
by Theorem 4.12 (4), we have
d2T
E \ I ( f ) ( t  + h) -  I ( f ) ( t ) \ 2 = [
J[t,t+h]x[t,t+h] OUOV
d2T
= 2 JTJ ( u ) f ( v ) - ^ - v (u,v)du (4.64)
It is easy to see tha t f 2(u)d2Y/duv(, v) is Lebesgue integrable on T/,. Then 
by the Schwarz inequality
d2r
, t (u)Hv)
'ThL f { u m v ) i L { u ’ v ) d u d v
= / J /(u)
a2r
dudv
(u , v) f ( v )
d2 r
dudv
(u , v) du dv
< JT/ { u ) £ L i u ' v ) d u d v [  \ L f 2 { v ) ^ u ' v ) d u d v
d 2r
= f  f 2{ u ) - ^ - ( u  , v ) du dv  .
JTy. OUOV
(4.65)
For h211 there exists a 7 > 0 such that
d2r  , ,  . . , a2r, r w -
1Th
where Z)7 is given by (4.63). Then,
•t+ h —y
r d2 r  r d2 r
L  P ( u ) d ^ v (u ’ v)dudv -  Jo, /2 (u )^ (u - ^ ^  +  A (4'66)
/» rt+n 7
/  / 2(u) ~— (u,v)dudv  = /  / 2(w) / (v — u)2H~2dv du
JD-1 dudv Jt Ju+ry
-  f ' > i “>5irrr[<‘+‘ -
<  lf2H ( t  + h -  u )2» - 1^
<  f 2(u ) ( ^ h - u )2H~ldu
h2H~l d+h „
f ( u ) d u .
2 H -
(4.67)
Since / (u )  £ /^(T?1), we can assume that / 2(£) < oo. Then from Lemma 4.25, 
we have
rt-\-h rt-\-h
Jt f 2(u ) d u < J I | / 2(u) -  / 2(0I +  / 2(0 du — P W  h +  °(M • (4.68)
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Thus from (4.64), (4.65), (4.66), (4.67) and (4.68) we have
m m  + k ) ~  /( /)(*)I2 < C f 2(t)h2H , (4.69)
where C is a constant independent of t and h. Therefore 
P {\ I(f )( t  + h ) - I ( f ) ( t ) \ > h i }
< h~°E \/(/)(< + h) -  I(f )(t )\2< C f 2(t)h2H < C f 2(i)h2H~° .
Thus (4.52) holds for {/(/)(£) : 0 < t < 1}. This finishes the proof of Theo­
rem 4.20.
Proof of Theorem 4.21.
(a) From the definitions of /(/)(£), I(<f>)(t) and I(X)(t)  we know that (4.35), 
(4.36) and (4.37) are obvious.
(b) From (4.69) we have
IE [/(/)(<)]2 -  E [ /( /)(s)f | =  IE {[/( /)(i)]2 -  [ / ( /H^)]2}
= I e { m m  + nf)(s][iut-  /(/)(-)]}!
< {£[/( /)(<) + /(/H*)]2}* {£[/( /)(<)  -  I(f)(s)]2} k
< {E[I( f ) ( t )  + 1(f)s)]2}* ■ C — > 0 ,
as t — s —y 0 .
From the proof of Theorem 4.20, particularly, from (4.57) and(4.59), we have
e  [ i ( m ?  -  e  imMi2
< { e  [i(<f>)(t) + /(«i)(s) f} 2 { e  \i(4>)(t) -  iW(s)]2} 2
< { e  m m  + / W M ] 2} 2 c  s f  — ► o ,
as \t — s\ —> 0. From (4.62) we have
E [/(V)(<)]2 -  E [/(V)(s)]2| < {E + /(V )(S)]2}" C — <|
0 ,
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as \t — s\ —> 0. This establishes (2) of Theorem 4.21.
(c) Now (4.38) and (4.39) are obvious. We need only to show (4.40). For any 
a <  t <  6, let
ß* : a = ciQ < a[ < ■ • ■ < = t
be a partition of [a , t],
a f = { a) e [  a\_ x , a]] : j  = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  q(t) }
be q(t) real numbers,
ßt : a =  Gq < ai < ' - ' < ag(6) =  &
be a partition of [a , 6], such that g(£) < g(6) and ab- = a* when 1 <  j  <  g(£). 
Let
a 6 =  { ay € [ «J.! , a) ] : j  =  1, 2 , . . .  , q(b) } 
be q(b) real numbers such tha t a b = a*- when 1 <  j < q(t). Let
ß : a = a0 < ai < ■ ■ • < aq = b
be any partition of [ a , 6], and
Q = {ocj e  K - i  ,a,j] : j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  , q }
be a corresponding collection of q real numbers. From Lemma 4.10 we have
f  E [I(f)(t)}2dt
J  a
= t  Jim  E  j §  / ( a ' )  [Bw(a}) -  £?»(«'_,)] )  dt
Ja |ßt|-*° [j=1 J
= l  lim E  / ( a ' ) / ( 4 ) £  [ß „ (a ‘) -  Bff(a}_,)] [Bh («D -»6 «(*)
|ßt |—>° j,,/c=l 
rb <?F)
< J  lim inf E  |/(« 5 ) / ( o4)B  [Bh («J) -
j,k=l
< t  \ i m m { J 2 \ f ( a j ) f { ^ k ) E [ B H(aJ) - B H ( a J- i ) \ [BH( a k ) - B H(ak_i)]\dt  
Ja |ß|->o j>k=l
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=  ( b - a )  lim inf \ f { a j ) f { a k) E[ BH{aj ) - B H{aj .  i)] x
|ß|->-o j,k=i
— Bff(cik-i)] }
/  9 I <92r
=  ( ^ - ö )  1 Y1 \ f (a j ) f ( a k)-K-Tr-{aj - i , a k_i)(aJ -  a, j-i)(ak
+ ° ( 1 ) }
=  ( b - a )  f  \ f { x ) f ( y ) \ y )  dx dy .
J[a,b]x[a,b]  ay ax
This ends the proof of (4.40) and hence the proof of Theorem 4.21.
flfc-i)
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C h a p te r  5
STO C H A STIC  D IFFE R E N T IA L  EQ U A TIO N S 
D R IV E N  BY FR A C T IO N A L  B R O W N IA N  
M O T IO N  AND T H E IR  A PPL IC A T IO N S TO
ECO N O M ICS
5.1 In tro d u c tio n
Stochastic differential equations were developed out of the need to assign meaning 
to ordinary differential equations involving continuous stochastic processes. They 
have become a fundamental part of modern probability theory and found vast 
applications since their establishment. A great deal of literature about stochastic 
differential equations is now available. See, for example, Ikeda and W atanabe 
(1981), Karatzas and Shreve (1988) and Protter (1990).
A stochastic differential equation can typically be written symbolically as
ensure the existence of a unique solution of (5.1). The symbolic differential (5.1) 
is interpreted as the stochastic integral equation
dXt — cl ( t , X t ) dt + b [ t , X t ) d£t , (5.1)
where { £* } is a semimartingale, a(t ,x) and b(t,x) satisfy certain conditions to
(5.2)
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where X o(lo) is a random variable. When a and b are constants and = B(t)  is 
a Brownian motion, a unique solution of (5.2) is
X t = X 0 exp I  ^a -  -U2 ^ t +  6 B(t)  j . (5.3)
There has been diverse applications of stochastic differential equations in other 
disciplines. For example, given the apparent random fluctuations of share prices 
on the stock exchange, it has seemed natural to use stochastic differential equa­
tions in models of share price dynamics or, more generally, in models of investment 
finance. One of the first to do this was Merton(1971, 1973), whose simple model 
contains the basic ideas that have been used in recent, more sophisticated mod­
els. Merton considered an investor who chooses between two different types of 
investment, one risky and the other safe. The investor must implement a s tra t­
egy which will maximize some utility function, such as his net wealth or cash 
flow, while avoiding bankruptcy. At each instant of time the investor must select 
the fraction /  of his wealth that he will put into the risky investment, with the 
remaining fraction 1 — /  going into the safe one. If his current consumption rate 
is C >  0, then his wealth X t satisfies the stochastic differential equation
dXt = f  ( bXt dt + ß X t dB(t)) + (1 -  f ) a X t d t - C d t  , (5.4)
where a, b and ß  are positive constants with a < b. Equation (5.4) can be 
rewritten as the Ito stochastic differential equation
dXt = ( { ( l - f ) a  + f b } X t - C ) d t  + f ß X t dB(t)  . (5.5)
In the early 1970s, Black and Scholes (1973) made a m ajor breakthrough by 
deriving a differential equation tha t must be satisfied by the price of any derivative 
security dependent on a non-dividend-paying stock. They used the equation to 
obtain values for European call and put options on the stock. A European call 
option with strike price C gives the right to buy the stock at tim e T  at the fixed
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price C . The resulting payoff is then given by
^ [ xt - c ,  xT > c ,
/ ( A 't ) =  ( X t - C ) + =  ! (5.6)
( 0 , X T < c .
The stock price of any derivative security is a stochastic process. We use St 
to denote the stock price at tim e t. The expected rate of return per unit time 
from the stock is fi. The volatility of the stock price is a. Both fi and cr are 
assumed to be constants. Let A S  be the change in the stock price. Then the 
proportional return provided by the stock in a short period of tim e At  is AS/S.  
The Black-Scholes model describes AS/S  as
A S  /—
—  =  /iA f +  ( T £ v A L  (5.7)
The term  fi At  in (5.7) is the expected value of the return from the stock, while 
the term  a £ y/Äi  is the stochastic component of the return, where £ is a normally 
distributed random variable. A continuous tim e version of (5.7) is
dSt = fi St dt +  a St dB(t) , (5-8)
where /i and a are constants, B(t) is a standard Brownian motion.
Equation (5.8) is the classical Black-Scholes model. In their pathbreaking pa­
per (Black and Scholes, 1973), Black and Sholes succeeded in using equation (5.8) 
to obtain exact formulas for the price of European call and put options. For the 
details of the Black and Scholes formulas see, for example, Kloeden and Platen, 
1992. Nowadays, the Black-Scholes model has been widely used for studying 
stock price behaviour. There has been vast literature about Black-Scholes analy­
sis. See, for example, Merton (1973), Cox and Ross (1976), Cox and Rubinstein 
(1984), Harrison and Ivreps (1979), Harrison and Pliska (1981), Karatzas (1989) 
and Hull (1993).
In the framework of Black-Scholes, the driving process of the dynamic sys­
tem  is a Brownian motion which is a short range dependent process. However,
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during the last few decades, researchers have noticed the existence of long range 
dependent phenomena occurring in data from financial markets. For details, see 
Section 4.1. Nowadays, the presence of LRD (or the Joseph Effect) has been 
increasingly accepted in m athem atical financial literature.
Since there has been various evidence for the existence of LRD in financial 
data, in this chapter, we use the results obtained in Chapter 4 to take the LRD 
into account in the Black-Scholes model through the use of Bn(t).  In this chapter, 
a plausible counterpart to the now-classical Black-Scholes model is suggested as
where Bn{t) is a normalized standard fractional Brownian motion, tha t is, the 
Gaussian process with E ( Bn{t) — Bh {s)) =  0 and E ( Bn(t) — Bh (s) )2 =
I t — s \2H. We are interested in the case where 1/2 < H < 1. The interpretation of 
(5.9) will be given in Section 5.2 where we give a definition of a general stochastic 
differential equation driven by fractional Brownian motion:
In Section 5.4, we derive a solution of (5.9).
We recall tha t Ito’s formula is a powerful tool for studying stochastic differen­
tial equations given by (5.1). To deal with (5.10), we need a corresponding version 
of Ito ’s formula in which fractional Brownian motion replaces the semimartingale. 
We come to this in Section 5.3.
dSt =  /i St dt -f cr St dBfj{t) , (5.9)
dXt = a ( t , X t ) dt + b ( t , X t ) dBn(t) ■ (5.10)
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5.2 D efin itio n  of S to ch as tic  D iffe ren tia l E q u a ­
tio n s  D riv en  by  F ra c tio n a l B ro w n ian  M o ­
tio n
In this section, we are concerned with taking long range dependence into account 
in financial markets. We achieve this by introducing a “fractional” Black-Scholes 
model
Equation (5.11) is a symbolic form. The interpretation of it is given through Def­
inition 5.1 in which we consider general forms of stochastic differential equations 
driven by fractional Brownian motion.
In the rest of this chapter we suppose tha t ( D , T , P  ) is a complete prob­
ability space associated with a standard normalized fractional Brownian motion 
Bf{( t )  on a finite interval [0 , T ]. We further assume that 1/2 < H <  1.
D E F IN IT IO N  5.1 Let a ( t , u>) and b ( t , uj ) : [ 0 , T]  x D —> R  be two stochas­
tic processes. We say that a stochastic process {V(£) : t £ [0 , T ] } has a 
stochastic differential with respect to fractional Brownian motion Bn{t )
dSt =  p St dt +  <j  St dB n (t) . (5.11)
dXt =  a ( t ) dt +  b ( t ) dBn  ( t ) , (5.12)
if for any (£ , a ;) 6 [0 , T ] x Ü, the following holds
where Vo is a random variable. The stochastic integral fg a ( s , to ) ds is an or­
dinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral for each uj £ D while fg b (s  , uj) dBn{ s , co ) is 
defined as in Chapter f.
R e m a rk s  on D efin itio n  5.1. Generally speaking, the integral fg  a ( s , lj ) ds ex­
ists under standard conditions on a ( s , u>). The integral fg b ( s  , co ) dBn{ s , lo )
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exists only under the conditions given in Chapter 4 for defining stochastic in­
tegrals with respect to Bn(t). We will discuss equation(5.12) in more detail in 
Section 5.3.
DEFINITION 5.2 (fractional Black-Scholes model.) The stochastic differen­
tial equation
dSt = ii St dt + cr St dBjj{t) (5.14)
is called a fractional Black-Scholes model, where n and a are constants and the 
Hurst index satisfies 1/2 < H < 1.
Remarks on Definition 5.2. When H = 1/2, (5.14) is the well known Black- 
Scholes model. Since the Black-Scholes model has been studied thoroughly, we 
concentrate here on the case where 1/2 < H < 1. We discuss equation(5.14) in 
Section 5.4.
5.3 It (Vs Formula w ith  respect to  Fractional 
Brow nian M otion
When we consider stochastic differential equations driven by Brownian motion
dXt = a ( t , X t ) dt + b ( t , Xt ) dB (t) , (5.15)
Ito’s formula is a powerful tool for dealing with their calculus. When we are 
concerned with stochastic differential equations driven by fractional Brownian 
motion
dXt = a ( t ,  X t )dt + b( t ,  X t )dB„(t )  , (5.16)
we have noticed that a version of Ito’s formula plays the same role in dealing with 
equation(5.16). The aim of this section is the following theorem
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T H E O R E M  5.1 ( I t ö ’s fo rm u la  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  f rac t io n a l  B ro w n ia n  m o ­
t io n )  Let ( Ll, J- , P  ) be a complete probability space. Let R //(r)  be a fractional 
Brownian motion on [0, T] such that 1/2 < H < 1 and Bh (0) =  0 a.e. (therefore 
E B h {t ) =  0  for any r  G [0, T ] j ,  Assume stochastic processes a ( r , lj), b ( r , uf) 
and X ( t , to) are such that for any [t0 , t] C [0 , T],
1. a ( r ,  uj) is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable on [to,  t] for each to 6  Ll;
2. fjo 6 (r )( iR //(r )  exists in the sense described in Chapter f;
3. Either of the following holds
3.1 for any 0 < s <  ti <  t 2 , t3 < t4 < T , { 6(r) : 0 <  r  <  T } 
arid { Bh {t ) : 0 <  r  <  T  } are such that
E { (&(<,) -  b(s))  (&(i3) -  6 (5 )) -  S „ ( i , ) )  ( b h (U -  BH(t3) j  }
(5.17)
E[ ( b  (U)-  6 (s))(&(t3 )- 6 ( s ) ) } £  j ( ß „ ( i 2) -  B „ ( / , ) ) ( b »(<4) -  ß„(< 3))}  , 
or,
3.2 the second derivative d2 b(t)/dt2 exists, and for any 0 <  s <  t\ <  
t 2 i ts < t4 < T, I  b'(t ) =  db(r)/dT : s <  t <  max{ti, t3} j  and 
( Bjj(t  i ) , Bn{t 2 ) , B ufto ) , BuftC) ) are such that for any random vari­
ables £ arid r) such that £ and ?/ are measurable with respect to 
a I 6  (t ) : s <  r  <  max{ti, £3 }}- and E |£ |4 <  0 0 , E  |?y |4 < 0 0 , the 
following holds
E { (b \ s ) ( t l -  s) +  $)) (&'(s) ( * 3 -  5 ) +  77)) x 
[ b h {1 2 ) — R//(^i)^ — ## (* 3 )^ j
=  E {(&'(s)(*i -  5) 4- 0 ) -  5 ) +  77))} X (5.18)
E { ( B H(t2) -  BniE)^ ( b h (U) -  BH(t3)^ j } ,
sup E
O <t<T
4
furthermore,
„ db 
sup E —
0<7<T dt
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< 00 ; (5.19)
4-
X t -  X to = I  a ( r , c j ) f / r +  f  b(r , u) cIBh (t ) , (5.20)
Jto Jto
where the first integral in (5.20) is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
for each to € Q, while the second is an ltd integral defined in Chapter f.
Assume that a two variable function U ( t , x )  : [0, T] x R —> R has uniformly 
continuous partial derivatives dU /dt, dU/dx and d2U /dx2. Assume further that
sup E I U ( t , X t ) |2 < oo ,
0 <t<T
sup E 
0 <t<T
sup E 
0 <t<T
2
< oo ,
2
< oo ,
sup E 
0 <t<T
d2U ( \
—  f i Xt  + 0 L2( l f
sup E I a ( t ) |2 < oo , 
o <t<T
sup E I b ( t ) |2 < oo , 
0 <t<T
< oo ,
E \ b( t )  — 5(5) |  < const 11 — s \ß , ß > 0 ,
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
where Ol2 (1) means a term such that E \ Ol2( 1) |2 < 0 0 . Let Yt = U ( t , X t ). If, 
for any 0 < t < T ,
Jo b^T { T ' X t )  d Bn ^
exists in the sense described in Chapter f, then the following holds
rt d U  f  \
b (r  , , X Tj  dBH(r) , (5.28)
or, equivalently,
d Y t = { f r  ( * ’ * ' )  +a{ ' t ' io)^ f i x ) }
(5.29)
Remarks on Theorem 5.1.
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1. Since E(Bfj(t  +  A) — Z?//(t))2 = |A |2//, where 2H > 1, there is no term
in (5.28), in contrast to that of the usual Ito formula with respect to Brow­
nian motion.
2. The requirements on a (r) , 6(r), Ar(r) and f /(r , AT), such as Conditions 1, 
2 and 4 of the theorem, and the moment conditions (5.21) -  (5.26) are 
standard.
3. Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are im portant for Ito ’s formula to be true in the case 
of fractional Brownian motion. Many stochastic processes can be chosen as 
6(r). For example,
b(r) =  A\T +  A2 ,
where A\ and A2 are two random variable with E A\ < oo and A\ is inde­
pendent of { Bh (t ) }.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 will be given in Subsection 5.5.1.
5.4 A p p lica tio n s  o f S to ch as tic  C a lcu lu s  o f F rac ­
tio n a l B ro w n ian  M o tio n
5.4 .1  Sum m ary o f  som e other resu lts on sto ch a stic  ca lcu ­
lus o f  Bn{t)
A number of authors have been interested in the stochastic analysis of Bnit)- 
For example, Lin (1996) defined the stochastic integral with respect to Bn(t)  in 
the case where the integrands are either deterministic bounded functions or the
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compositions of deterministic bounded functions and Bfj(t). He also investigated 
stochastic differential equations of the form
dXt = f ( t ,X ,)d t  + . (5.30)
In this subsection we summarize some of his results.
DEFINITION 5.3 Let g(t) : R — > R be a bounded Borel function. Define
where the sequence of partition of[ 0, t] is given as the same as that in Chapter f.
Remarks on Definition 5.3. As discussed in Section 4.2, Definition 5.31 is a 
special case of our Definition 4.9, while (5.32) is a special case of Definition 4.8. 
Lin studied the existence and uniqueness of equation 5.30. He found the following 
result
THEOREM 5.2 (Lin, 1996) Let f ( s , £) and g ( s ) be Borel functions such
j f H{,)g(r)dr  = \ \ r a j £ g  (*?_,) (Bh ( ij)  -  B„ ( t ))  , (5.32)
that
1. g : [ 0 , oo ) —y R is bounded,
2. 1 / ( 3 ,  ar) I < K  | z |  +A ',
3. \ f ( s , x ) - f ( s , y ) \ < K \ x -
Here K  is a positive constant. Then the stochastic differential equation
dX, = f  ( t , X ,)d t  +  g ( s )  dBH(t)
(5.33)
_ V0 = A ( u
has a unique solution, whose paths are continuous. Here A ( uj) <E L 2( D ) .
For the proof of Theorem 5.2, see Lin (1996).
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5.4.2 T he existence and uniqueness of th e  so lu tion  of th e  
fractional Black-Scholes equation
In this subsection we are interested in solving a stochastic differential equation 
-  the fractional Black-Scholes model defined in Section 5.2. We will use Ito’s 
formula (5.29) and Theorem 5.2 to prove the uniqueness of the solution of the 
fractional Black-Scholes equation (5.14). In detail, we have the following theo­
rems:
THEOREM 5.3 The stochastic differential equation
dSt = fi St dt + a St dBH(t) . .
< (5.34)
, St0=A(u>)
has a solution
St = A exp jp (t — t0) + a ( BH(t) — BH(to)) j , (5.35)
where A ( cj) is a positive random variable, such that E\A(lj) |2 < oo, p and a 
are constants.
THEOREM 5.4 The solution of (5.34) 25 unique.
Remarks on Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. We derived a solution of (5.34) before 
we read the work of Lin. Subsequently, we have used his result (Theorem 5.2) to 
prove the uniqueness of (5.34). The original method we used to prove Theorem 5.3 
is given in Subsection 5.5.2. Here we use the result of Lin to show the existence 
and uniqueness through Theorems 5.3 and 5.4.
Proof of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. Let us consider a stochastic equation
dXt = p dt + a dBii{t) ,
(5.36)
where pi, a and A are as given in Theorem 5.3. Then it is easy to see that
Xt — Xto + ft (t — to) + a ( Bfj{t) — Bh^o ))
is a solution of (5.36) and furthermore, from Theorem 5.2, it is the unique solution. 
Now let
5.5 .1  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  5.1
In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we need the following lemma, the proof of which 
will be given after the proof of Theorem 5.1.
LEMMA 5.5 Assume stochastic processes a(r) and b(r) satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 5.1. Then, for any t , 5 6 [0, T] such that \t — s\ —>• 0, we have
St = exp { Xt } ,
then by Ito’s formula (5.29) we have
dSt = /a exp { X t } dt + a exp { Xt } dBfj(t) 
= p, St dt +  a St dBn(t)  ,
therefore,
St = A exp I /i (t -  to ) + CT ( BH(t) -  BH{to)) j
is the unique solution of equation (5.34).
5.5 P ro o fs
= a( s )  (t -  s) + b( s )  BH(t) -  Bh(s)  ^ + oL2  ^\t -  s| ^ , (5.37)
where ol2( \t — s \ ) means a term such that
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P ro o f  of T h e o re m  5.1. For any interval [to,  t] C [0 , T]  and any sequence of 
partitions
fi(n) : to =  i f  < i f  < • • • <  i f ,  =  t
with I ß(n) I —* 0 as n -* oo, write
a 4"> =  i f ,  -  i f  , A A f » =  y«„, -  ,
A4"i = ß« ( f f . ) - M * f ),
A t / f  =  u ( i f , , x ,« „ ,)  - 1/ ( i f , a (,„,)
for j  =  0 , 1, . . .  , q(n) — 1, n = 1, 2 , . . .  . Then we have
g(n)
Y, - Y to = U ( t , X , )  -  U ( t0 , X to) = lira £  A C /f . (5.38)
00 j=0
From a knowledge of calculus we have
Acf = u ( i f , , y«„,) -  u ( i f , x(,„,)
= c ( i f 1)A(,„,i) -c ( i f ,y « „ , )  
+c/(if , y , ( < f  
=  f  ( « ! • ' + . . i « S - ' , x , + f
+ E  + *.“ ,“’) (AAf1)’ . («»)
where #n =  ön ( a ;) and =  <£„ ( cu ) are random variables such tha t 0 < 9n , Sn <  
1 and limn_^ .oo = lim ^oo Sn = 0 in the 1/2(0) sense. Since dU/dx  is uniformly 
continuous and the stochastic process Ah is continuous in the sense of £ 2(0 ) (as 
well as with probability one, see Theorem 4.20, Chapter 4), we have
+  ^ , (5.40)
From Lemma 5.5 and (5.20) we have
A A f  =  A > ,
=  a ( i f  ) A i f  +  b ( i f  ) A S f  +  ot, ( A t f  ) ,
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where o^2( A ) means a term  such that
ot2(A4’*»)|2)l/2 = 0(A<("))
Therefore, by (5.23),
9 ( » ) - l  d U  
j —0
5 ( " ) - l  d U
5
- " i : " § ( < r . A ,r i )  (<!■’ ) i s i s + « . ( i < s " ) }
3 =  0
dx=  Ej=o 4 ° ,  *«<»>) {a( <$") ) A ^  +  6 ( ^ )  A B g }
g ( n ) - l
+ °^2 ( A ^ n) )
J=0
= ,<E "‘ f  {a (<f»)A <r  + 6 ( <<">) A ß W }  +  0 £ j ( 1 ) t
J=0
where o^2( 1 ) means a term  such that lim ^oo E  \ ol2( 1) |2 =  0. Hence 
9(n)-l 9U
471) 
LiÄä g &
= I ’£ ( r ’ A' 0 { a(r)+6(r)rfB"(r)}- (5.41)
From Lemma 5.5, (5.25), (5.26) and equation (4.11) of Chapter 4, we have
2 f dn* t(«) 1 2(AAf >)2 = (X ilA -  x r  ) = I ) +  d B H(r) j
= { a ( <f > ) ( A t f ) + 5 ( fr ) A ß W + oi 2 (Al«"))}2 
=  a2 (*<">) ( A l f  ) 2 + 62 ( tj")) ( A ß «  ) 2 + 0i2 ( Atf  )
=  0 i2(Ai<»)) .
Then, by (5.24),
d2U 
d x 2
l<n), + <5nAAjn|) ( AAjn> ) 2 = oi2 ( Ai<n))
and hence
9(n)~l 02rr
lim E  Vtn —too *— rf 7' 2
J = 0
( 4 n), Xt(„, + <5nAA<n| )  ( AA'jn) ) 2 = 0 . (5.42)
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Now, from (5.38), (5.39), (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42) we have
q { n ) - \
Y, -  Y,0 = l i m  £  AU\n)
T l-Y O O  J
J = 0
=£ w (r ’ )dr+£ S  (r ’ ) {a(r) dT+b(r) dB" {T)}
+£S (r’x0 6(r)</£?"(T)-
This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1. Next we move to establish Lemma 5.5.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Since« (£, lj ) is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable, as \t — s\ — >■ 
0, from Lemma 4.25 of Chapter 4 we have
f a(r)dT =  a(s)( t  -  s) +  oL2(\t  -  s \ )  .
Hence, in order to finish the proof of Lemma 5.5, we need only to show that
Ja b(r)dBH(T) = b(s)  ^BH{t) -  BH(s)^j + oLs( -  s \ ) . (5.43)
Without loss of generality, we assume s < t. Let a sequence of partitions of [s , t] 
be given as
ß(n) : « = 4 n><i(,n) < - < * $ )  =  *!
then
E I^  b (T )dB„(T ) -b (s ) (BH( t ) - B „ ( s )
~ E \L (fc(T) ~ H5))
-  lim E
n —f oo
. (5.44)
Now we consider the term on the right hand side of (5.44) without taking the 
limit yet. We have
E (6 (Ti) - 6(T ( MTi )
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= E E (■b(if,) - b(s) ( b (if,) - 6(*)) ( B„ (if) - Bff (if) ) x
j,k= 1 V 7 V 7 V 7
(s„(tf)-B„ (tf,))
= E £ ( b (if) - 6W V ( B„ (tf ) -  B» (if,) )2
j = 1 V 7 V 7
+ E £:(6(tf1)-6(«)) (6(4-i) - 6w) x
( B h (if) - B„ (if,) ) (fiH (if) - B„ (if,) )
=  An +  B n , say. (5.45)
If Condition 3.1 of Theorem 5.1 holds then, by (5.27),
= Eß(6(4-)1)-M ^)2(ß//C"))-ß«(4-)i ) )2 
= E ^ ( K i f i ) - ^ ) ) s ^ ( ^ ( ‘f ) - « H ( * f i )  ) 2
< const £ | i f  -  s \ P ( i f - t f  )* "
i=i
<  cons« ( < f  - i f  )
j = l
=  const 11 — s\f3+2H = o(\t — s|) . (5.46)
To deal with in (5.45) under Condition 3.1 of Theorem 5.1, we use the notation 
r^fc, Ar^fc and a  appearing in Lemma 4.10 of Chapter 4. Since \d2T /dydx\  is 
integrable in { (x, y)  : 5 < x ^  y < t }, by Lemma 4.10, (5.27) and the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, we have
Bn = E ( E ( b (if l) - b(s)) ( b (if i) - Ks)) } x
[ e [ b h (tf  ) - (if,) ) (Bh (if) - B„ (if,) ) }
= E { ^  (* (if,) - ) (6 (if,) - K«)) } AriM
J^k
< E { E (6(ifi) “ 6(Ä)) (6 (if i) - fe(5)) } x
j^ k
i ( n ) ( i f  " i f )  ( 4 n) / ( n )l fc-l )
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+ c dn) (n)4V'*/ .yu.,S - l  l k-i
2 H —2—a
°  ((**“* - *5-i) ( 4 " ’ -  4 _ \ ) )
+o((i<n)-(<"_)1) ( i f - i f , ) )  }
< const Y2 I — 5 
&k
d2r
ß/2 d n) _  c rfc-l 6
IJ0/2
X
dy dx
+C
( if . ,  i f . )  ( t f - t f . )  ( t f - t f . )
o(((<”>-('»_») (4n)- 4-\)), (n)  , (n )  2 H — 2 —alj - 1 — lA;-l
+o ( ( *‘n) -  <£>,) ( * s r > - i g L \ ) ) }
<  const 11 — ^  <
i^k l
+c
d2r
dy dx ( i f i . i f i )  ( i f - i f , ',) ( i f - i f i )
'°((if-*‘-0 ( if - if i))
(n) (n) | 2 / / - 2 - o r
l ?-l ~ lk-\
+ o ( ( t , - * n ) ( t ) - 4 - )o )
C077.!
=  CO?!,!
f  f f
J  J [ > A 2
<92r (  \
d y d x V ' V
f +2H = c
dy dx
(5.47)
So, in the case of Condition 3.1, from (5.45), (5.46) and (5.47), Lemma 5.5 holds. 
Finally, we consider the case of Condition 3.2. Following (5.45) and using the 
inequalities of Condition 3.2, we have
An = £  EI ( ft’(5) (4-1 -  ») + (t j - \  -  4  )
(  B„ ( i f )  - B n  ( i f ) ) 2}
< I  E  ( b'(s) ( / f ,  - s ) +  oLi ( t f \  -  s) ) I
{ £ ( ß „ ( < f ) - ß f f ( < f ) ) 4} 7
< E {cmist O'-i -42+° (F-i - 42)} (C -
<?(*4 2H
< const (t — s )2 ^2  (4"^ — 4 - }i) =  °(* — 5) • (5.48)
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By the same argument, under Condition 3.2, we have
B n = Y ,  E{ (b'(s) -  «) +  0 L, ( t f \  -  s) ) (6 '(s) (<j” \  -  +  0 Lt -  s) )
j^k
(Bh (4n)) -  Bh (4-1, ) ) (B„  -  (4-1,))}
= T E { ( b'(s) (4 -i - «) + °l, (4 -i - s) ) ( b'(s) (4 -i - « ) )
j*k  k V 7 V 7
+  0L, (4 -1  -  s) )  } x
£ { (b„ (4n)) -  ßH (4-h ) (Bh (4n>) -  Bh (4-i) ) }
<  const 11 — s |2 ^ 2  lATj^l =  const \t — s\2+2H = o(t — 5) . (5.49)
j^k
Thus, in the case of Condition 3.2, from (5.45), (5.48) and (5.49), Lemma 5.5 
holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.5, and hence Theorem 5.1.
5 .5 .2  A n oth er  p ro o f o f  T h eorem  5.3
In this subsection we give our original proof of Theorem 5.3. In order to do so, we 
first give Lemma 5.6, whose proof will be given after the proof of Theorem 5.3.
L E M M A  5.6 For any t and 5, we have
exp jß / / ( f  +  (5) -  # //(< )) =  1 +  ( B H(t + 8 ) -  B H( t ) ) +  ol2(|<5|) , (5.50)
B„(t + 8) -  B„(t)  = 0 L2( \ S f ) , (5.51)
where o/,2(|$|) means a term satisfying
( E \ olMS\)\2) ,/2 = o(\8\),
while Ol2(\S\h ) means
{e \Ol,(\8\h)\2)'12 = 0 {\8\H)
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We now establish Theorem 5.3. For any t £ [t0 , T] and w G d ,  let
St(u) = A ( c o ) e x p L ( t - t 0) +  a (BH( t , to) -  BH(t0 , u ) ) |  ; 
then we have
S t+A -  St = A exp I  /U (t -  t0 +  A) +  cr (BH(t +  A) -  t5//(^o) ) |  
- A  exp I  / i ( t - t 0) + a (BH(t) -  BH(t0) ) |
=  A exp I  [i (t -  t0) +  cr (BH{t) -  BH{t0) ) j x
^exp j / i  A +  a (BH(t +  A) -  BH(t) ) j -  l )  .
From Lemma 5.6 we have
exp j / i  A +  <r (BH(t +  A) -  BH{t) ) |
=  exp j/i A} exp |cr (BH(t +  A) -  BH(t) ) |
—  ^1 + t L A + o(A)  ^  ^1 + er ( Bfj{t T A) — Bn ( t ) ) + ol2(|A|)  ^
= l +  /uA + cr^ Bn{t  -f A) — Bn{t ) ) + °l2(|A|^ .
Therefore,
St+a -  5, -  St {/j A +  a  ( BH(t +  A) -  BH(t ) )} +  S, oLa(| A | ) .
In other words,
dSt — /.i St dt + a St dBn  ,
so St is a solution of the fractional Black-Scholes equation.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. By the Taylor expansion we have 
exp jBH{t + A) -  BH{t)^ = 1 + ( BH{t + A) -  BH( t ) )
+ —  ^Bn(t  + A) — Bn(t)   ^ + -----h ( Bn{t  + A) — Bn{t)  ^ + • • • .
For n > 2, let
Yn = ^  + ^ B „ ( t + A ) - B H( t ) ) +- - -  + ^ B „ ( t  + A ) - B H(t)
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(5.52)
(5.53)
(5.54)
Then, for any integers n >  2 and p > 1,
(js|yn+p- i ; i 4)i = W e ^ J w  + a) - «
- §W(n+j)! ß//(^ +  A) — Bn( t)^
■  EfTTTiT {«(»"'■+ i) -»"">)
( n + j - 2 )
( n + j - 2 ) '
l
4 \  4
4  1 4
4 ( n + i - 2 ) 4  4
where “!!” means a two step factorial, that is,
(2 n -  1)!! =  1 • 3 • 5 • • • (2 n -  1) , 
(2 n ) !! =  2 • 4 • 6 • • • 2 n .
Let
and observe that
ön —
| zy | / / ( n - 2 )
n!
| ( 4 ( n - 2 ) - l ) ü } < ,
qn+1 /  |A |H<"+1- 2>{[4(n +  1 -  2) -  1 ]! !}^  /  ( |A |"<"-2>{[4(n -  2) -  1]!!}<
an y (n +  1)! I /  \ n!
=  ( ' |A | " { ( 4 n - 5 ) ü } Tj / ( ( n  +  l ) { ( 4 n - 9 ) ü } 7)
|A |H|( 4 n  -  5)(4n -  7)j*
(n +  1) > 0 ’
as n —> oo. Thus an < oo, and for any p > 1, as n —> oo, we have
Therefore, for any p >  1 , we have
V  — V1 n + p  1 n
„ l 
4  ^ 4
0.
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That is lim ^oo Yn exists in Z/4(fi) sense. Hence
E ^ B n ( t  +  A) — Bjj( t ) ^ +  • • • ^ Bn{t  +  A) — Bu(t)  ^ +  • • •
/  \ 4 1
n!
/  \  n —2 ) 2
=  E (KB H(t + A ) - B H( t ) j [ l3n( t  + A )  -  B H(t ) J  + • • ■}
(  \  4 / \  2
=  E ^ B H{t +  A ) - B H( t ) j lim Yn
 ^n—too )
< ( e  ( ß „ ( t  + A )  -  J
X 4\'/2;) J iai
E  ( lim Yn
n —too
1/2
=  const [ E  [ lim Yr
n—too
( 5.55)
Notice tha t lim ^oo Yn G L ^ f l )  and 1/2 < H  < 1, by (5.54) and (5.55) we see 
tha t (5.50) of Lemma 5.6 holds. Equation(5.51) of Lemma 5.6 is obvious. This 
ends the proof of Lemma 5.6.
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